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t seems that we have to get used to
a new way of living with Covid-19 for
a while longer. This situation brings with
it dramatic implications for both health
and the economies of a large part of
the planet. But, as we know, our sector
is quickly recovering the loss of turnover
caused by the lockdown, with surprising
performances. The indicators for the next
few years, with or without a pandemic,
are still positive. It has definitely been a
difficult year, especially for trade fairs. In Europe, France, The Netherlands and the UK had to cancel their events (the Spanish one is
biennial and was already scheduled for October 2021), Switzerland
organized the Bern show, but was forced to stop it after two days
- a serious inconvenience for all exhibitors. Germany and Italy have
managed to courageously organize and host their events and we
attended both, which you can read about in our reports in this issue. Sadly, it has not gone well for the CMT in Stuttgart, which was
scheduled for January 2021. It might have hosted some big names
absent from the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf, creating the first real
landmark event for the entire caravanning industry. But it has been

cancelled and it is still unclear whether it will be able to reorganize
the show for April or July 2021. In the meantime, it is thinking of
creating a digital media event. The digital format was adopted by
the Victorian Caravan & Camping Show in Australia which took
place only in a virtual way this year. This was the first virtual show
in the sector and proved an incredible success, as you can read in
the report published in this issue. In the United States, things are no
better. The annual Elkhart Open House was cancelled, as well as the
RV Dealer’s Association Convention and Expo which was to be held
in Las Vegas. Hopefully, the annual RV / MH Hall of Fame Induction,
which has already been postponed twice, may be held in May 2021.
Also in May, hopefully, the ECF will also be able to organize the
Annual General Meeting and the MELVI (Meeting of the European Leisure Vehicle Industry) in Berlin. We also had to postpone the
launch of Aboutcamp BtoB’s first “International Caravanning of The
Future” congress, scheduled to take place at CMT 2021. But the
commitment is only postponed. Keep following us to find out more,
not only by reading our magazine, but also by following our website
www.aboutcampbtob.eu and our LinkedIn page which is updated
daily https://www.linkedin.com/company/aboutcamp-btob.
Antonio Mazzucchelli
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CMT 2021 cancelled: new dates are planned (but not yet certain)
The CMT 2021 holiday and travel exhibition,
due to take place in Stuttgart, Germany in
January 2021, has been cancelled due to the
latest developments of the coronavirus situation in that area. Making the announcement,
Guido von Vacano, member of the management team at Messe Stuttgart said: “We didn’t
make this decision easily. In the past weeks
and months we have received a lot of encouragement and support from all exhibitors
and partners, and the number of registrations
was excellent. Despite an approved safety and
hygiene concept and the tireless efforts of all
colleagues, the world’s largest public exhibition for tourism and leisure is, unfortunately,
not taking place.“
The reasons for the cancellation decision were,
ultimately, the number of infections and the
developments surrounding the corona pandemic in the Baden-Württemberg area in the
past few days. “Due to the extremely dynamic
and unpredictable developments of the corona pandemic, we have now decided to take
this difficult step for everyone involved” said

von Vacano. “We deeply regret the cancellation. We would have liked to offer the tourism
industry this urgently needed platform, and
also to promote the topic of caravanning that
is receiving so much attention at the moment.
A big thank you to all exhibitors and partners
who had placed their trust in us!” Said von
Vacano. CMT is thinking of various solutions,
but at the moment we are closing this issue of
Aboutcamp BtoB, nothing is certain yet. In a
note to exhibitors, the organizers declare “We
have already blocked time slots within in our
trade fair calendar: from 8 - 11 April 2021, the
Spring Fairs will take place in Stuttgart. 20,000
square meters of hall space have already been
reserved for CMT. We know that current situations and planning can change quickly. That is
why we are already giving you our promise today: in January 2021, we will assess whether
it is possible to hold the CMT Pop Up in April
2021 and will inform you immediately. As an
alternative date we have already reserved our
trade fair ground for the first weekend in July.
If possible, please keep both dates free!“

On the other hand, we know that they are
trying to organize for January 26, 2021 the
first edition of CMTdigital, dedicated to companies who wants to present product innovations to an interested audience of specialist trade visitors and media representatives.
A fully equipped TV studio can be provided
enabling the exhibitors to broadcast new
products to the world - either within a digital
press conference or as a panel discussion. The
caravanning industry can use the opportunity
to bring innovative products to Stuttgart and
to present them to journalists and influencers
within a live presentation.

Editorial

Aboutcamp BtoB helps professionals in the caravan/RV and leisure industry around
the world keep up to date with all the latest business news and market trends in this
Editor in Chief: Antonio Mazzucchelli
sector. It’s the most well informed source of B2B information in the caravan industry,
direttore@aboutcamp.eu
with a unique global perspective and an international team of correspondents delivering daily news online at www.AboutcampBtoB.eu, a bi-monthly e-newsletter, and
Art director: Federico Cavina
a high quality print magazine delivered (free) in Europe, the United States, Australia,
Editorial team: Renato Antonini - John Rawlings
New Zealand, South Africa, Japan, China, Korea, Argentina, Brazil, Chile. The AboutTerry Owen - Enrico Bona - Peter Hirtschulz
camp BtoB magazine is published four times a year with features including exclusive
Paolo Galvani - Craig Ritchie - Andrea Cattaneo
interviews with senior management from the industry, reviews of the major exhibiBartek Radzimski - Irene Viergever - Giorgio Carpi
tions around the world, and reports about the latest market trends, plus in-depth
profiles of OEM suppliers who specifically manufacture components for this sector.
Web team: Maurizio Fontana - Gabriel Lopez
With all the recent acquisitions, new technological developments and more and more
consumers buying leisure vehicles around the world, Aboutcamp BtoB is essential
reading for everyone working in any business related to the caravan industry. While so
many flock to the internet, and have
Fuori Media srl - Sales International
an inbox full of emails, Aboutcamp
direzione@fuorimedia.com
BtoB decided to print a paper magazine so that it gets more noticed,
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we wish you happy reading!
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Web edition
Aboutcamp BtoB is also a website updated daily with news and information dedicated to RV builders and OEM producers. The website is supported by a professional newsletter sent monthly to the
professionals in the RV sector. We also strengthened our presence
on LinkedIn, where we manage the business page of the magazine
but also the group “Caravanning Professional” which allows us to
develop direct and informal relationships with decision-makers in the
RV industry.
On our website is possible to read online the print edition of all
Aboutcamp BtoB issues at:
www.aboutcampbtob.eu/read-the-magazines
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Winnebago names new president
Winnebago Industries has appointed Huw
Bower as President, Winnebago Outdoors, effective from 12 October, 2020. Mr. Bower will
report to President and Chief Executive Officer,
Michael Happe and will be based in the Company’s Eden Prairie, Minnesota office. Bower’s
primary responsibilities will include all revenue
streams associated with the flagship brand,
Winnebago, namely Winnebago-branded recreational and specialty vehicles. Bower joins
Winnebago Industries after more than 15
years in brand leadership and executive roles
at Brunswick Corporation, a global leader in
the marine industry. His most recent position
was as President, Boat Group reporting to the
CEO of Brunswick, where he was responsible
for that organization’s portfolio of iconic boat

Trigano: evolution
of governance

The Trigano Supervisory Board
met on September 30 and noted the resignations from the
Executive Board of Mr François
Feuillet from his function as
President of the Executive Board
and of Mrs Marie-Hélène Feuillet from her function as Managing Director.
The same board appointed Mr
Stéphane Gigou as member
and President of the Executive
Board. As a result, the Executive
Board now comprises five members: Mr Stéphane Gigou, President of the Executive Board,
Mr Michel Freiche, Managing
Director, Mr François Feuillet,
Mrs Marie-Hélène Feuillet and
Mr Paolo Bicci.
Mr François Feuillet and Mrs
Marie-Hélène Feuillet, together
with Feuillet family members,
remain the majority shareholder
with the ownership of 57.80%
of the capital and 69.31% of
voting rights.
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brands including Sea Ray, Boston Whaler and Lund, among
others. During this time, he
gained significant portfolio
management experience, accelerated the growth of the boat
business, strengthened dealer
relationships, and created innovative, high performing teams. Bower was also
instrumental through the years in advancing
strategic planning and business development
activities within Brunswick. Winnebago Industries President and Chief Executive Officer Michael Happe commented: “We are extremely
excited to have a high-quality leader such as
Huw join our executive leadership team. Not
only will he add further strength to our moti-

vated management team, his
passion for leading premium,
differentiated brands will enable
Huw to build on the momentum of our flagship brand and
advance our leadership position
in the outdoor lifestyle industry.
His broad experience across the
durable goods value chain, combining both operations and product development capabilities
with a focus on the consumer, will be immediately accretive. While Huw will drive profitable growth within our Winnebago-branded
recreational and specialty vehicles businesses,
his knowledge of other outdoor markets will
be welcomed as we also explore new revenue
opportunities for the Winnebago brand.”

New registrations of leisure vehicles in Europe
remain stable despite lockdowns
New registrations of caravans and motorhomes in
Europe fell by just one percent in the first seven
months of 2020, despite the lockdowns imposed
by the coronavirus pandemic, with over 150,000
motor caravans and caravans newly registered
in Europe since the beginning of the year. After
an abrupt slump due to lockdowns in many European countries in spring, new registrations of
motor caravans and caravans have been rising
sharply again since June. In total, 153,024 recreational vehicles have been newly registered since
the beginning of the year. This is only 1.2 percent
less than in the same period of the successful previous year. The July figures impressively demonstrate that the trend reversal has been completed
throughout Europe: new registrations rose by
61.4 percent compared to July 2019. All markets
(with the exception of Norway) were up at least
20 percent. Germany continues to be the largest
market in Europe with 70,551 newly registered
leisure vehicles. Since the beginning of the year,
it has recorded growth of 15.3 percent compared
with last year’s record result. France, which had
to record significantly higher infection figures
and took more drastic measures to combat the
pandemic, is still the second largest market with
21,574 new registrations (minus 8.5 percent).
Italy (5,022 vehicles), Spain (4,978 vehicles) and
the United Kingdom (13,870 vehicles), as well
severely affected by the pandemic, also suffered
losses of 8.4, 19.7 and 36.3 percent respectively. In addition to Germany, the trend was partic-

ularly positive in Austria (2,411 vehicles) with a
plus of 11.8 percent, in Denmark (2,972 vehicles)
with a plus of 20.1 percent and in Finland (2,074
vehicles) with a plus of 14.7 percent. New registrations in the key markets of the Netherlands
(6,944 vehicles), Switzerland (5,372 vehicles) and
Sweden (5,168 vehicles) maintained their good
results of the first seven months of 2019. New
registrations of motor caravans have again developed positively since the beginning of the year,
exceeding the previous year by 4.0 percent. In
total, 103,447 motor caravans were newly registered throughout Europe up to and including July.
Here, too, the picture is mixed in the individual
countries due to the different course of the pandemic and the measures taken to combat it. Germany recorded an increase of 23.8 percent and is
with 50,570 vehicles by far the number one motor caravan country in Europe. New registrations
in this vehicle segment also increased in Austria
(1,639 vehicles), Denmark (831 vehicles), Finland
(1,405 vehicles), the Netherlands (1,838 vehicles)
and Switzerland (4,293 vehicles), in some cases
very significantly. In France (17,581 vehicles), Italy (4,654 vehicles), Spain (3,819 vehicles) and
the United Kingdom (6,058 vehicles), the figures
have so far been declining, but should soon turn
positive again due to the strong upward trend of
the last two months. Caravan registrations were
unable to maintain their level of the first seven
months of 2019, falling by 10.6 percent to 49,577
vehicles. In Germany, the largest caravan market
with 19,981 vehicles, new
registrations remained almost at the previous year’s
level with a small drop of
1.7 percent. The United
Kingdom, was hit harder,
however: new registrations
shrank by almost a third
to 7,812 vehicles. France
(3,993 vehicles) also recorded a drop of 21.3 percent.

Thetford and Thule announce
distribution partnership for the RV
market in China

NCC survey shows UK touring caravan
sales up 20% on last year, with 37%
of buyers ‘newbies’

Thetford and Thule RV Products have agreed to start a distribution
partnership for the RV market in China to create sustainable growth
of their businesses and claim pole position for their product ranges.
Thule believes that Thetford, as a supplier with an established sales
network in the Chinese RV market, is the partner it requires to accelerate its business development in China. Stéphane Cordeille, CEO at
Thetford, states: “We believe in a solid partnership. Both Thule and
Thetford are strong A-brands in the RV market and we do have similar
company cultures, which is a boundary condition for a strong cooperation. This partnership will bring a win-win situation, for both our
Chinese OEM’s and for the Thetford | Thule combination.” Filip Van der
Linden, Managing Director at Thule NV, agrees, saying: “Thetford and
Thule are complementary to each other. You could say, where Thetford is taking care of a big part of the inside of an RV, Thule is taking
care of a large part of the outside.” Thetford has had an experienced
team in China for years. Under the leadership of General Manager,
Sam Yang, Thetford China has taken market leadership in sanitation
and refrigeration. Thule shares Thetford’s belief in a Chinese RV market
with strong growth potential and wishes to capitalize on the successful Chinese Thetford organisation and develop a leading position in
the distribution of awnings and RV bike carriers. From September 1st
2020, Thetford China will represent
the Thule RV Products brand and
product range in China and thus extend and strengthen its portfolio of
A-brand products.

The National Caravan Council
(NCC), the trade association
for the leisure vehicle industry
in the UK, undertook a study
to prove that caravan sales
have really taken off since UK
dealerships were allowed to
reopen on 1 June. According to the survey conducted
in July by CRiS (the national
register of touring caravan
keepers), registrations of
touring caravans were running at +20 percent versus the same
time last year. The survey indicated that 37 percent of registrations were from buyers who had never owned a touring caravan
before (‘newbies’). There was also a substantial number of people (23 percent) coming back to caravanning. Pre purchase CRiS
checks are currently running at +50 percent versus the same time
last year. These new buyers are distinctly younger, with 34 percent aged 44 or younger. Almost half of them (47 percent) have
children living at home – but it runs in the family as the majority
claimed to have had experience of a camping/caravan/motorhome
holiday when younger. One of the less surprising characteristics
was that they described themselves as ‘outdoorsy’ people. One
in five (20 percent) of the newbies bought brand new caravans –
even with starting prices in excess of £12,000.
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Aqua-Hot appoints new director of operations
Aqua-Hot, the Airxcel brand that specialises
in heating systems for RVs, has appointed
Nick Westaby to the position of director of
operations. In this role, Westaby manages
the comprehensive day-to-day operations
of Aqua-Hot’s production and supply chain.
Westaby has extensive leadership experience in lean global manufacturing and
technical sales. He comes to the RV industry
after 21 years at Halliburton, where, most
recently, he held the position of senior manager, global continuous improvement. He
has a MSc degree in project management
from the University of Aberdeen and BSc

Hons degree from Robert Gordon University,
both in Scotland, UK.
“We’re pleased to have Nick filling this vital
role at Aqua-Hot,” said Salihagic, general
manager. “His background and experience
add unique perspectives to how we manufacture, continually improve our processes
and expand upon our unparalleled service
to our committed partners.”
Aqua-Hot Heating Systems has manufactured hydronic heating solutions for motorhomes and travelers since 1984. Running
on diesel or propane fuels, they’re highly
adaptable to a range of subfloor and heat

German caravanning industry:
record domestic sales, weak exports

Information issued by the CIVD (the Caravan
Industry Association in Germany), says that
since the beginning of the year, there have
been more than 70,000 new registrations of
caravans and motorhomes in Germany – an
increase of more than 15 percent compared
to the same period last year. This represents a
new all-time high for this period. The enthusiasm of Germans for caravanning as a form
of vacation appears to still be growing. After
the best half-year in its history (almost 55,000
vehicles), the new record for July was 16,112
newly registered leisure vehicles – a full 85.6
percent up compared to July 2019 and the
highest figure ever achieved in Germany for
a single month. The caravanning industry in
Germany is, thus far, heading for a new record year. In the first seven months of this
year, 70,551 leisure vehicles were registered
in Germany – more than ever before in this
period and a strong increase of 15.3 percent
compared to the same period in 2019. This
despite the fact that motor vehicle dealerships
had to close for a few weeks in the spring following a decision by the Federal Government
and the federal states to combat the Corona
pandemic. This had led to a drastic temporary
slump in new registrations. With the easing of
corona measures and the re-opening of dealerships, a strong catch-up effect set in during
May, particularly in the motor caravan sector.
Daniel Onggowinarso, Managing Director of
the caravanning industry association CIVD,
reports: “Caravaning is in these times one of
the safest forms of holiday, since one travels
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with a leisure vehicle individually
and only with persons of the own
household and is as far as possible
self-sufficient by own sleep, living,
cook and sanitary possibilities. New
registrations of motor caravans in
Germany doubled in July to a new
record of 10,943 vehicles. Since
January, 50,570 motor caravans
have been registered for the first
time. This is an outstanding 23.8
percent more than in the same period last year and a new record for
the first seven months of a year. This vehicle
segment is, thus, well on the way to achieving
its tenth consecutive record result. New caravan registrations continued their impressive
recovery in Germany in July, climbing by 61.7
percent to 5,169 units. This is the best result
in almost 20 years. This means that the dramatic slumps in the “Corona months” of April
and May have almost been made up for. With
19,981 makes registered for the first time, the
caravan market is only 1.7 percent down on
the previous year’s result at the same time.
The turnaround has also been successful for
caravans. With the reduction in value-added
tax, there is currently an additional incentive
to purchase a leisure vehicle, so we are optimistic for the coming months.” With total
sales volume of 5.75 billion euros, the German
caravanning industry achieved a good result in
the economically difficult first half of the year.
However, despite robust demand for motor
caravans and caravans in Germany, revenues
fell by 6.1 percent. The reason for this is the
Corona-related weaker export of leisure vehicles made in Germany. Business with new vehicles fell by 12.6 percent compared with the
first half of 2019 to 3.1 billion euros. Motor
caravans accounted for 2.66 billion euros of
this figure, a drop of 10.3 percent. With new
caravans, the industry generated sales of 442
million euros. That is 24.2 percent less than in
the same period last year. Sales on the used
vehicle market in Germany grew in the first
half of the year. Corona gave the sector a run
on its products.

exchanger applications, and provide continuous on-demand hot water.

New ‘Go RVing’
website goes live
The RV Industry Association has launched
an all-new GoRVing.com website. The
new site provides a more visually engaging platform to showcase rich and inspirational stories, told by real RVers in their
own words. Consumers can explore the
range and diversity of RV models and uses,
and access stories and expert advice that
demonstrate how RVing can enhance the
activities that consumers are already passionate about. Designed with an emphasis
on the path to purchase mindset consumers experience from discovery, consideration and action, the new website’s navigation mirrors this mindset and behavior
flow. In addition, the team also re-examined the purpose and value of its industry-only section of the website to provide
more value to industry stakeholders. The
Go RVing Industry Only portal gives manufacturers, dealers, campground operators,
state associations, show promoters, and
their agencies new options to use consumer leads and marketing material connected
to the national campaign. Industry personnel now have a dashboard that allows
them easier access the leads database,
saved searches, and links to new marketing materials and taggable TV spots. Industry users can expect to find new B-Roll
footage, new taggable TV spots that align
with Go RVing’s Go on a Real Vacation
campaign, industry research reports, and
an improved image library. New marketing
materials and images continue to be added as a result of recent media partnerships.

Trigano: strong performance in fourth quarter, but sales down 6.2% in the year
According to its press release on September 23rd, during the fourth
quarter Trigano achieved a turnover of €627.9M (up 33.7 percent
compared to the previous financial period), and maximised its production capacity to make up volume losses resulting from the shutdown
of plants during the COVID19 lockdown period; however, for the financial year, total sales declined by 6.2 percent to €2.183 billion due
to the impact of the health crisis linked to COVID19.
For many weeks, Trigano stopped its
production and the vast majority of
its distribution networks had to shut
down at the peak of the season. This
situation particularly affected sales in
the United Kingdom, Italy, Spain and
France, countries where Trigano holds
the highest market shares. The decline in sales over the year was limited
to 5.4% for motorhomes and 11.3%
for caravans. Deliveries of accessories
for leisure vehicles (-1.4%) declined
sharply in France and in the United
Kingdom while they benefited from the buoyancy of German and
Dutch markets. Static caravan activity (-12.2%) suffered from order
cancellations linked to uncertainties about campsites traffic over summer months. It achieved its highest production capacities by reducing
holidays periods and postponing the launch of 2021 leisure vehicles
ranges. Communication campaigns in favour of the use of motorhomes and caravans carried out by manufacturers’ unions in France,
Germany and Italy, were relayed by strong third party interest in leisure vehicles in all European countries, consequently, Trigano had to
face strong demand as soon as the production lines were restarted.

aboutcamp_issue28_UK_VC 210x148.indd 1

The post-lockdown recovery has been strong for Trigano in all product
categories; except activities which are directly linked to international
tourism saw a decline, such as camping sites and motorhomes rental.
Trailer sales were stable, the drop in production in France and Norway
was offset by increased capacity at the Polish and Serbian factories.
The camping equipment activity (-31.0%) was strongly affected by
the current situation and by the decline in stewardship markets while
garden equipment (-1.7%) remained
resilient. According to the Trigano
press release, European motorhome
users believe that they can control
their social contacts, and feel at home
everywhere. Perceived as a “mobile
health bubble”, the motorhome is
therefore arousing unprecedented
interest. Stock levels are at an abnormally low level because production
lost in the third quarter could not be
fully caught up, and distribution must
satisfy a new customer base. This situation resulted in a sharply increasing order portfolio and the need
for Trigano to rapidly and significantly increase production capacities.
All necessary measures have been, or will be, put in place for this purpose. Particular attention will be devoted to the continuity of supply
which risks becoming a critical point in ensuring accelerated growth
in turnover. In the longer term, Trigano expects the motorhome market to grow strongly, especially in Germany where demographic trend
will continue to support the development of a very large customer
base as in recent years. In France and Great Britain, prospects for positive and steady growth of potential customers are solid.
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ALDE appoints new CEO
Alde International Systems AB has appointed Peter Jocic as its new CEO from
1 January 2021. Peter Jocic will join ALDE
from NIBE, where he has held a number
of senior positions, including responsibility for the supply chain and most recently,
Business Area Product management.
Magnus Bolmstrand, Chairman of the
Board at ALDE commented: “I am proud
to be able to present Peter Jocic as the
new CEO of Alde. He is a competent
leader, has broad experience and a deep
understanding of how to create growth
in a complex and innovation-driven business. I am convinced that he will be able
to further develop Alde as a company
and market leader in hydronic heating
systems for recreational vehicles.”
Born in 1968, Peter Jocic grew up in Gothenburg and holds a MSc in Engineering. Commenting on his new position,
Peter Jocic said: “I am honored to take
over the position as CEO and to lead a
company with such strong expertise and
market position. I’m looking forward to
working with Alde’s employees, board
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and customers, so that we together can
take the next step in the company’s development to create innovative and customer oriented solutions.”
Alde International Systems AB was
founded in 1949 and is a world-leading
company in the RV industry. Alde develops, produces, markets and sells hydronic heating systems for caravans and
motorhomes, with Europe and North
America as the largest markets. Alde
has about 130 employees with it’s headquarter and manufacturing situated in
Färlöv in the south of Sweden.

Stellantis reveals its logo
PSA Group and FCA Group have revealed the logo
of Stellantis, the new group that will result from
their 50:50 merger. The logo symbolises the rich
heritage of Stellantis’ founding companies and the
unique combined strengths of the new group’s
portfolio of 14 automotive brands, as well as the
diversity of professional backgrounds of its employees working in all the regions. Along with the Stellantis name – whose Latin root “stello” means “to
brighten with stars” – it is the visual representation
of the spirit of optimism, energy and renewal of a
diverse and innovative company determined to be
one of the new leaders in the next era of sustainable mobility. The unveiling of the logo is the latest
step towards the completion of the merger project, which is expected to occur by the end of the
first quarter of 2021, subject to customary closing
conditions, including approval by both companies’
shareholders at their respective Extraordinary General Meetings and the satisfaction of antitrust and
other regulatory requirements.

Video report from
the Caravan Salon 2020

Markus Dorner takes on new role as
Commercial Director of Hymer

If you weren’t able to visit the Caravan Salon Düsseldorf this year,
don’t worry, as the AboutcampBtoB team was at the show and
has produced a video report. This includes interviews with several key manufacturers about how they managed the coronavirus lockdown, their insights into the current market, and any
forecasts for 2021, plus why they’d decided to still exhibit at the
2020 show. We also had many interesting interviews with many
of the suppliers in Hall 13, and feature a few of the new vehicles
that caught our attention.

FICC announces 2nd world congress will
be in October 2021
The Fédération Internationale de
Camping, Caravanning et Autocaravaning (FICC) is hosting its
second world congress with a
headline theme of, “The impact
of Digitalization and Sustainability
on camping tourism”. The Congress, will be held on 28 and 29 October 2021 in France at Verrières-le-Buisson, near Paris, will include presentations, discussions,
workshops and reflections on three major topics: consumers, campsites and the industry of camping, caravanning and motor caravanning. “Whether you are a member of FICC or not, this congress
is open to everyone,” wrote the FICC. The FICC rallies are unique
opportunities to develop strategies which favour camping and caravanning throughout the world. They are the social part of the FICC,
so members from Great Britain, Japan, Sweden, North and South
America, Israel, Portugal and others can participate in constructive
discussions. FICC was founded in 1933 and today it numbers 74
Federations and Clubs from 39 countries.

Trigano acquires GIMEG Holding B.V.
Trigano has acquired 60% of the capital of Gimeg Holding B.V. (Gimeg), a wholesale distributor of accessories for recreational vehicles,
camping equipment and gas-fired leisure equipment. The remaining
40% is retained by the Gimeg management team and may be acquired
by Trigano in the coming years. Based in the Netherlands, Gimeg has
strong own brands (Gimeg, Mestic, Travellife, Livin’flame and Cosi),
with a diverse range of around 9,200 products and a network of 1,400
customers, made up of distributors of leisure vehicles, wholesalers
and retailers of leisure and DIY items. Gimeg employs 50 people, is
profitable and achieved a
turnover of €35 million in
2019. This acquisition will
allow Trigano to consolidate its leadership in the
distribution of accessories
for leisure vehicles in Europe and should generate
many synergies.

Markus Dorner started the new role as commercial director of Hymer GmbH & Co. KG at the start of October, responsible for finance
and accounting, IT and human resources. Together with the chairman of the management board, Christian Bauer (sales) and HansGeorg Rauh (technology), he will direct the business, based in Bad
Waldsee. Dorner has already worked for the Erwin Hymer Group of
companies for 15 years, most recently as commercial director for the
entry segment brands (Capron, Carado, Sunlight). “After many years
and various exciting functions in the Erwin Hymer Group, I am very
pleased to be switching to the core brand of EHG. My goal is to
further increase the company’s great potential and success through
a profitable growth strategy,” says Dorner. Markus Dorner started his
career at Dethleffs and in 2012 progressed from controller at Dethleffs into commercial management of the entry segment. Here, he
designed the development of the Leutkirch location and contributed
significantly to the expansion of a very successful segment.

Dometic appoints new EMEA
sales manager for RV aftermarket
Dometic has appointed
Matthias Büscher as its new
EMEA (Europe, Middle East,
Africa) sales manager for
the RV aftersales market.
Matthias Büscher started the
role on 1st July and already
knows the RV sector through
his previous role at Dometic
as regional DACH Sales Manager for the RV Aftermarket.
After several years of successfully supporting the German-speaking aftermarket,
Matthias Büscher is now taking over responsibility for Dometic’s RV
Aftermarket sales in the entire EMEA region. For the time being he
also retains his local responsibility for the German-speaking countries. He started his career at Dometic in Emsdetten in 1992. About
three years later, after working for Waeco (part of Dometic since
2007) as sales manager of the automotive segment, he moved to
the sales management of the RV/Marine and Electrical Trade. When
Waeco merged with Dometic in 2007, his further specialization in
the RV-AM sector in the DACH region began. Dometic operates in
three regions: Americas, EMEA and Asia Pacific, providing products
for use in recreational vehicles, trucks and premium cars, pleasure
and workboats, and for a variety of other uses. It offers products
and solutions that enrich people’s experiences away from home,
whether in a motorhome, caravan, boat or a truck. Dometic operates 27 manufacturing/assembly sites in 12 countries and sells products in approximately 100 countries. It has a global distribution and
dealer network in place to serve the aftermarket.
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AL-KO appoints new
Chief Operating Officer

RVIA forecasts +4.5% growth in RV sales in 2020
and new record for 2021

AL-KO Vehicle Technology has announced
the appointment of Markus Siegner as its
new COO (Chief Operating Officer) from 1st
September 2020. He succeeds David Kasul
who leaves the company on schedule after a
four year assignment.
Markus Sieger joins the board of management with the global responsibility of the
operations division. His tasks include the
management, control and organisation of
al operational processes and services in the
areas of production, quality, logistics and
purchasing.

Despite the COVID-19 pandemic shutdowns in production, the RV Industry Association (RVIA) in North America says it
expects RV shipments to exceed 400,000
wholesale units by the end of 2020 – approximately 4.5 percent more than 2019
– and see continued growth to more than
500,000 units in 2021.
The latest projection expects total RV shipments for 2020 year-end to be 424,400
units, compared to 406,070 units shipped
in 2019, overcoming a nearly twomonth RV industry shutdown due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Initial estimates for 2021 range from
494,400 to 519,900 units with a most
likely outcome of 507,200 units, which
would represent a 19.5 percent increase
over 2020. The 507,200 units projected
for 2021 would represent the best annual total on measurable record for the
RV industry, eclipsing the 504,600 units
shipped in 2017. The projected 424,400
units in 2020 would be the fourth best
annual total on record. Towable RV ship-

since 1961

N

ments are anticipated to reach 383,900
units in 2020 and 452,500 units in 2021.
Motorhome shipments are projected to
finish at 40,500 units in 2020 and 54,700
units in 2021.
“The RV industry has experienced strong
consumer growth over the past 10 years,
but the recent soar in consumer interest in
RVing driven by the COVID-19 pandemic
has led to a marked increase in RV shipments to meet the incredibly strong order
activity at the retail level,” said RVIA President Craig Kirby.

Naldini
furniture care quality

Our experience at your service
Manufacture of furniture and
accessories: we are proud to
guarantee to our customers
flexibility and a high degree
of customizability. Fratelli
Naldini is one of the Italian
companies with the most
extensive experience in the
RV sector, thanks to 60 years
of successful activity.

Production of flat and curved
kitchen doors
and lockers

Fratelli Naldini Srl
Via del Chianti, 31 • 50028 Barberino Tavarnelle FI • Italy
Tel: +39 055 8077928 • naldinisrl@naldinisrl.com
www.fratellinaldini.com
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HIGH QUALITY GRP
FOR RECREATIONAL VEHICLES

EASY TO CLEAN . HAIL RESISTANT . LOW THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT . LIGHT .
HIGH ELASTICITY . WATERPROOF . STRONG CORROSION RESISTANT . DURABLE
Brianza Plastica’s ELYCOLD and ELYPLAN fiberglass rolls and sheets are the ideal solution for the construction
of panels for industrial, commercial, temperature controlled, recreational and public transport vehicles.
The excellent resistance and dimensional strength, combined with lightness and easy workability, make them
perfect for the construction of walls, anti-hail roofs, floors and interior coverings.

www.flatlaminates.com - sales-flatlaminates@brianzaplastica.it
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LCI Industries achieves record results in third quarter with 41% increase in sales
Jason Lippert, LCI Industries’ President and Chief Executive Officer said: “We are pleased to announce
we delivered a record quarter with 41% revenue
and 91% earnings growth over the prior year driven
by favorable trends in the outdoor recreation space
and our recent acquisitions.” Highlights of Lippert
Components Third Quarter 2020 results includes
Aftermarket Segment sales growing to $185.7 million (+149 percent year-over-year) and international
sales increasing to $59.5 million (+69 percent yearover-year). Adjacent Industries OEM sales increased to $180.6 million in
the third quarter, an increase of 11% year-over-year. Execution of its diversification strategy continued with North American RV OEM net sales
less than 51% of total net sales for the 12 months ended September 30,

Michel Vuillermoz is
the new Laika Head of
Product Management

Michel Vuillermoz has been appointed as
the Head of Product Management at Laika
motorhomes in Italy from 1st October. Vuillermoz has a background of more than 10
years in journalism working for the Italian
magazines Caravan e Camper, Camperonline and also for Aboutcamp BtoB, where,
thanks to his experience in technical issues,
he wrote in-depth articles. After two years
as Marketing & Communications Manager
at Erwin Hymer Group Italia S.p.A., Michel
has now joined the Laika team as Head
of Product Management with the aim of
enhancing, strengthening and developing
the Laika product offer. Michel Vuillermoz
(38), from Aosta, has a binational degree
in Languages and Communication, and a
great experience in the world of recreational vehicles, of which he has always been a
passionate connoisseur and user himself. “I
feel lucky to dedicate my time and energy
to a product that has always fascinated me.
The motorhome is not just a vehicle: it is the
companion that takes you wherever you
want, letting you enjoing its beauty.”

2020. Content per travel trailer and fifth-wheel RV, adjusted to remove
Furrion sales from prior periods, increased $160 year-over-year, or 5%,
to $3,428 for the 12 months ended September 30, 2020. Net income
increased $32.5 million, or 91%, to $68.3 million, or $2.70 per diluted share, in the third quarter. Adjusted EBITDA increased $51.5 million,
or 76%, to $119.4 million in the same period. Total debt decreased to
$635.9 million at September 30, 2020 compared to $702.1 million at
June 30, 2020, and cash and cash equivalents increased to $68.2 million
at September 30, 2020 compared to $62.3 million at June 30, 2020.
Net sales from acquisitions completed by the Company contributed $99
million in the third quarter of 2020. October 2020 consolidated net sales
were approximately $288 million, up 25% from October 2019 as the significant increase in RV production continued into the fourth fiscal quarter
to meet elevated RV retail demand.

Dometic reports strong demand and improved
profitability in third quarter results
Dometic’s third quarter results reported that
sales for the quarter of SEK 4,466 m (4,605 in
2019) representing a decrease of -3%; however organic growth was 3%. Strong growth in
orders booked led to a record order backlog.
Profit for the quarter was SEK 281 m (372)
negatively impacted by tax provisions for ongoing foreign tax disputes. Excluding these
provisions, profit improved compared to last
year. Operating profit before depreciation and
amortization (EBITDA) for the quarter improved
to SEK 867 m (792), representing a margin of
19.4% (17.2%). Operating profit (EBIT) before
items affecting comparability for the quarter
improved to SEK 690 m (619), representing
a margin of 15.5% (13.5%). Operating profit (EBIT) for the quarter improved to SEK 676
m (583), representing a margin of 15.1%
(12.7%). Items affecting comparability for the
quarter were SEK -14 m (-37) and were related
to restructuring costs for the global restructuring programme. Juan Vargues, Dometic’s President and CEO said: “We experienced a rapid
recovery in the third quarter after a difficult
and unprecedented second quarter. Organic
net sales growth ended up at 3% and EBIT
margin before items affecting comparability
in the quarter showed a strong improvement
to 15.5% from 13.5% last year. Thanks to a
strong growth in orders booked we achieved a
record order backlog at the end of the quarter.
After a fast and successful reduction of our cost
base in the second quarter, customer demand
increased sharply in June and July resulting in
certain constraints in our supply chain and a
subsequent effect on net sales. Additionally,

pro-active measures to contain COVID-19 cases
in some of our American factories impacted net
sales negatively. We will continue to increase
capacity to meet the strong demand we foresee in the coming quarters. A further increase
in end-user appetite for staycation and outdoor
activities is driving demand for our products
across the portfolio. The increased demand
is also visible in the number of visits to our
website Dometic.com, which has shown an
accelerated growth of more than 70 percent,
year-to-date. During the second half of the
quarter we started to deliver on the previously
communicated contracts for cooling compartments with automotive customers in Americas
and we expect a further ramp-up in deliveries
during the coming quarters. It is also encouraging to see that our aftermarket business grew
by 13 percent organically in the quarter. In Asia
Pacific we experienced a strong sales recovery
in July whereas the second COVID-19 related
lockdown in Australia impacted the business
negatively in August and September. The improvement of the EBIT margin before items
affecting comparability to 15.5% from 13.5%
was driven by a significant growth in aftermarket sales and successful cost reductions, despite negative currency effects and a negative
impact of COVID-19.

Frankana becomes majority shareholder of Dimatec
The German wholesale camping and leisure
accessories company, Frankana Freiko, have
acquired the majority of shares in the Italian
company, Dimatec S.p.A., with retroactive effect from 1 January 2020. Frankana and its
affiliated firm Freiko are one of the leading
wholesalers in the camping and leisure acces-
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sories sector. Its range covers more than 12,000
products from camping guides to solar panels.
Dimatec S.p.a. has been in business for over
three decades. In 1989, Dimatec entered the
lighting sector manufacturing lamps. Dimatec
operates both in the OEM and aftermarket,
selling its own products while also acting as a

sales agent. It brings together recreational vehicle manufacturers and component producers,
offering a huge range of accessories and spare
parts. Dimatec has 20 employees and a turnover of €12 million. About 50 percent of the
turnover is derived from the OEM market, the
remaining 50 percent from the aftermarket.
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CIVD study shows that caravanning has a good climate balance
A study carried out by the Öko-Institut eV
2020 for the CIVD (Caravaning Institute Association of Germany) studied the comparative climate balance of caravanning trips and
concluded that fewer climate-damaging emissions are released when on holiday in a caravan or motorhome, especially compared to air
travel or staying in a hotel. The issue of greenhouse gas emissions has entered people’s
consciousness and holiday travel is also being
viewed increasingly critically with more and
more holidaymakers asking themselves about
the effects of their trips on the environment

and the climate. In the new study, the Institute for Energy and Environmental Research
(ifeu) examined the emissions of climate-damaging CO2 from various holiday trips. Result:
caravanning has a comparatively good climate
balance. Two studies by the Öko-Institut had
already come to similar conclusions in 2007
and 2013. The various components of a holiday trip were analyzed: arrival and departure,
accommodation and meals as well as on-site
mobility. The ifeu study also takes into account
the production (material balance, energy requirements of production, maintenance) and

Erwin Hymer Group: Covid19 affected the sales
in the fiscal year, but numbers are growing
The Erwin Hymer Group SE has presented
its latest results for the first time since its acquisition by Thor Industries, Inc. in February
2019. These showed that sales of recreational vehicles decreased by 3,542 (minus 6.1%)
to 54,506 in the 2019/2020 fiscal year (August 1, 2019 through July 31, 2020). Sales
figures were impacted by the company’s sixto-eight-week production furlough, partial
interruption of supply chains, and temporary
dealership closures resulting from the coronavirus lockdown from March through May
2020.In contrast to many other sectors, the
supply and production bottlenecks caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic have had only
a marginal effect on the performance of the
European market leader in recreational vehicles. The current market situation is characterized by strong growth. The resumption
of production marked the start of a growth
phase which had a noticeable impact to-
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wards the end of the fiscal year and is
continuing unabated. Reasons for the
growth included the perceived safety of
RV travel during the COVID-19 pandemic
and a strong desire to socially distance,
the reduction in commercial air travel
and cruises, the temporary reduction in
sales tax in Germany and the group-wide
use of digital marketing to promote sales
to end consumers. As a result, the EHG
RV backlog was 1.38 billion euros as of
July 31, 2020, an increase of 606.7 million euros, or 79 percent, compared to
767.1 million euros as of July 31, 2019.
The increased demand is also apparent
in the new registrations of recreational
vehicles across Europe at the beginning
of the 2020/2021 fiscal year. New registrations of motorhomes across Europe
increased by 51% in August 2020, while
caravans achieved growth of 26 percent
in the same period.
EHG CEO Martin Brandt said: “We saw
increasing retail demand after the lockdown, driving dealer inventories to historically low levels and our year-end
backlog to a record high. At the same
time, there is a growing interest in the
RV lifestyle from new customer groups.”
Nevertheless, the restrictions of the pandemic have had a clear impact on the
reporting period. Turnover from August
2019 through July 2020 was 2.24 billion
euros, compared with 2.36 billion euros
for the same period last year, marking a
decrease of 5 percent. The number of
full-time employees at the end of the
period (July 31, 2020) was on a similar
level to the previous year at approximately 7,350 FTEs for the Group. Despite
the ongoing COVID-19 crisis, the Erwin
Hymer Group is sticking to the three
strategic guidelines drawn up in August
2019. In the 2020/2021 fiscal year that
lies ahead, the focus remains on the development of innovative products and
services, digitalization and the commitment to corporate social responsibility.

disposal of the leisure vehicles. The report
also looks at the impact of electric cars for
towing could have, plus the use of lightweight construction in motorhomes and
caravans, e.g. advanced wood composites.

Thor Industries appoints
William J. Kelley jr to its
board of directors
Thor Industries, Inc.
has appointed William
J. Kelley Jr. to its Board
of Directors from November 1, 2020. Kelley has more than 30
years of executive-level
experience in the food
and beverage industry and will serve as a
member of the Compensation and Development Committee
and the Audit Committee of the Board. The
addition of Kelley expands Thor Industries’
Board of Directors from 9 to 10 members.
“I am pleased to welcome Bill to our Board
of Directors given his proven track record of
strategic value creation through his strong
financial management expertise,” said Andrew E. Graves, Chairman of the Board of
Thor Industries. “Bill brings a fresh perspective to Thor’s Board, and we anticipate that
his extensive fiscal and enterprise risk management experience overseeing finance, accounting and controls at the leadership level
for Fortune 500 companies will serve us well.
Bill’s knowledge will fortify Thor Industries’ as
a leader in transformation and change initiatives across the enterprise. His appointment is
further demonstration of the significant value we place upon corporate governance, risk
oversight, board refreshment and diversity.”
Mr. Kelley currently serves as Executive Vice
President and Chief Financial Officer of TreeHouse Foods, Inc. a manufacturer and distributor of private label packaged foods and
beverages in North America with nearly 40
production facilities across the United States,
Canada and Italy. At TreeHouse Foods, Mr.
Kelley advises the Chief Executive Officer and
other senior leaders on major financial and
strategic growth issues. He also manages the
company’s financial, business-planning, treasury, and information technology functions
as well as investor relations and corporate
development.
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PROVIDERS OF SUSTAINABLE
INCINERATION TOILETS SINCE 1999
Cinderella Eco Group, producers
of the market leading Cinderella
Incineration Toilets, launched our
first toilets in 1999. Since then, we
have nearly 80.000 installations
spread throughout the Nordic region,
Europe, Australia and North America.
Our toilets consist of models for
cottages and leisure homes, caravans
and mobile homes, as well as solutions
for industry and emergency relief
organizations.

When nature calls
End
product
is clean
ash

Cinderella Motion represents an entirely new concept
for waste handling in caravans and mobile units. It is now
possible to get rid of toilet waste in a hygienic and simple
manner. The end product is clean ash. The toilet can be
used around 70 times before emptying is required.

Learn more about Cinderella at
www.cinderellaeco.com
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Düsseldorf - Caravan Salon 2020

A success beyond expectations
We spent four days at the Caravan Salon Düsseldorf 2020, the first exhibition held at the Düsseldorf
Messe area since the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic in Europe
Words editorial staff

T

his year, the Caravan Salon Düsseldorf was smaller than usual, although it still occupied 10 halls, with
337 exhibitors. There were several brands
that decided not to participate due to the
uncertainty of the COVID-19 situation, including a giant like the Erwin Hymer Group,
which deprived the show of 13 brands:
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Bürstner, Carado, Crosscamp, Dethleffs, Eriba, Etrusco, Hymer , Laika, LMC, Niesmann
+ Bischoff, Sunlight and for accessories
Goldschmitt and Movera.
To underline this absence, the organizers
left hall 17, the one usually dedicated to the
Hymer brand, empty and accessible. Other
brands absent were Possl and Concorde,
plus suppliers such as
Thetford, Dometic, Thule,
Truma, Alde, Eberspächer, Webasto and Lippert
Components. Base vehicle manufacturers, such
as Volkswagen and Mercedes-Benz, were also absent, with the exception
of Fiat.
Knaus Tabbert and the
Trigano group took the
lion’s share of the space
at the Caravan Salon.
Knaus Tabbert, which has
also recently been listed
on the Frankfurt stock

exchange, was present in the new hall 1
with its Weinsberg and T@B brands, in hall
4 with Knaus and Tabbert, and in hall 5 with
Morelo. Halls 10 and 11 were for Trigano’s
brands, including Adria, Benimar, Caravelair,
Challenger, Chausson, Eura Mobil, Forster,
Mobilvetta, Rimor, Roller Team, Sun Living,
Sterckeman, Xgo, Karmann and Notin.
The Rapido Group also attended the show
with the brands Rapido, Itineo, Dreamer,
Westfalia, PLA and Giottiline.
As usual, Hall 9 was occupied by Hobby and
Fendt. Carthago and its most recent brand,
Mailbu Reisemobile, also exhibited.
Despite the absences already mentioned,
the fair proved to be a success.
“With 107,000 visitors the CARAVAN SALON sends an important signal for the
entire trade fair industry in Germany and
Europe. The world’s most important trade
fair for caravanning convinced with its well
thought-out hygiene and infection protection concept,” said Erhard Wienkamp, Managing Director Messe Düsseldorf.
“The whole team at Messe Düsseldorf and

CARAVAN SALON 2020
CIVD as well as all employees of our exhibitors turned this trade fair into a fantastic
experience with great commitment and lots
of passion,” added Wienkamp.
The shows in Germany and Italy both reported more and more newbies and young
families visited.
Hermann Pfaff, President of the Caravaning
Industrie Verband (CIVD), was also pleased
with how the CARAVAN SALON went:
“These visitor numbers are a very good result
under the circumstances. The fact that they
include many newcomers and that the average age has come down markedly shows
that we are currently experiencing an inflow
of completely new customers. The success
of the event, however, is not only measured
by the attendance figures but above all by
the sales deals concluded – and those were
even higher than in the previous record year
across the board. Added to this, is the very
useful feedback from customers that manufacturers can only get in this way at a trade
fair. Furthermore, the expertise exchanged
on the biggest B-2-B platform of our industry is extremely valuable for exhibitors.”

fair in Germany in precarious times. The
atmosphere was relaxed and positive, and
the parties involved were highly satisfied
with the results at the end of the day. Our
thanks as exhibitors go to Messe Düsseldorf
that has done a perfect job in the run-up to
and during the trade fair. Occupying 15,000
square metres of exhibition space with 20
brands in the segments motor caravan, caravan, accessories and rentals the Trigano
Group showed trust in the trade fair and our
decision proved right. All brands succeeded
in increasing their sales.”

Holger Siebert
Eura Mobil
Trigano

“This year’s CARAVAN SALON was a resounding success despite all the special circumstances. As one of the most beautiful
and currently safest forms of vacationing,
caravanning boasts enormous potential – as
the trade fair clearly demonstrated,” said
Gerd Adamietzki, CSO at Knaus Tabbert AG.

Hermann Pfaff
CIVD

Gerd Adamietzki
Knaus Tabbert

Manufacturers of campers and caravans
were very satisfied with the fair:
“After initial scepticism, we are, overall, very
happy to have presented our products at
this year’s CARAVAN SALON in Düsseldorf.
Although the number of visitors was limited, our Hobby sales team were kept very
busy. Our customers – also including many
young people – were highly interested and
very patient and relaxed at the same time”
says Holger Schulz, Managing Director at
Hobby.

Holger Schulz
Hobby

Bernd Wuschack, Manager Sales, Marketing and After-Sales Service at the Carthago
Group said: “CARAVAN SALON 2020 called
for a lot of courage in these times of the
pandemic. Courage on the part of Messe
Düsseldorf, on the part of exhibitors and
dealers, as well as on the part of visitors.
This courage has paid off for all parties involved: the audience behaved in a very dis-

Exhibitors total

337

Occupied Halls

10

Visitors total
Net space total (sqm)

107,000
70,827

ciplined and mindful manner, our specially
developed exhibition concept with separate
meeting islands met with a very positive response and the hygiene concept of Messe
Düsseldorf were successful.”
Mike Reuer, Managing Director at Westfalia
Mobil GmbH, also echoes this positive verdict: “We are pleased we opted to participate at the CARAVAN SALON and display
our products here. The positive result is that
direct sales to end users clearly exceeded
those posted in the previous year.”

Mike Reuer
Westfalia

The trade fair also went well for the suppliers in hall 13.
John-David Pozzi, Managing Director at
Fiamma S.p.A., commented: “We are satisfied and can look back on a very successful
trade fair. Customers need to see the innovations and novelties on the market hands
on – which is why I am happy about returning to normal. For the many newcomers in
the caravanning sector, the CARAVAN SALON is the ideal opportunity to gather information and gain a comprehensive overview.
Needless to say, there were much fewer
people in total, but instead the quality of
the leads with in-depth and probing conversations was very high. We welcomed a
surprisingly large number of well-informed
visitors to our stand.”

John-David Pozzi
Fiamma

Bernd Wuschack
Carthago

Dr. Holger Siebert, Managing Director at
Eura Mobil GmbH and Trigano Deutschland KG, said: “This Caravan Salon was
special – we have held the first major trade

The 60th CARAVAN SALON Düsseldorf will be
held from 27 August to 5 September 2021.
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Düsseldorf - Caravan Salon 2020
photo credits: Messe Düsseldorf / Tillmann

The floor to
Stefan Koschke
During the show we met the Director of the
Caravan Salon Düsseldorf. Here is what he told us

W

e met Stefan Koschke who has been the Director of the Caravan Salon for six years. The 42-year-old succeeded Helmut
Winkler in 2014 and this year he had to manage an unimaginable problem for anyone doing the role of project manager of a fair: to
organize the show during a pandemic.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What have been the main challenges organizing the Caravan Salon 2020?
Stefan Koschke: The main topic, obviously, was the Corona enemy and
all the problems around that. We had to think about how to do trade
fairs under these circumstances. We decided we had to do everything
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for the people, like wearing face masks and keeping a suitable distance.
This was the main challenge for Caravan Salon 2020, to communicate
these things to the exhibitors and visitors, and it was not that easy because nobody could imagine how it would feel to go to a fair wearing
a mask or having to keep a distance when selling vehicles and showing
products?
Aboutcamp BtoB: What specifically were the safety measures
you implemented for the show?
Stefan Koschke: The most obvious measures were making wearing
face masks compulsory, keeping a distance of 1.5 metres from any oth-

ers around you. We also introduced wider aisles and wider booths so you
have more space to keep a distance with neighbouring stands. We have
a lot of space in the entrance area, so when people entered the show,
they could keep the required distance apart and feel safe. That was very
important. We have a way of tracking people as we only had online tickets
available this year; that was very important because we need the data of
these people in case something happens and they needed to be traced, so
everybody can feel secure.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How important was it for you to keep the show
going this year?
Stefan Koschke: For us, as Messe Düsseldorf, it was very, very important for
the Caravan Salon to go ahead as our business had been shut down for six
months. When we are not doing trade fairs, we are not making any money,
and that’s a really big problem for us and for the whole trade fair industry in
Europe. It was important for this company to show that was still possible to
do trade fairs. For us, starting the Caravan Salon was a very emotional thing
and you see happy people: this is a good sign for the whole industry.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is this your first show of the year then?
Stefan Koschke: The last one we had here was at the end of February. It
was forbidden to do shows, so we had a lot of things to do, with a lot of
communications with the national authorities in order to do the show. But
we were in a good contact with them and had lots of conversations, so
developed some new regulations and they were happy with that.

Aboutcamp BtoB: Some exhibitors said they were exhibiting because the show had supported them in the past, so they wanted to
support it this year. What are your thoughts on this?
Stefan Koschke: For us, it is a very emotional thing because to make trade
fairs is something we are passionate about. This comment is true, and we
got a lot of support from the companies at the show. We want to say thank
you to all of them for making the CSD 2020 a success.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What about next year? How do you think things
will go in 2021?
Stefan Koschke: This is a difficult question because nobody can look into
the future. Of course, it was a good sign for the all industry to do the show
this year and we all hope that the cases of Coronavirus are going down and
nothing happens so we do not have this problem again next year. We want
all companies from the industry to be here in Dusseldorf next year and do
a successful show, and also welcome the international visitors who could
not come to Germany right now from USA, China, Japan, etc. They were
all here in the past and it would great to have them come back in 2021.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Regarding Hall 13, will the supplier companies
that were there for the first time be taken into consideration for
next year?
Stefan Koschke: We definitely hope these companies are coming back
next year. We have to look at the plan for next year, of course, but we are
open to talking to every company and find solutions for 2021.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Many of those companies in Hall 13 were on a
waiting list and entered this year because they hope to be considered for next year as well.
Stefan Koschke: Yes, this was a great chance for them this year, and some
companies we talked to were very satisfied by their first Caravan Salon We
will try do our best to find solutions for every company who wants to take
part in Caravan Salon 2021.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Some companies decided last minute not to come
and they left big empty spaces. This, I think, had a big impact on the
layout of the 2020 Caravan Salon.
Stefan Koschke: Of course, these short-term decisions had an impact on
the layout. Usually, you would change the whole layout of the halls, but this
was not possible anymore. We had to keep to the plan and try to make it
look as nice as possible and we heard that our visitors were very satisfied
with our design.

New sleeping
bench for
rail systems
With bed extension or
for ﬂexboards
Easy to tranfer into bed
with just one lever
Installation on various
rail systems possible

(PSA, Mercedes, Aguti)

Light weight

www.aguti.com

Aboutcamp BtoB: What you would like to say to the exhibitors who
decided not to exhibit this year?
Stefan Koschke: They are welcome to come back next year. We are open
to talk to them, and we would be happy to welcome them back in 2021.
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European RV: new trends
Even if there were less exhibitors than usual, the Caravan Salon was still able to showcase the latest
from a constantly evolving sector, and despite the difficult circumstances of 2020, the manufacturers
brought several innovations. Let’s try to get a better understanding of the trends for the 2021 season
and what we could expect in the future
Words Renato Antonini

T

he continuous growth of the campervan segment, not only in Germany,
pushes European manufacturers to
seek new technical solutions and new layouts. In some cases, it is simply the general
adoption of solutions once offered only by
a few specialists, and in others, there were
new ideas being tested to attract an increasingly experienced buyer, plus a large audience of new users.

In other segments, it is true that there are
fewer and fewer overcab models, but there
is no lack of variety in semi-integrated and
integrated motorhomes. In the caravan segment, there is also variety: new products are
still being tested, both in the budget and
high-end ranges. What was missing at the
Caravan Salon this year were concept models with truly innovative solutions building a
bridge between the present and the future,

both in terms of design and technology. In
this regard, the absence of the Erwin Hymer
Group was particularly noticeable.
Above and below: Knaus Boxstar

Campervans: pop up roofs
Campervans with a pop-up roof, were a new
development on the European market for

Adria Twin
Sports 640 SGX
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the 2021 season.
Most examples were configured on the Fiat
Ducato with an intermediate-height version,
but there were also some examples on Mercedes Sprinter. In addition to the brands that
already offered this solution, now all the

McLouis Menfys
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brands of the Trigano group have adopted it,
plus Knaus and Weinsberg, as well as Malibu
and various models from the Rapido group.
Within the Trigano Groupe, there is a difference between the vehicles produced in Slovenia by Adria and those produced in Italy
under the Roller Team, McLouis, Benimar,
Karmann, Challenger, and Chausson brands,
etc: they are different products, both in
terms of design and construction technique.
Everyone seems to be looking for their own
path and their place in a potentially growing
market.

More and more Mercedes-Benz
Mercedes continues to penetrate the RV sector: since the front-wheel
drive versions were introduced, more and more European manufacturers have adopted the Mercedes Sprinter, often in combination with
the lowered AL-KO chassis. One example of this is Carthago, which
had the debut of its C-Tourer on a Mercedes Sprinter at the show. This
German manufacturer now offers the Mercedes as an alternative to
the numerous Fiat models, in the Chic E-Line, Chic C-Line as well as
its new C-Tourer range. The same Mercedes mechanical base is used
by Eura Mobil on the new versions of the Contura semi-integrated
and by Kabe on its new van conversion model.

Campervan:
variable volume garage
Until last season, the rear lifting island bed
was only offered by a few camper manufacturers, such as Pössl and Knaus, but now
many other brands have taken advantage
of this solution. This includes many models
from the Trigano group, but also Dreamer
from the Rapido Groupe. The adjustable
bed allows you to vary the height of the
load compartment below, to create a variable volume garage. It is a solution designed
mainly for those who have to transport
bulky sports equipment, such as a racing
motorcycle, but in reality it can be useful for
many users.

McLouis Menfys

Roller Team Duo XL

Caravans

Campervans: more open space

There were many caravans at the Caravan Salon, of varying sizes
and prices with many layouts available, but maybe there is a
truly unique model missing, if we exclude some rather curious
proposals aimed at a niche market. Worthy of note, though, is
the renewed Adria Adora, while the Knaus-Tabbert Group has
launched the Weinsberg CaraCito, a very economically-priced
caravan ( with fewer windows, basic furniture, etc) notable by
the absence of gas on board. The hob is electric in ceramic glass,
the refrigerator is a compressor and the gas heater has been
replaced by a Dometic Freshwell 3000 air conditioner which can
also heat the interior.

The trend to create a more open feeling of space in the front seating
area of van conversions (primarily) continues thanks to the elimination
of the roof section above the cab and the insertion of a window instead. This makes the passenger compartment of the campervan feel
more integrated and airy, making the space between cab and living
area become fluid. Another new trend is to remove, or at least reduce,
the column created by the cabinet-style refrigerator separating the
kitchen from the rear bed. By positioning the fridge lower or elsewhere,
it opens the perspective from the cab seats to the rear of the van.

Weinsberg
CaraCito

Above: Knaus Boxlife
On the right:
Malibu First Class
2 Room
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Luxury: a testing ground?
Those who go to the Caravan Salon to admire the numerous
ultra-luxury motorhomes on display, will have been a bit disappointed this year as the number of exhibitors in this luxury
category was much smaller than usual. The so-called “Liners”,
typically worth over €200,000, were limited as brands such as
Concorde and Phoenix were missing. In this particular market
segment the star of the Dusseldorf show was the Grand Empire from Morelo, a new top of the range model at a price of
over €600,000. The Grand Empire was equipped, for example, with various lithium batteries and the Scheer diesel-fired
boiler room. Whether these expensive vehicles are simply a
marketing ploy to grab attention, or to show the whole sector
new technical solutions, they are certainly impressive.

Campervan: high roofs

The new iNDUS system

There were an increasing number of campervans with roofs of above average height: instead
of 255-260 cm roof
height, they rise to
285-290 cm, or even
over 3.0 m. This allows a drop-down or
sliding bed in the upper front part of the
vehicle. For example, on the Dreamer
Camper Van XL Limited has a longitudinal drop-down bed.

A few weeks before the
Caravan Salon, Thetford
launched its new iNDUS
‘smart sanitation system’
for motorhomes with a
single emptying point for
its holding tanks. It was
seen for the first time at
the Caravan Salon fitted to
the new Adria Matrix, but
it is expected that it will be
available with a good number of new production vehicles from the next season.

Adria Matrix

Campervan: new refrigerator

Automatic gearbox

The new Dometic 10 series compressor refrigerator is now fitted to many campervans,
installed in the front of the kitchen, next to
the entrance area. The double hinged door
allows the refrigerator to be opened from
the passenger compartment as well as from
outside of the vehicle, when the sliding side
door is open.

The automatic transmission is more
popular than ever for European motorhomes. Like last year, the Trigano
Groupe offers it as standard on special versions based on the Ford Transit, but now Challenger and Chausson also offer it as standard with the
Fiat Ducato chassis. In any case, many
of the top-range models on a Fiat
chassis now offer it as an option, and
so do Mercedes on the increasingly
popular Sprinter.
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Danny MacAskill
Bike trial/mountainbike professional and
Eberspächer brand ambassador

“My comfort zone has four wheels – thanks to
a heater from Eberspächer.”
Even an extreme athlete like Danny MacAskill looks forward to pleasant temperatures in his motor home
after a strenuous day of biking. A heater from Eberspächer prevents the weather from dictating his
routes and ensures that he can remain mobile year round. His diesel-operated heater lets him enjoy
the benefits of total independence as well. He can select where to park with full autonomy while saving
gas, space and weight, because he no longer requires any additional gas bottles for heating.

A WORLD OF COMFORT

www.eberspaecher-climate.com
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Meet the leader of the
European caravan industry
In conversation with Hermann Pfaff, who was appointed president of the ECF (European
Caravan Federation) in September after being passed the baton from François Feuillet. He
will have to lead the association with a firm hand to face a complex phase ahead, but also a
promising one, like the current one
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli
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A

t the Salone del Camper di Parma
2020, we met Hermann Pfaff, who
has a long history in the RV sector.
Since 2014, he has been president of CIVD
(Caravanning Industry Association, which
brings together the German manufacturers
of the RV sector), and has now also assumed
the position (since September 2020) of ECF
president, replacing François Feuillet. Hermann Pfaff has lived in Italy for many years
when he was at the helm of the Laika brand,
so speaks excellent Italian as well as English.
It was a very interesting conversation with a
man who, thanks to his long experience in
this sector, knows the European market very
well, having in mind the potential of the RV
sector and the various problems that slow
down its growth. But Pfaff doesn’t talk about
problems: for him there are only challenges
rather than problems. The Covid-19 pandemic has created havoc, but the low stock
levels are a good sign for the European market in 2021.
Aboutcamp BtoB: As the new president
of the ECF, could you introduce yourself
to us?
Hermann Pfaff: I started my career in the
caravanning industry in 1976. I had several
sales roles at Hymer where I was responsible
for Germany and export, then I went away
from the caravan industry as I wanted to sell
bigger vehicles and worked for a bus company, first as export manager then responsible
for worldwide sales.
I had always had a good relationship with
the Hymer family and when they bought a
company in Italy, they knew I spoke a little
bit of Italian, so they asked me if I wanted
the job as general manager. It was a fantastic time in my life. After that, I returned to
Hymer as a board member for four years,
then for the last eight years I have been
responsible for business development for
the Erwin Hymer Group, looking for new
products and new markets which involved
spending a lot of time in USA and Asia. So,
for the ECF I have a lot of experience and
a large network in this industry. I started in
manufacturing organisations in Italy, then,
when i went back to Germany I joined the
CIVD Board in 2011 and was first time
elected as CIVD President in 2014. I was
vice-president at the ECF for five years together with François Feuillet.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What is the main focus
and targets for the ECF, and what do you
offer the members?
Hermann Pfaff: We start by focusing on
the latest technical regulations from Brussels
every year. We have to see and understand
what this means for our industry and see if
we can lobby to make sure this works in the
right direction for our industry. The other is to
make sure we understand the market. As a
board, we come together with the members
from the big markets to discuss the market
situation. A few years ago we started discussions on a marketing campaign, although
this was not as easy as we thought as every
country and market is different, so we are still

working on this. We have suppliers with us
who we also discuss compliance regulations
with, but also about the markets. The members can possibly understand the market better and we have more possibilities to lobby if
we do it together. Like all things in the EU,
we need votes from all countries who each
have to do their own lobbying.
Aboutcamp BtoB: The marketing activity is quite new, but is it working? Each
country is doing its own thing and not
sharing too much, so is this something
that will work?
Hermann Pfaff: We knew the campaign
would not be easy and we learned that all
the different markets need different marketing approaches. The French, Germans and
Italians all have different marketing, but what
we can do, especially for smaller markets, is
to give them, where possible, already existing
materials and our experience of doing different campaigns, so we can help them, if they
want. We tested the campaign in Holland
and Belgium, which I thought went very well,
but now they have to do it for themselves
and they do it very well. The bigger markets
like Italy, Germany and France have their own
organisations and do their own marketing,
but we also discuss what’s good and what’s
not been so successful.

Aboutcamp BtoB: How does it help if any
member country takes its own path for
lobbying?
Hermann Pfaff: We need every country to
help. For example, only the Italians can discuss weights or driving licences with the Italian minister of transport – we can’t do it as
Germans. We need the all the countries as
we need their votes.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How was the Caravan
Salon in Düsseldorf? How was the market and were the exhibitors satisfied?
Hermann Pfaff: The market was good and
much better than we expected at the beginning of April, but it was different across Europe. In Italy we see that the market is growing, that’s the most important thing. France

Aboutcamp BtoB: Will you continue
François Feuillet’s Presidency for the future, or do you have some ideas to improve or do things a different way?
Hermann Pfaff: I am very happy that François
Feuillet is still on the board as vice-president
because, with all his experience and networks, he is very important for the European
industry. What we are doing now is to bring
the projects we have forward and the board
will look for new projects for the future. All
the members from the board give their input,
then we decide what is good and important,
and then make a list of priorities.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Are you doing some
lobbying in the European parliament?
Hermann Pfaff: This is one of the main
things we have to do. The driving licence
weights issue is very important and will be
decided in Brussels, therefore we must lobby
in all the countries to bring them together
to make the strongest impact we can. This
is quite difficult, as in a few countries whose
vote we need, they do not have any motorhome production in their country.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What are the main
problems for the European caravan industry?
Hermann Pfaff: I would say there are challenges rather than problems. As you know,
the biggest challenge is the issue of weights.
We always have to make new products with
more comfort and equipment, but we are all
limited by the 3.5 tonnes limit. We have tried
for many years to find a solution to get a
higher weight or change the driving licence,
or whatever, so will see if there is any possibility to find a solution.
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is OK, Germany is fantastic with incredible
figures. The Caravan Salon was good with
nearly 110,000 visitors and a lot of vehicles
sold. The dealers were satisfied and sold a lot
of vehicles and, therefore, so were the manufacturers. I think it was a very good show
under these circumstances. The way it was
organised was perfect. Before the show,
I wasn’t sure, but when I saw what they’d
done, it was really good.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Can you explain why
production has decreased in 2020 so far
despite the strong sales?
Hermann Pfaff: The problem was the shutdown in all countries – France, Italy, Slovenia, and Germany. That also means that, for
example, in Germany, if we were able to restart production in Germany but were missing parts from the other countries we were
unable to restart immediately. Also, a factory
will not restart at 100% on the first day. You
have to make sure everything is running well,
so it is clear that we can’t have the same production figures as last year, but as the market is going so well, we have done our best
in the last three months to build as much as
possible.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Does that mean that
stock levels have decreased?
Hermann Pfaff: In Germany, dealers do not
have many display models and have sold
some of these but are not delivering them
until November so they still have some models in their showroom. It’s the same with used
models. It’s very difficult to get hold of used
models at the moment.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Do you have any figures on how stock levels have decreased
in Europe?
Hermann Pfaff: I do not have the figures to
hand, but it is obvious that if you have less
production and more demand, there is only
one possibility –stock levels will have gone
down. According to the CIVD stock monitoring of the German market, we believe that
unitwise we are somewhere close to the level
of 2017.

Aboutcamp BtoB: Are the low stock levels a good sign for the market in Europe
in 2021?
Hermann Pfaff: Yes, it is good start, as long
as delivery times are not too long. In our industry, someone who wants a motorhome
wants it straight away, not in six months, unless it is a large, individual model, perhaps.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Do you think main
manufacturers have the capacity to increase production?
Hermann Pfaff: Yes, I think all of us do,
but it was not so easy after the shutdown
to bring production up to 100 percent, and
now we need to increase it even more.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Are you worried about
any member countries in Europe?
Hermann Pfaff: Yes, the UK. The market
declined and then there is Brexit, so we don’t
really know what the situation will be there
for the European manufacturers for the future. It’s also not easy for the UK manufacturers as they buy a lot of components from
Europe and we don’t know if they’ll have to
pay tax, etc. It’s very uncertain for everyone.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Can you explain why
the market in Germany is booming so
much?
Hermann Pfaff: The market in Germany
was booming even before the Covid pandemic. We’ve had a very strong market especially for the last three years. I think caravanning was seen as just a cheap holiday a few
years ago, but it is completely different now.
We have had a marketing campaign on TV in
Germany for the last eight years or so, which
has helped to make caravanning a cool holiday. People want more and more individual
journeys, which will be even more so in the
future after Covid. They want to be more
spontaneous and not have to make bookings
half a year ahead – they want to decide to go
away for this weekend and go. We are also
getting younger people who want to have
caravan holidays. A few years ago we’d say
they were 60+ and now we say 55+ and now
even younger people who want holidays in a

Mr. Pfaff (on the right)
in conversation with
our editor in chief
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caravan or camper.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Do you think the trend
towards campervans (which are easier/
cheaper to produce) could be a problem
for manufacturers who have invested
lots of money in designing and building
traditional coachbuilt and integrated
models?
Hermann Pfaff: This is always a risk. In
Germany, we have had a big increase in the
whole market, but the biggest sector that’s
proved most popular has been for the panel
van campervans; however, sales of integrated and semi-integrated models have also
increased compared to previous years, although not by as much as the panel vans,
but they’ve still increased. We’ve seen car
manufacturers like Mercedes and Volkswagen in the campervan market but their share
is not increasing more than the market itself.
There have been about 130,000 camper registrations in Europe, and approximately 40%
of these (50.000 vehicles) comprise the van
market.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Caravan sales seem
to be decreasing almost everywhere, so
what do you think is the future for the
caravan?
Hermann Pfaff: In Germany, we have had
good sales figures for caravans again. Our
caravan market recovered because young
families have chosen caravan holidays again.
This year we will have a little bit less caravans
sold, but otherwise the last few years have
been good; however, in England, there was
a big decrease for caravans, but they had the
longest shutdown during the lockdown, so
we will see what happens in the next few
months and if they recover. Italy was always a smaller caravan market, and still is.
France is a special caravan market. Holland
is a market that has recovered and we will
see if it comes back to the numbers it had in
the mid 1970’s and beginning of the 1980’s.
For the whole of Europe, I think we will stay
on the current level (of caravan sales) for the
next few years, plus or minus three to five
percent. We also have to do something and
make some changes. There are a few ideas
and things which are being tested with big
suppliers, so we will see what happens. I
think there will be some new things in the
next few years.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How do you see the
total market in the next five years?
Hermann Pfaff: With all my experience,
I have seen a lot of ups and downs in this
industry, but I think we are really on a level where motorhomes are still increasing in
the next five years. Maybe not at the level
we’ve seen in Germany (23-24%) but if the
full market increased between three to 10
percent, it will be very good or if it stays at
this level it will also be good. I think it will
be increasing. I can’t see any big things indicating that people don’t want them, unless
there is a big recession, but I can’t see that
happening.
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Fortune favours the brave
The 11th Salone del Camper was a success, and welcomed over 54,000 visitors from 12 to 20 September.
The dates for next year’s show will be from 11 to 19 September 2021
Words editorial staff

T

he Salone del Camper in Parma
worked well and the organisers were
happy. We experienced this fair first
hand and spoke to numerous exhibitors.
The verdict was unanimous: “People are
coming to the show, and they are interested, plus there are many newbies who are
approaching our sector for the first time.”
Congratulations to those who believed in it
from the start and who, it should be said,
also had a lot of luck on their side. At the
time of the fair, the pandemic in Italy was
under control and the event was able to
take place. This certainly made the 11th
edition of the show among the most difficult and full of unknowns, but caravanning
enthusiasts, as well as newbies and future
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motorhomers of tomorrow, responded
with discipline and a sense of responsibility
to the new requirements and anti-COVID
measures.
“The Salone that ended was one of the best
ever, due to the passion, commitment and
dedication that we all put into it to ensure
that everything worked out at its best,”
said Antonio Cellie, CEO of Fiere di Parma.
“We passed a difficult test, made simple by
everyone’s collaboration, both exhibitors
who trusted the organization, and visitors
who, once again, proved perfect at putting
into practice some basic rules of common
sense and coexistence; the trust, passion
and common sense that are the basis of the
philosophy of ‘Turismo in Libertà’ (‘Tourism

in Freedom’). Together, we have shown
that a fair can be done safely, with a paying
public. The 54,000 visitors who filled the
61,000 m² of the exhibition area for all nine
days of the event complied with all the precautions and control measures introduced,
with a sense of civility and exemplary education. This is certainly the greatest success
of this 11th edition of the Salone del Camper, which is the confirmation that today in
Italy a fair can be done safely. I conclude by
giving everyone an appointment next year
for the 12th edition to be held at the Parma
Fairs from 11 to 19 September 2021,” added Antonio Cellie.
On the opening day of the show, Saturday
12 September, the official greeting and the

SALONE del CAMPER 2020
Exhibitors total
Vehicles shown
Visitors total
Net space total (sqm)

200
400
over 54.000
61.000

Paola De Micheli,
Italian Minister
of Infrastructure
and Transport,
inaugurates the fair

ribbon cutting were done by Paola De Micheli, Italian Minister of Infrastructure and
Transport. During her speech, she wished
to testify her closeness to the organizers
and the Fiera di Parma and concluded by
promising an upcoming meeting in Rome
“to investigate some of the issues, which
you have already submitted to me”. After
good wishes and a “good luck” to the entrepreneurs and operators in the sector, she
concluded by saying: “You will see that this
closeness will also become a concrete fact”.
We had the pleasure of interviewing the
new general manager of APC (Caravan
and Camper Manufacturers Association)
Ludovica Sanpaolesi, and the new president
of Assocamp (Association of Recreational
Vehicle Operators and Articles for Camping) and we are sure that the new management of these two associations, with great
experience in this sector, will be able to
carry out the demands of the sector with
determination and success.
The president of APC, Simone Niccolai, was
also satisfied with the show, saying: “We
are happy, there are no other words. The
results exceeded our expectations, both as
regards the turnout and our commercial ac-
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tivity with a sales volume equal to the past
editions of the fair. There are many enthusiasts interested in new vehicles and numerous newbies who are for the first time
considering this type of vehicle and holiday.
This is certainly driven by the current trend
that sees caravans and campers as safe vehicles at this time of the pandemic. “Tourism in Freedom” has once again given new
vitality to our country, demonstrating that a
trade fair event still has appeal if done, of
course, with all the necessary and mandatory precautions in place. Above all, if managed as this one was, in such an impeccable way by everyone, even by visitors, our
greatest applause and thanks go to them.”
“Even before the start of the Salone, the

conditions were good, thanks to a healthy
sector and a very clear recovery after the
lockdown. Months such as July and August
registered an increase in registrations of
over 100 percent compared to 2019; moreover, the camper has become the undisputed leader of the summer, being universally elected as the ideal vehicle for a safe
holiday, so much so that more than a million
tourists visited our Peninsula aboard recreational vehicles during the hottest months
of this year,” added Simone Niccolai.
Everything fine, then? Not exactly. Despite
the impressive exhibition organized by all
the brands of the Trigano Group, the Knaus
Tabbert Group, the Rapido Group and Carthago and Malibu, the lack of all the brands

from the Hymer Group, the Pilote Group
and Hobby and Fendt was significant. It
was a fair, we could say, “halved”, even
more if we take into consideration the accessories part. Hall 2 remained closed and
among the big names in components we
can only mention Fiamma and Teleco as being present.
Many complained, but most saw the glass
as half full. In these difficult and uncertain
times, having had the opportunity to participate in the Salone del Camper and enjoyed
a moment of normality, sharing this experience with operators and other enthusiasts,
was a real luxury, especially given what was
happening at that time in other countries
close to Italy.

Stronger Assocamp with Ester Bordino
The Italian RV dealer’s association has a new president: a lady with a long history in the RV sector and
a lot of experience to offer the association’s members
Assocamp is the association that brings together most of the dealers in the RV sector
in Italy. At the end of July, Assocamp’s annual meeting renewed its leadership: after
20 years, Vittorio Dall’Aglio handed over
the role of president to Ester Bordino. We
met her and tried to understand what kind
of contribution she thinks she can make to
Assocamp.
“In the last two years I think many things
have changed. We started working with
social media networks and we rejuvenated
the association a bit. A lot of work has been
done during the lockdown period, but the
big problem in our sector is that it has not
recovered from the crisis of 10 years ago.
The other markets have started over but Italy
has not. The problem according to all of us
is that the sector has not been promoted in
the right way, remaining limited to the usual
patterns, without trying to expand outside
of these. New customers were not sought,
people were not informed what a camper
really is and what it can be used for. For a
year, as an association, we have taken a path
to begin to make ourselves known better.
In recent times, the association has made
many changes. We have gone from 30 percent of enrollments 30 years ago, to nearly
90 percent today. We still want to increase
these numbers by involving workshops. Unfortunately, in recent years, our sector has
seen too many unprofessional people, with
mechanics or body builders who have reinvented themselves as motorhome repairers.
These are people that we must somehow
be able to intercept, and we must resume
training courses to make them understand
what a camper really is and what the safety
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requirements are for a camper.”
The market after the lockdown
“The part of our sector that was most penalized during the lockdown period was rental.
Cancellations meant those rentals have definitively been lost as April and May, with the
various holidays, were two very important
months. On the other hand, sales have recovered well, perhaps to even more than expected. And there has been a strong demand
for used vehicles: the advertising about the
camper as a “safe holiday” has attracted a lot
of new customers to the sector, customers

who hardly evaluate the purchase of a new
vehicle immediately. We saw returning customers: many people who owned a camper
15-20 years ago, when they had small children, have returned to this passion.”
Difficult, but possible challenges
“I’d like to resume the two-day refresher
courses: all in the same location, with more
companies, and two days of full immersion
to avoid too many extra trips. And then I’d
like to solve the problem of renting between
individuals: new platforms are appearing, but
this activity is illegal in Italy.”
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Ludovica Sanpaolesi

An all-out experience
for the new GM
of APC
Since the 1st of September 2020, Ludovica Sanpaolesi has been the new General Manager of APC,
the Italian Association of Caravan and Camper Manufacturers. She has 30 years of experience
in the RV sector covering all areas. We met her at the Salone del Camper 2020
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli, photo Enrico Bona

U

nanimously chosen by the Association’s Board of Directors, Sanpaolesi
took office on 1 September 2020,
bringing with her 30 years of experience
in the caravanning sector. APC’s new General Manager has held multiple managerial
roles, including at an international level in a
large company in the camper sector (Laika).
Among the positions held by Sanpaolesi are
those of marketing director and commercial
director, in charge of the product and head
of customer service, which allowed her to
gain a deep knowledge of the issues and dynamics of the world of caravanning.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Tell us how you started in this sector.
Ludovica Sanpaolesi: Fresh out of university, back in 1990, I joined Laika Caravans as
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executive assistant and assistant export manager. I began to get very passionate about
this world of caravanning. After a year, they
trusted me with the responsibility of the press
office and then after another year, as I also
spoke German, they asked me if I wanted to
take care of the commercial activity in Germany: here I started to create a commercial
network and we had good results. In 2000,
the Moscardini family sold Laika to Mr Erwin
Hymer and my functions extended to the
marketing area. I had been marketing manager for many years, and at the same time
had commercial responsibility for all of Europe. Then there was the move to the Erwin
Hymer Group, and I began collaborating with
colleagues in many European countries. In
the last eight years I have also been involved
in product development and have been able

to deepen my knowledge of the part relating
to the supply chain. I was also responsible for
customer service.
Aboutcamp BtoB: With all these roles in
your professional career, what experience do you bring to APC today?
Ludovica Sanpaolesi: As marketing and
sales manager for Europe, I had the opportunity to meet almost all the operators in this
sector. I understood the details and the problems of this business and stood the tricky dynamics of distribution. My relationship with
journalists has always been illuminating, but
the experience that enriched me the most
was that of being a customer services manager. We must never forget that we work in
this sector thanks to the thousands of end
customers who have decided to invest in this

type of holiday. It was very important for me
to know more about their needs, their expectations, and their dreams.
Aboutcamp BtoB: 30 years in the industry, and now in APC.
Ludovica Sanpaolesi: The Caravan and
Camper Manufacturers Association was
looking for a new General Manager and it
would have been desirable that this person
already had a substantial background in our
sector to avoid wasting time on training that
person. I’m not sure how, but I found myself
in that role, and I was very pleased that this
choice was made unanimously by the shareholders.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Have you participated
in the activities of APC in recent years?
Ludovica Sanpaolesi: I have participated in
the activities of APC, particularly from 2003
to 2008, a five-year period in which I was
very present and part of the marketing committee. We started the activities on the announcements of parking areas and then we
also created the first logo of the association,
which is still the official logo to this day.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What do you dislike
about yesterday’s APC and what would
you like for tomorrow’s APC?
Ludovica Sanpaolesi: I confess that I am
more interested in the APC of tomorrow. I
would like to be able to embrace the philosophy of networking and - perhaps - my previous experience will help me with this. Indeed,
it is often thanks to acquaintances in the sector that you can also have an extra gear: networking is fundamental. I am very confident
in the support that other professionals in the
sector will be able to give. I also believe it
is important to be able to give substance to
APC strategies. Even if mine is a corporate
position, I am a person used to working at an
operational level. I would like to work on the
objectives, together with the team, and have
concrete results, such as increasing the num-

ber of registrations in Italy, for example.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What could be
the strategy to achieve this?
Ludovica Sanpaolesi: I think we will
have to work with the whole network
and with investments that will have to
be scheduled more evenly throughout
the year. In the sector we have “best
practices” among European associations, which have a long experience in
the sector. I don’t mean to say that we
have to copy from others, because we
have our ways, but if an initiative or a
project gives good results elsewhere, I
believe that we can also be inspired by
it in our own country. In this sense, my
pro-European culture can certainly help.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What are the benefits of joining APC?
Ludovica Sanpaolesi: The key benefit
is, of course, access to registration data,
which allows entrepreneurs to understand the trends that exist nationally, but
also regionally. Then we have a service that
I would like to enhance, namely that of the
technical information. Among the other advantages, there is also that of being part of an
Association that groups the production chain.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What do you think
about the decision of some of your associated suppliers not to come to the
Parma fair?
Ludovica Sanpaolesi: When the choice had
to be made whether or not to organize the
Fair, we were in a period of absolute uncertainty regarding the pandemic. Therefore,
the choice of some Associates not to participate in the sector fairs seemed understandable. However, the Association, with courage, decided - together with Fiere di Parma
- to pursue the path that, in those moments,
seemed the most difficult. Having made the
Parma fair was a choice that has brought
forward the concept that one can and must

Ludovica Sanpaolesi in conversation with our editor in chief

continue to work even in difficult times - by
the general public and that of operators. We
are comforted by the fact that the public
who came to Parma were numerous and this
means that the gamble has been worth it.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How do you plan to
capitalize on this good market at the moment, and what initiatives do you have
in mind?
Ludovica Sanpaolesi: In our sector, compared to others, we are very lucky. As an
Association, we have already carried out a
campaign during May and June, both on radio and digital media, to make the general
public aware of the opportunities offered by
the world of open air holidays during times
of Covid. This initiative helped give a boost
and we have seen the results. Now we would
like to try to work out a strategy for the short
term. We hope to be able to make new investments in communications and we will be
close to the local administrators to explain to
them that, at the moment, with all the difficulties of traditional tourism they’ve experienced, open air tourism is a great opportunity for them.
Aboutcamp BtoB: At the Parma show
you had Paola De Micheli, Minister of Infrastructure and Transport, a leading institutional figure, as a guest. What were
your impressions of her?
Ludovica Sanpaolesi: In addition to the
pleasure of the Minister’s visit, I had a very
good impression. I was able to talk to her and
make sure that she knows the dynamics of
our market, and the potential. She was here
to cut a ribbon, but also to give a signal of
closeness to our sector, understanding that
the whole supply chain is an important resource: producers and distributors, but also
hospitality, including campsites. I asked her
to meet again in Rome to talk about the possibilities of government support on various
issues. We should present ourselves abroad
as a supply chain that has a global direction
and strategy.
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A 25-year
RV industry veteran
at the helm of RVIA
The president of the US RV Industry Association speaks with Aboutcamp BtoB
about new buyers entering the US market, the current RV inventory pipeline
and thoughts on extended supply chains
Words Craig Ritchie
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raig Kirby had big shoes to fill when
he assumed the role of president at
the RV Industry Association (RVIA)
in October of 2019. Following in the steps
of the widely-respected Frank Hugelmeyer,
who stepped down as RVIA president in
order to pursue new opportunities in the
boating sector, Kirby wasted no time in
putting his own mark on the national trade organisation that represents the US RV
industry and, arguably, the world’s largest
RV economy.
A 25-year RV industry veteran, prior to
taking over as president Kirby served as
the RVIA’s senior vice president of government relations and general counsel – a high-pressure post from which he led federal
and state government relations, oversaw
legal and industry standards, and contributed deeply to the organization’s international business teams. It’s experience that has
positioned him well to guide RVIA – and
by extension, the US RV industry – through
the global upheaval of the Covid-19 pandemic.
The US industry hasn’t just survived the effects of the coronavirus, it has succeeded in
capitalising on a unique opportunity to capture new market share and attract massive
numbers of first-time buyers. Aboutcamp
BtoB recently spoke with Kirby about what
has worked for the industry through this
upheaval, and what the US market might
look like in the months ahead.
Aboutcamp BtoB: RV wholesale shipments for 2020 are expected to exceed 400,000 units in the US. How much
of that growth would be attributed to
consumer response to the pandemic, as
opposed to the arrival of a huge cohort
of new buyers as millennials reach a
point in life where they have more disposable income?
Craig Kirby: We’re expected to finish the
year at around the low 420,000-range for
wholesale shipments. And at the beginning
of the year, I think on the high end, we
were right around that number as well. If
you just looked at the numbers, it looks like
a typical year. But what has happened in
between is just remarkable in the way that
the industry has overcome enormous challenges presented by the pandemic.
The number of first-time buyers has absolutely skyrocketed this year. I would say
that we’re seeing anywhere from 55%
to 70% of RV purchases being made by
first-time buyers. It’s just a huge number.
We conducted a consumer survey and we
found that more than 46 million Americans
plan to go on a RV vacation within the next
12 months. Our country’s population is 330
million, so that is an enormous proportion.
There’s no question that the pandemic has
driven some of that, as people can no longer travel overseas or go for a cruise. RV
buyers can vacation with the ability to control their environment. They don’t have to
stay in a hotel or eat in a restaurant, they
don’t have to use public restrooms. And so
it’s a safe environment and, of course, it’s

just a lot of fun. So obviously the pandemic has driven
a lot of people to look at
RVs. But there are also a lot
of young families buying
RVs, so there’s more to it
than just that.
Aboutcamp BtoB: We’re
being told that the
first-time buyers aren’t
starting out by purchasing entry-level product,
and
are
increasingly
buying more content-rich
units. What is your thought on that?
Craig Kirby: Part of the
problem right now is there has been a shortage of
inventory. In many parts of
the country, people were
just buying whatever they
could get. So it’s hard to
get a truly accurate read
on consumer trends in that
kind of a market. People are
buying units at the basic level, or with advanced features, because in many cases
those are the only units
they can get. But other
buyers who have more options are still choosing units
with more bells and whistles, and maybe a
little larger in size.
Overall, what we are seeing is that fifth-wheels are up this year, and what’s really up are van campers. Year over year, van
campers are up by 48%.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How does the industry look right now in terms of an inventory pipeline?
Craig Kirby: Inventory is low right now,
there’s no doubt about it. The demand has
just been so strong, and manufacturers and
suppliers have struggled to meet that demand. They’ve gone from a complete shutdown to getting quickly started back up

again while making sure everybody is safe
and compliant with all the guidelines. That
is an enormous thing to ask, and there’s no
question that the industry is still experiencing some pandemic-related supply chain
issues. At the same time, sales have been
very strong, so that hot market has made it
even harder for everyone to keep up.
Compounding that further, there’s been a
bit of a labour shortage in some areas, and
that has represented an additional challenge. Not everyone has come back to work,
some people have chosen not to, perhaps
they’re just not comfortable with the environment. Because the industry is just booming right now, we can’t fill all the job va-
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cancies and that has contributed
to pipeline challenges.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Has this year’s rapid resurgence of the
market led to increased quality
control concerns? There have
been a number of reports of
consumers encountering difficulties with their new units?
Craig Kirby: I think what isn’t
being reported is that because
the majority of these purchases
are being made by first-time buyers, the real issue is that these
new RVers are simply not as familiar with the product as we would
normally expect to see.
Through Go RVing we have produced a number of instructional
videos for first-time buyers to help make different processes easier
for them to understand. A number of the RV manufacturers have
also developed their own instructional videos to address the same
problems, and help educate the consumer on how to operate their
unit. That has helped address some of the problems because, like
I mentioned, there are an unusually high number of first-timers
out there.
Campgrounds are also going out of their way to help first-time
campers get set up in campgrounds, show them how to level their
unit, empty their tanks, and just work together with them to ensure that the consumer has an excellent experience, so that we can
keep them in an RV over the long-term.
I’m honestly not aware of any actual increase in warranty claims.
But what I can tell you is that one thing we’re all focused on is

repair event cycle time, which is the amount of time that it takes
to have a repair completed. That is one area that we do want to
improve on. We’re working very closely with our dealer partners to
shorten the repair time.
Aboutcamp BtoB: RVIA’s projections call for continued
growth in 2021, with a forecast of shipping more than
500,000 units. The last time we saw more than 500,000 units
ship was 2017, and that lead to congestion in the inventory
pipeline. How is it different now?
Craig Kirby: The key factor to consider is that the current pipeline
is very lean, and that we have very low inventory right now. Even if
there were no sales tomorrow, the dealers would still need to buy
a lot of units just to restock their lots. And, we now have all these
first time-buyers continuing to come into the market.
We need to make sure that if they experience a service issue, that
that’s repaired in a timely manner. And we need to make sure that
they have adequate campgrounds available. And that’s one of the
reasons why we’re so excited this year that the Great American
Outdoors Act was passed into law by the federal government. That
legislation is going to funnel billions of dollars into national parks
and state parks, to help modernize and enhance and expand their
campground facilities amongst other things. It’s the biggest investment in parks in more than six decades, so it’s truly a big deal.
That initiative will also drive interest in the outdoors. So in view
of where we are now, and in view of what the future looks like, I
don’t feel a forecast of shipping 500,000 units in 2021 is unreasonable at all.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is there a worry of not being able to meet
that sales objective if more winter RV shows are cancelled
due to the pandemic?
Craig Kirby: I empathize with the show organisers who have had
to cancel their events. We had to cancel our event too. It’s an
important part of the industry and it provides funding to the associations, so that was disheartening.
I think that because demand for RVs is so high this year, and because we already can’t keep up with consumer demand, I don’t see
the show closures as having as much of an impact as they might
have otherwise. Dealers are also short on inventory right now, so
some of them might not have enough inventory to display at an
RV show.
There’s no question that RV shows are very important, and particularly when it comes to reaching new buyers. Right now, luckily,
those buyers are there, so for the moment we can get by.
Aboutcamp BtoB: As we prepare to enter a new year, is there
anything you’re keeping an eye on right now?
Craig Kirby: Well the obvious one is that we’re still going through
this pandemic, and I think there’s always the potential that we
could be shut down again, possibly for an extended period of time.
I think that still is the biggest threat, by far. And as a global pandemic, that is a real threat in the US, in Europe, in Australia, and
everywhere else. This is unprecedented and every day the story
evolves. So the industry will continue to make smart decision, operate safely and be ready when this pandemic is finally over.
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Success is
a family trademark
We met Nicolas Rousseau, CEO of the Rapido Group: the family business has not stopped growing
and today, in addition to Rapido, it controls several brands at various production sites, such as
Westfalia in Germany, Giottiline in Italy and Roadtrek in Canada
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli, photo Enrico Bona
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t the head of the Rapido Group is
a young manager who can already
boast a deep knowledge of the market. His grandfather started the business,
and Nicolas Rousseau is the third generation in the family-run business, one of a few
companies still firmly in the hands of the
founders.
We talked with him about the various
brands that belong to Rapido Group today
in France, Germany, Italy and also in North
America: it has been a difficult period, due
to the pandemic, but there are still opportunities for growth in all markets thanks, also,
to emerging product types.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Can you tell us more
about you and your experience in the
family company?
Nicolas Rousseau: I am 34 and joined the
family business in 2014 as a sales manager for France for the Rapido brand. Before
that I had an education in international
commerce and had internships and training
in the automotive and aeronautical sectors.
After my graduation I took 15 months to
pass my professional pilot licence and then
started working as export sales manager in
the aeronautical sector for about 3 years. I
felt it was important to have professional
experience outside the family business, even
though I always intended to join it. It was
important for me to build my own character and meet other professionals and learn
some things outside of the family business.
When my father turned 60, he said I should
tell him if I was interested or not, and I said
‘OK, why not?’ and when he was 61, I decided to join.
Aboutcamp BtoB: It is rare for a company to still be owned by the founder’s
family, so what is the secret?
Nicolas Rousseau: I think the secret is our
passion for the product. My grandfather was
an orphan and was educated by a cabinetmaker, he bacame a very talented scultor
and he is the inventor of the folding caravan
Rapido. My father developed many products
from the first motorhome to statics, and
more recently vans. He is the man of growth.
This passion passes through the generations
which is what drives us. We love making the
products. There are few jobs where you get
to participate to the design of the product,
produce them, be part of its distribution and
its marketing etc. I can choose and put my
mark on all these fields.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is being the son of the
owner and a highly regarded, famous
entrepreneur an advantage or disadvantage, and how do you live with this
situation?
Nicolas Rousseau: I think this is a chance
to work with him and get to benefit from
his experience and knowledge. When passing on such an industrial group with its responsabilities that it implies it takes some
time to learn all the fields from production,
to finance or management or even building
new factories. I believe I am building myself

solid foundations to be able to run the business further. Of course this is challenging but
my father gives me the space I need and my
responsabilities have been growing step by
step as I started on the field as sales manager with the dealers and this helped me a lot
in order to manage the group today.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How was the Caravan
Salon in Düsseldorf and the Salone del
Camper for Rapido?
Nicolas Rousseau: The Caravan Salon was
a big success for us. Actually, we didn’t expect it to be such a success. Our sales were
much better than at last year’s show. I think
it was a combination of COVID, the positive
communication that there has been around
our industry, our products and, of course,
that some other manufacturers were not
there definitely benefited those who were at
the show, which all made our sales numbers
much higher, so that’s really good. So far, in
the rest of our activities in France or other
countries, sales are still very strong. There
are many new customers, so now the production has to follow. Salone del Camper is
about the same as last year. The dealers say
there is a lot of interest from new customers and the sales are about the same, so, so
far, so good. It’s not as strong as what we
see in the German market, which has very
impressive figures – plus 20 to 30 percent –
which is incredible. I don’t think the Italian
market will rise that much and neither will
the French market.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How did you deal
with the COVID-19 pandemic crisis?
Nicolas Rousseau: Most of our companies
stopped for three or four weeks. At the
Mayenne factory, for instance, we dedicated the first two weeks to prepare the restart
and organise the purchasing and logistics of
components, but also to create a sanitary
plan, to find masks, etc., and reorganising
the assembly lines and we started one line
at a time so people wouldn’t be too close to

each other. We made our own plans and discussed them with the unions and also local
governments. It’s been a very difficult time.
We forecasted really bad figures and we
now have to increase very quickly. It’s been a
tremendous exercise as we had to hire more
workers again, train them and manage the
supply chains. It’s been a tough time for suppliers, but maybe as we only closed for only
three weeks was good. For some companies,
like in the UK, they closed for two months,
so restarting for them will be even more difficult.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What is the situation
now for the Rapido Groupe, and what
do you think the coming months will be
like for it in France and the rest of Europe?
Nicolas Rousseau: The Rapido Groupe today is very healthy. All the production at our
factories is almost sold out. We even have a
one year delay for Westfalia models, so demand is very strong. The Rapido Groupe has
been growing in France, now our objective is
to grow our exports because we do 50 percent of our turnover in export countries, so
definitely to be more European-wide and be
more present in Italy, Germany and England
through our factories. We also have some
development plans to expand our factories
or to build factories in these countries; and,
of course, with Roadtrek (in Canada) we also
want to take some of the B-class segment in
North America – so we are going to be quite
busy for the next two to three years.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How is your operation
in North America going?
Nicolas Rousseau: The first year has been
quite challenging because we were taking
over a company that had gone bankrupt,
so we had to relocate everything under
one roof and re-hire people, stabilise the
team, and train people, plus we’ve also had
COVID, so had to restart the company again.
So far, sales are very good. Production is in-

Mr. Rousseau (on the left)
in conversation with our editor in chief
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creasing, demand is increasing, so I would
say the second year seems much brighter
than the first one.
Aboutcamp BtoB: If you look five or 10
years ahead, what do you predict will be
the industry trends? Smaller vehicles?
Electric vans? Slide-outs? Caravans no
longer being produced?
Nicolas Rousseau: This is a very difficult
question, as every two or three years the
collection changes completely. I think this
market has a great future and will continue
to grow. I think there are some major trends
that show that this market will evolve. I see
that vans and pop-up roof cars will continue
to grow, but it seems that the segmentation
in the low profiles or fully-integrated vehicles will change. There will probably be more
segments. Electrification of vehicles is something I doubt will ever happen for an RV as
they are too heavy; however, for vans this
could definitely happen much earlier, but
then there’s the price and cost of the chassis, so we’ll have to see if there’s a market
for it. I would say that the slow travelling,
and tendency for being close to nature and
be independent, to travel more frequently;
COVID has definitely been a booster for
these trends. I think this will continue. We
will have to manufacture products that will
be more car-like with features such as autonomy and quality wise. There have been a lot
of changes in the last four or five years and
our suppliers are also developing more new
products, so there will be new materials,
new things to produce vehicles which correspond to the needs of the future customers.
Aboutcamp BtoB: The trend this year
is pop-up roofs. Why do you think that
some things become so popular all of a
sudden? After all, campervans, for example, are not a new idea, but now the

Nicolas and Pierre Rousseau

trend is campervans with pop-up roofs.
How can this phenomenon grow? Is this
a real trend? Is it in response to customer demand, or are people changing how
they enjoy the outdoor life?
Nicolas Rousseau: In Mayenne we manufacture Campérêve brand that is the market
leader in France, these are mostly high end
products and most of the time used for 2
people only. Then we have Dreamer that is
entry to medium price level that correspond
better to families with childrens, more active
and outdoor people that need to have 4
sleeping spaces. We think it is important to
differenciate a layout/product that is made
for families and the ones that are just for a
couple.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How is the Rapido
Groupe preparing for the future? Are
you still looking for new companies to
acquire? Are you satisfied with the performance of your brands?
Nicolas Rousseau: Yes, we are satisfied
with the performance of our brands. We are
one of the only groups to grow so fast in
France lately and, of course, we are always
attentive to what is happening on the market and we may be interested to make more
acquisitions. In the last five years, we have
done five acquisitions so we are busy developing these companies at the moment.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Are you now well integrated with Giottiline in Italy? Is this
acquisition fully operational now? What
are the synergies for Rapido? Will you
implement a twin model policy like other European groups?
Nicolas Rousseau: The Rapido Groupe never had an entry level brand. We were always
medium or high level brands, so acquiring
PLA and Giottiline allowed us to propose an
offer for the entry-level market and also to
establish a stronger position in the German
market because PLA Giottiline sells 500 vehicles in that market, so now we have sales
of about 1,300 to 1,400 in the German market. There is a strong know-how in the Italian caravan industry, so we also wanted to
establish a foothold there and acquire some
product that we could use Rapido knowhow and distribute in other European markets. We are definitely happy and have made
synergies, of course, and also produce some
semi-integrated for Itineo in some countries.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Westfalia is a brand
that has made history and has been an
indomitable force until it reached the
Rapido Groupe. Are you satisfied with
its positioning? Is it performing in line
with your expectations?
Nicolas Rousseau: It is very difficult to explain the Westfalia history. It has 175 years
of history, passing from family to car manufacturers and to an RV manufacturer. Westfalia is probably my father’s most successful
acquisition. It is a worldwide known brand
and we have the greater objective and challenge to revive it. Westfalia has two activi-
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ties, it is an OEM converter for Mercedes and
Ford, and we made 7,000 vehicles for them,
and we also produce our own products. We
have three factories, two in Germany and
one in France. Today, the total Westfalia vehicles, OEM and our own products, represent close to 9,000 units, so I would say it is
a great success. There is still a lot to be done
and we definitely need to increase our production capacity. This is definitely something
to look at. We have to make it happen now.
We are happy with what’s going on, but we
have to do even more.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Do you also have an
interest in the Asia market, and how is
Rapido doing there?
Nicolas Rousseau: I have been to the Beijing
show, I think it was two years ago, because
our Italian PLA Giottiline company sells kits
over there. There is quite an interesting market that is growing, mainly a caravan market,
I believe, but maybe the culture of caravanning is not there yet, and the campsites are
not well established and I think it will take
time for the middle class Chinese people to
see the camper or product as a way to spend
a vacation or use them the way European
people do. There are still questions that we
need to answer. I think it will grow in the
future, but we do not know when.
Aboutcamp BtoB: You come from different work experiences. How did you decide to join the family business?
Nicolas Rousseau: My father has his pilot
licence, and I do too. When I was working in
Paris I would take some days off to maintain
my flying and fly with him to come to Düsseldorf and the Parma fair, and the Sweden
fair. The flying experience with him and going to the fairs also made me want to come
to the family company. For me it is not only
the passion for the product, but to be part of
the history of my family and to work with my
dad and to share such great moments with
our teams. It is a really beautiful job.

“Jess”
THE INNOVATION IN
HeatingSystems
A new floor heating built in for a camper van is born!
The idea is to create the highest possible comfort
wich a floor heating system can give with a fully
integrated industrial solution directly implemented
in the production process of the camper van floor.
Feeded with a simple electric line, “Jess” is a
membrane made of a thermo conductive element,
manufactured by Ama Composites, coupled with
one or more armatures. Through the circulation of
electric current in the thermo conductive material
and thanks to the “Joule effect”, the electrical
energy turns into thermic energy, the membrane
tends to get warm and it warms up the floor.

SAFETY VOLTAGE

To allow an easy and safe installation, the membrane has been set to reach a
tension not higher than 12 Volts, which falls into the intrinsic safety category. This
means that a possible contact with the electric part of the membrane has no effect
on people.

NO ELECTROSMOG

“Jess” is able to reset to zero its electromagnetic field. In fact the Ama Composites
thermoconductive element is manufactured with two conductive layers exactly
overlapped, which are passed through by equal and opposite electric currents,
causing therefore the annulment of the resulting electromagnetic field.

ADVANTAGES
•
•
•
•
•

High heating comfort
Total reliability in time
Built in solution
Low production cost
No electrosmog production

•
•
•
•
•

No pollution - no combustion of gas or diesel
Nothing happens if it is perforated
Can warm up any kind of space
Low consumption
10 years guarantee
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A German with an Italian heart
Thanks to considerable experience acquired in the RV sector and her perfect knowledge of Italian as
well as German, Ute Hofmann was chosen as Managing Director of Laika with responsibility for sales,
marketing, service and product departments. Aboutcamp BtoB talked with her about the future of
the company and the issues related to the Covid-19 emergency
Words Renato Antonini

S

ince 2007, Ute Hofmann has worked in
various companies of the Erwin Hymer
Group. Last year she returned to Laika
where she has assumed the role of Managing Director alongside André Miethe, just
as the company became part of the Thor
Group. Despite being German, Ute Hofmann
has lived in Italy a lot and can also boast a
deep knowledge of the RV sector at a European level.
After studying Sociology, Communication
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Sciences and Advertising Psychology in Munich, Bologna and Florence, Ute Hofmann
first joined Laika in 2003 (while she was still
studying at the University). She was initially
in marketing, then became a Project Manager, and subsequently had various positions
in Germany within the Erwin Hymer Group
where she worked in a dynamic environment
with an international vision of the market.
AboutcampBtoB discussed various issues
with Ute Hofmann, including the company’s

non-participation in the September trade
shows and the possibilities offered by modern digital communication campaigns.
Aboutcamp BtoB: You came from Germany several years ago, stayed in Italy
for some time, and then returned to
Germany to work for various companies
of the Erwin Hymer Group. Now you are
back in Italy: was this experience varied
and constructive for you?

Ute Hofmann: At the start, I entered the
RV sector almost by mistake. I was looking
for a company to perfect my Italian and I
saw more chances of doing this in an Italian company with strong ties to Germany,
like Laika. I lived in Italy for 11 years, first
to study and then for work. I joined Laika
in 2003, then in 2014 I had an offer from
the parent company to develop the growing
brands of Carado and Sunlight, so I returned to Germany; to be precise - Leutkirch in
Baden-Württemberg. Later, I moved to the
Erwin Hymer Group headquarters in Bad
Waldsee, and also spent two years at Movera dealing with the accessories segment.
Finally, they called me back to Italy in 2019
and I returned to Laika. I have had many
interesting experiences. Each time I had to
deal with a new team, face new challenges
and find solutions quickly. Every single path
has enriched my training: I have worked in
marketing, sales, customer service and in
the world of accessories ... If you lead a varied path, you acquire great experience.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How has Laika changed since you left it in 2014 and your
return last year?
Ute Hofmann: The headquarters, production plant and offices have changed,
and that’s no small feat. When I left Laika in
2014, work on the new factory had started
but we hadn’t moved into it yet and were
still working in at least five factories scattered throughout the region. Now, we are
in one large factory that is modern and efficient, as well as very elegant. Returning to
Laika after five years, it was nice to meet my
colleagues again, but I also met new people as, in the meantime, the number of staff
had almost doubled. Laika has grown a lot
in recent years.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Many customers and
some dealers think that Laika should
only be at the high end of the market,
without going below €65,000. Do you
agree?
Ute Hofmann: In the past, Laika has had
models in the medium-high range of the
market. For example, think of the X-series
from a few years ago, first proposed on a
Ford basis, then on a Fiat chassis from 2009.
This price range was subsequently abandoned for a period, but since 2018 the Kosmo
series has given a concrete answer to those
markets that asked for products with a not
too high price. I believe that the inclusion
of a medium-high-end product in our range
was an appropriate move because it allowed
many customers to access the Laika brand,
especially in some markets. It also brought other advantages as we were able to
expand the portfolio of the sales network,
without the dealers turning to other brands.
With the Kosmo range we approached
some dealers who were not yet selling Laika:
it was a starting point to then add the other
higher level ranges. Kosmo has greatly helped Laika’s growth. It is certainly more appreciated in foreign markets, while in Italy
the Ecovip is still strong. But, I must say, that

a new, young clientele is also appearing on
the domestic market who appreciate the
Kosmo range.
Aboutcamp BtoB: The Laika plant inaugurated five years ago was a significant
investment in terms of facilities, machinery and human resources. Was this an
investment that perhaps happened at
the wrong time, between the economic
crisis, change of ownership and the Covid emergency?
Ute Hofmann: The new plant represents
the future of the company. The situation
we had previously was unsuitable for efficient and growth-oriented production. Of
course, the times did not help us, and there were challenges to be faced in building
the structure, and then the crisis happened.
However, despite the prolonged crisis in the
RV sector in Italy, the new plant has allowed
us to enter foreign markets. We have stepped up our activities in France, Germany
and the Nordic countries. The new plant has
certainly helped us and allowed us to stabilize throughout Europe. We have also recently brought the entire Etrusco production to
our factory.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What is the role of
this plant within the Erwin Hymer
Group? Will there be any changes in the
future?
Ute Hofmann: In the San Casciano Val
di Pesa (FI) plant we specialize in the construction of all Laika and Etrusco models.
For the Erwin Hymer Group, this plant is
strategic and can count on the fact that
many suppliers operate in the San Casciano
area and there is also a large pool of skilled
labour. In the beginning, we also built vehicles for other companies of the Erwin Hymer
Group, but now we need the production capacity for the two brands Laika and Etrusco.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Recently there have
been some changes in Laika’s key roles:
how has its management been redefined?
Ute Hofmann: Currently, Andrè Miethe, a
colleague from my previous experience in
Laika, and I are the two managing directors
of the company: he is responsible for the

Finance and Production part, I take care of
Sales, Marketing, Customer Service and Product. Christian Striebel, on the other hand,
is Etrusco’s brand manager and works in a
small detached team in Germany. After Olaf
Sacker moved to Burstner, the new Plant
Manager is Domenico Sofrà, who comes
from a company that builds special vehicles
and in addition to his experience, he has the
great advantage of being Italian-German.
Finally, we have a new Product Manager,
Michel Vuillermoz. We are a good team,
there has been a changes in a short time,
but we all have a lot of experience and this
helps us to carry out new projects.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Laika followed the directive of its parent company regarding
the Covid emergency and did not participate in the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf or the Salone del Camper in Parma,
avoiding international scenario and
being at home at the Italian fair. Now
Laika will not be able to participate in
the CMT in Stuttgart either as it has
been cancelled. Are these too many absences from exhibitions for Laika?
Ute Hofmann: At first we thought only
about the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf, then
we decided not to participate in the other
European fairs as well because the situation
was constantly changing for the worse. We
decided not to participate in order to protect both our employees and our customers.
It did not seem right to propose a concept
of a peaceful and free holiday in a very difficult context; we preferred to start a communication campaign to bring customers, in
small groups, to our dealerships throughout
Europe. We were sorry not to present the
new Ecovip at the fairs in September, but
the communications campaign we started
has been good. It was essential to plan the
action in advance: Laika’s marketing group,
together with the marketing group of the various EHG companies, created a campaign on
various social channels to contact customers
and invite them to dealership forecourts for
one-to-one appointments. It is always difficult to perceive exactly the advantages of a
digital campaign compared to exhibiting at a
fair, but what has been done has given some
surprising results. It was a great challenge,

The Laika Caravans plant
in San Casciano Val di Pesa (Fi) - Italy
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because, I must confess, we did not yet have
a high degree of digitization at EHG, but in
a short time, a huge amount of work was
done which is bringing concrete results. Of
course, it’s not the same as being at a fair:
customers don’t arrive condensed in 10days,
so the results are seen over a longer period.
We will continue on this path in the coming
months, and will try to implement operations that the automotive sector has already
been experimenting with for some time. In
short, the Covid emergency has accelerated
the timings: the communication project was
defined, but we had to implement it quickly.
This does not mean that we will not return to
the fairs. There will be joint activities between trade fairs and social to be even closer to
our customers.

tuation, so that we can maintain distances
and work safely.

Aboutcamp BtoB: In addition to implementing communication campaigns,
how did you decide to present your
products to the end customer in a period, like the current one, fraught with
problems but also showing a certain euphoria?
Ute Hofmann: We tried to maximize sampling as much as possible, but we couldn’t
do much because the lockdown reduced
production. We have implemented an online configurator on our website. There is
also a specific configurator for our dealers.
Thanks to the enhancement of the 3D tours
it is possible to see all models, with all the finishes, shades of wood and fabric: one feels
almost inside the vehicle. Unfortunately, customers will have to get used to longer delivery times throughout the RV industry. We
are gearing up to increase production capacity, we have hired new staff and working
on more shifts instead of two. But we must
respect a security protocol for the Covid si-

Aboutcamp BtoB: What changes did joining the Thor Group bring, and what
will it bring in the future?
Ute Hofmann: The merger with the Thor
Group has brought opportunities, stability and positivity, both to the Erwin Hymer
Group and to Laika. We have seen that
American managers are used to working
in groups, they know how to manage the
various corporate structures without changing the brand’s identity: this is a strength of
Thor and also lucky for us. I think it’s positive that we have been bought by a group in
the sector and not by a non-sector financial
group, for example. The greatest synergies
will be especially at the level of Erwin Hymer Group in Europe, while with the Thor
Group there will certainly be synergies for
purchasing.

Aboutcamp BtoB: Is the use of platforms common to various brands also
inevitable for Laika? Isn’t there a risk
of losing the Laika identity by creating
vehicles that are too similar to other
models from the Erwin Hymer Group?
Ute Hofmann: In certain price ranges and
on some markets, it is certainly an opportunity and a solution that brings advantages.
The common platforms are developed jointly by various technical offices in the group,
including Laika. But it is not necessarily an
advantage for every type of vehicle: for
example, the new Ecovip has been entirely
developed by Laika.

Aboutcamp BtoB: Italy, Germany and
the rest of Europe: where does Laika
want to commit itself most in the co-

ming years?
Ute Hofmann: We are growing a lot in
France, Spain, Italy, Norway and Sweden,
but Germany is also developing well. Then
we see a positive opening of Eastern Europe:
Poland, the Czech Republic, but Romania
and Hungary are no longer satellite markets
of Germany and take on their own identity;
they are still in the starting phase but they
will certainly grow. I see a growing structuring of these Eastern European markets,
both from the demands of end customers
and from the organization of dealers, which is a key element for stable development.
As for the UK, the market is recovering, but
no one can know exactly what will happen
after January 1, when the new post-Brexit
measures from the European Union will be
applied and the transitional period ends.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Overcabs, semi-integrated, motorhomes and camper vans:
different types, different market choices,
but also strategic construction choices.
What direction is Laika taking with this?
Ute Hofmann: As we know, the segment
that is growing a lot in Europe is that of the
campervan: with Laika and Etrusco we have
been able to foresee this development and
we have had valid products in this market
segment for a couple of years. In spring,
the Ecovip campervan will also arrive, which
will join the Kosmo campervan. We obviously want to participate in this market trend.
Many new customers are approaching the
RV world with campervans because they
feel more comfortable with compact and
versatile vehicles. The premium range,
however, will continue to exist and will
see us committed to it. Of course, the requests for overcabs, with which Laika had
great success in the past, have decreased;
unfortunately, it seems that today overcabs
are fading in popularity, replaced by the semi-integrated models equipped with a dropdown bed. However, the market will also be
influenced by new taxes introduced in some
countries for CO2 emissions: Laika will have
to make proposals that take these changes
into account. At the production level, with
our premium range we have decided to
stop just before the liner class, because the
so-called “liners” have very different production needs. We feel Ecovip, a product on
which we focus a lot, is in a strong position.
As for campervans, we try to increase our
portfolio step by step.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Good design and Italian style: are they enough to decisively
define Laika?
Ute Hofmann: We are working on a product that will take a decisive step forward: it
will be seen in the spring and it will be a product of excellence that will make the most
of our experience of over 50 years. We want
to create a different, technologically advanced product with an Italian design. We have
also started working with a well-known
Italian design house; this collaboration will
soon be made official.
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Innovative ideas from Knaus
We met Jürgen Thaler, product manager for Knaus and a driving force behind the ideas of the
German RV manufacturer. A young professional who took up the challenge of innovation four years
ago and is carrying it forward with success and great results
Words Giorgio Carpi

T

he statement of the American chemist
Linus Pauling: “You not only need to
have more ideas than others, you also
have to be able to decide which of these ideas
are good ones,” is the motto of the Knaus
product manager, Jürgen Thaler, age 40, who
started this role in 2016. He had already been
working for Knaus since 2012, and was in
charge of the motorhome sector as a project
manager.
Jürgen Thaler is the man behind the scenes
who is constantly working on the products and
asking: “Which products can be optimized and
how? Which models are missing in the range?
And what is the long-term development?” He
is in contact with sales and aftersales departments in order to receive as much direct cus-
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tomer feedback as possible to note the wishes
and requirements of customers and integrating
them directly into the product development
process.
“An idea is always a process that can have
many triggers. I am part of this process and try
to be as close as possible to the customer. Most
of my ideas, therefore, come directly from
practice, discussions with customers, dealers
and my team,” said Jürgen Thaler about his job
when we met and interviewed him at the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What was your career
path to become a product manager?
Jürgen Thaler: After my two apprenticeships
as a carpenter and a technical draftsman, I

was responsible for development of furniture
construction and interiors at a supplier to the
caravanning industry. This enabled me to build
up my know-how early on in my career - of
the products and the industry. Even then, I was
fascinated by designing products that would
later become reality and prove themselves in
practice. I’ve been with Knaus since 2012, originally as a project manager for individual series
models, and since 2016 as a product manager
for all motorhomes and caravans.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Knaus’ production is
divided into three very different types
of products: caravans, motorhomes and
camper vans. What are the substantial differences, on a production and commercial

Innovation and research in the first place
FoldXpand rear construction
The FoldXpand rear design is being used for
the first time in the VAN TI. The aim is to
maximise the interior space and the exterior compactness. The tail light carrier forms a
completely flat surface with the rear wall and

creates a completely new automotive rear
end which maximises living space inwards by
almost 10 cm without taking up even a millimetre more space on the outside.
Independent power supply
The 48 volt system by Bosch Engineering and
Knaus Tabbert supplies the caravan with energy when travelling.

and stability despite the ultra-light weight of
the construction materials.
The lightweight chassis
The lightweight chassis technology has innovative design, weight-saving production and
micro-galvanising. The PowerAxle has up to
35% less mass than a comparable conventional chassis and picks up speed in the direction of hybrid and e-mobility in caravanning.
In addition this year Knaus Tabbert developed
the new lightweight chassis Dionic, used for
the first time on Weinsberg CaraCito.
It includes an electrified axle, sensors, and
lithium-ion batteries, thereby enabling the
generation of electrical energy independent
of the towing vehicle. The batteries can be
charged while traveling as well as via recuperation when braking. In fact, the kinetic
energy generated during braking is converted back into electrical energy. The energy
thus stored can be used for the various consumers inside the caravan or converted into
propulsive power.

Lightweight construction
Knaus developed a lightweight construction
technology where innovative materials and
construction methods enable an optimal
combination of features. The three main topics are the RevolutionCube for the furniture,
the fibre reinforced frame technology and a
special lightweight axle.

FibreFrame
Patented frame technology: Knaus developed a self-supporting frame which makes
furniture just furniture and no longer a stabilising element for the frame. This enables
new approaches and unexpected flexibility in
the design of the layouts and in the placement of the furniture. The high-strength,
glass-fibre foam composite frame, which
ensures a self-supporting structure, allows
ultra-lightweight construction with increased
crash safety properties.

RevolutionCube
Furniture with the “RevolutionCube” approach are realized with a new and extremely
lightweight, robust and highly resistant material that has never been used in the caravanning industry: expanded polypropylene.
Using ultrasonic energy, with COLDMELT
Technology, dowels are high-strength bonded to the lightweight base material. This connection technology gives maximum strength

level, between these types of vehicles?
Jürgen Thaler: Knaus Tabbert is a full-range
brand that offers all types of vehicles. We can
thus serve every market segment: from 10,000
– 600,000 Euros.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Four years ago, with
the introduction of the Travelino caravan,
Knaus started talking about a new revolutionary construction system. At what
stage is this development now?
Jürgen Thaler: We firmly believe in the frame
technology currently used in the Knaus Deseo
caravan model. This year we changed a few
things on this model because some customers told us their needs and their wish to have
the possibility to close the rear area, especially

with the mosquito doors that were introduced
this year. The Travelino construction method is
unique and the benefits will be made possible
for our caravans in future. We try to achieve to
be able to make our caravans with more and
more with robotic and automatic manufacturing processes. The model we showcased at
the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf was the first
where we tried to get more automatic manufacturing. But we will also use this technology
in other vehicles.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What are the main features of this new technique?
Jürgen Thaler: The frame places special demands on the production, but offers us much
more freedom in the design of our vehicles.

The body is even more stable than before, and
at the same time we save weight. Furthermore,
the production of the frame can be automated. The frame technology is equally suitable for
caravans and motorhomes.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What relationship will
there be at a production and commercial
level between the newly conceived vehicles and those still built in the traditional
way?
Jürgen Thaler: Currently we offer both the
conventional and the new technology. The
frame makes it possible, for example, to open
the tailgate across the entire width of the caravan. This is not feasible with conventional technology. It is up to the customer to decide which
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Aboutcamp BtoB: In your opinion, what is
the state of the art of electrically powered
motors in our sector?
Jürgen Thaler: From our point of view, it will
still take some time before truly electrically
powered motorhomes can be produced economically. In the caravan sector, we are working with Bosch Engineering on a 48-volt energy
system.

model/technology to choose.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What are the differences between the various production sites of
the Knaus Tabbert Group today?
Jürgen Thaler: In Jandelsbrunn we are working on partial automation in frame technology
and in our Hungarian plant we are expanding
production capacity. We have also a plant in
Mottgers/Hessen where we produce the Tabbert Premium Caravans.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Since you joined the
company, how has the way of producing
vehicles changed?
Jürgen Thaler: Certainly the biggest change
for the industry is the new frame technology.
Here we revolutionize the production methodology in caravan construction. Of course, we
are constantly increasing our efficiency - in the
factories, but also together with our suppliers.
Aboutcamp BtoB: In Düsseldorf you presented the new Pop-Up Roof. What are
the strengths of this projects from a technical point of view?
Jürgen Thaler: The pop-up roof is a new construction in which we have contributed a lot
of know-how. The outer shell, for example,
is designed in Longfiber Injection (LFI technology). The advantages are a faster production, a lighter product and at the same time
even cheaper (depending on batch size). We
didn’t invent the pop-up roof but we re-invented the construction method using totally new materials. We are the first to not use
reinforced glass for construction, instead we
use LFI which is a Longfiber Injection method,
and this means the shell is fully insulated, very
precisely manufactured and very stable compared to the standard construction. We are
the first to create this convertible look, so you
can pull up the shading and make it very open
and you get also wireless charging points in
the roof. You can also choose the colour of
the roof light. One of the bigger or maybe the
biggest pop-up roof in the caravanning sector.
The bed is 2m long and is extra-large, so you
can sleep very well.
Aboutcamp BtoB: In Düsseldorf you also
introduced other news, like the new back
wall concept for the VAN TI. Can you tell us
more about this?
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Jürgen Thaler: The new rear end of the VAN
TI is also an in-house development. It gives the
rear end a three-dimensional appearance and
at the same time offers 9 cm more space inside
with unchanged external dimensions. The additional length in the interior is used to make
the two beds longer than 2m, not a standard
usually seen on motorhomes. We also achieved
an extra 12 cms length for the seating area.
We’re trying to combine function and fine design for the customers: more internal length,
more usable bed length, full height fridge, full
height wardrobe, longer sitting area, additional
side seat on the right hand driver side, and also
a wide entrance.
Aboutcamp BtoB: And what can you tell
us about the new LPG-free caravan?
Jürgen Thaler: For this model year we have
presented a purely electric caravan: The Weinsberg Caracito does not use gas for its heating
(and also air conditioning) or the stove which
work purely using electricity. Among the advantages: the vehicle does without gas pipes,
so there’s no gas system to require servicing,
and the gas box can be used as extra storage
space.
Aboutcamp BtoB: You have a Tabbert caravan with slide-out in your range. What
do you think of this solution? Could it be
successfully applied to vans and compact
products in Europe?
Jürgen Thaler: We are the only large series
manufacturer to offer a slide-out for caravans,
as seen in the Tabbert Cellini. This technology is
also used in our Morelo liners, and is certainly
conceivable in other vehicles with and without
frame technology.
Aboutcamp BtoB: The camper van is increasingly demanded by the market: is it
reliable and easy to build this product? Is
it a type of vehicle where there isn’t much
room for a real evolution?
Jürgen Thaler: CUVs (Caravanning Utility
Vehicle) are currently the fastest growing market segment. As an innovation driver in the
industry, we also face the increased demands
of our customers. In concrete terms: we have
improved the insulation, developed intelligent
layouts, and, for example, created a fresh water tank with an integrated space for the gas
cylinder.

Aboutcamp BtoB: Does Knaus consider reducing the weight of vehicles crucial? How
is this problem currently being addressed
and what are you planning for the future?
Jürgen Thaler: We are working on the topic
of lightweight construction in all areas - this is
a generally known company objective. We are
continuously increasing our efforts in this area.
Every new vehicle is consistently optimized for
possible weight savings as early as the development and design stage.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Have the changes in
furnishing solutions substantially changed
the way vehicles are produced, for example, the drop-down bed, which you now
also offer on caravans?
Jürgen Thaler: With all lightweight construction measures, there is, of course, great potential in furniture construction. Production is
subject to constant optimisation and technological improvements, for example, in the area
of furniture connections to lightweight boards.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is the introduction of
technologically advanced composite materials conceivable for the creation of construction or furnishing components?
Jürgen Thaler: With frame technology in particular, we are breaking new ground in production, which gives us more freedom in design.

Knaus Tabbert:
the Group
Knaus Tabbert AG is one of the top three
European manufacturers in the booming
market for leisure vehicles, generating
about two thirds of its sales in Germany,
the biggest European market. The company’s headquarters are located in Jandelsbrunn, Germany. Additional sites include
Mottgers in Hessen (Germany) as well as
Schlüsselfeld (Germany) and Nagyoroszi in
Hungary. With its brands Knaus, Tabbert,
T@B, Weinsberg, Morelo and the web
platform Rent and Travel, the company
achieved sales in excess of €780 million in
fiscal year 2019.
Half of its sales were generated from motorhomes, approximately 28 percent from
caravans and approximately 19 percent
from van conversions. Net revenues from
motorhomes alone grew by nearly 20 percent annually (CAGR) from 2017 to 2019.
The workforce of around 3,000 was responsible for manufacturing more than
26,000 caravans and motorhomes.
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RV fridges

Everything
you would like to know
about cooling technologies
In this technical article we look at how RV fridges work and how they’ve become an essential
component in an RV. We also highlight the technologies being employed to enhance performance
Words Terry Owen

T

here was a time (about sixty years ago) when fridges were considered to be
an optional extra on many RV’s. Not so today – they’re virtually as important
as the roadwheels. What’s more, as the years have rolled on, they’ve tended
to get much larger. In 1981, a UK caravan brochure depicts a four-berth caravan
with a standard fridge of just 2 cubic feet (56 litres). Today 100+ litres is common
for small caravan, along with 90 litres for a campervan. What’s more, fridge freezers are now normal on larger RV’s, with capacities up to 175 litres.
At this point, it’s worth defining what we mean by a fridge. Fridges are basically
thermally insulated containers designed to keep their contents cool by working
in conjunction with some form of heat pump. A heat pump is a device that uses
external energy to transfer heat from one source and release it to another.
Some heat pumps require much more energy than others for the same effect and
that’s where, from an RV point of view, it starts to get really interesting. The type
of heat pump employed essentially defines the fridge it serves and how efficient
it is. There are three principal types – compressor, absorption and thermoelectric.
We’ll look at each in turn.
RV fridge from an advert in 1981
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Compressor fridges

C

ompressor fridges are by far the most
common in use today although, for
reasons we’ll see later, only a small number
find their way into in RV’s. They work by first
compressing a gas and then cooling it to become a liquid, before allowing it to evaporate
back to a gas again. As gases evaporate, they
naturally cool and it’s this cooling effect that
makes the fridge work. It’s exactly the same
as can sometimes be seen on an LPG cylinder
when the outside becomes frosted as the gas
inside is drawn off. In a compressor fridge,
once the gas has performed its cooling effect, it is recompressed to go round again in
a so-called ‘closed cycle’.
In practice the evaporation takes place within
a heat exchanger plate inside the refrigerator, making it very cold. Since cool air sinks,
this plate is usually placed near the top of the
fridge to produce an even cooling effect. The
evaporator plate may be flat, have added fins
for efficiency, or be formed into a square box
for holding frozen food.
The gas leaving the evaporator is cool but
has picked up heat from the inside of the
fridge. It is then fed to the compressor, which
significantly increases its pressure and causes
it to get warm or even hot. This gas is then
fed into a second heat exchanger, known as
the condenser. Its purpose is to extract the
heat from the pressurised gas so that it cools
back into a liquid.
The condenser takes the form of several loops of pipe held together in a welded
frame to act as a radiator. It is mounted externally to the fridge (usually at the back),
where the heat can escape.

The world’s first working vapour-compression refrigeration system, was built by American inventor
Jacob Perkins in 1834. Driven by a
hand pump, it used ether as the refrigerant gas. Although the device
worked it did not succeed commercially and it was not until 1876 that
German engineering professor Carl
von Linde filed a patent for the sort
of basic refrigeration technology that
we would recognise today.
His findings led to his invention of the
first reliable and efficient compressed
ammonia refrigerator. Ammonia
proved to be a good refrigerant gas,
and is still in use today, in absorption fridges (see below). In the 1950’s it was largely
replaced by Freon, a refrigerant gas that became known as R12. It had the advantage of
being stable, practically odourless, and with
a low toxicity.
Unfortunately, along with other chloro-fluoro-carbon (CFC) gases, Freon has since
proved to be a powerful and long-lasting
greenhouse gas. It was banned under the
1987 Montreal Protocol which identified
many ozone depleting chemicals. As result
several alternatives are now employed (see
later). A recurring problem for today’s fridge
(and air conditioning) service engineers is
having the right gas available if it ever needs
to be replaced.
Compressor fridges are relatively efficient but
require a reliable source of motion to drive
their compressors. In virtually all cases this
takes the form of an electric motor. This need

for electricity to power compressor fridges
has so far limited their use in RV’s, where the
availability of sufficient electricity can be a
problem.
Compressor fridges work well in warm climates and are capable of achieving very low
temperatures, depending on the refrigerant
gas used and the amount of power available.
Bearing in mind that power is often in limited
supply in RV’s, many RV compressor fridges are
designed to achieve a freezer temperature of
about -10°C. This roughly equates to a twostar rating, meaning that food can be safely
stored for about one month. However, more
recent ones can reach -15°c or even -18°C.
The design of compressor fridges has advanced significantly in recent years. In the
summer months it’s now quite possible to run
some models entirely from a solar powered
battery system. Later in this article we look at
the technologies making this possible.

Absorption fridges

A

bsorption fridges use a heat source to
drive the heat pump. Typically, this is
either a small gas flame or an electric element. It may seem strange to use heat to
provide a cooling effect but that’s exactly
what happens.
The ability to use LPG to provide the heat
source is what makes absorption fridges so
popular with campers, who may not have access to the electricity grid. When electricity is
available most RV absorption fridges can be
switched (sometimes automatically) to use it.
Absorption fridges have a number of other
advantages. Firstly, they are totally silent in
operation. Secondly, the refrigeration unit
has no moving parts, and thirdly, the refrigerant contains no Freon or other ozone damaging CFC’s.
With all these advantages you may be wondering why all fridges are not made that way.
The main reason is that the heat pump is only
about 20% as efficient as a compressor type,
so much more energy is needed to achieve

This Electrolux RV fridge from the 1970’s
is powered by gas only
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the same level of cooling.
Absorption fridges essentially use two coolants. The first provides evaporative cooling
(just as in a compressor fridge), the second
absorbs the coolant gas and then uses heat
to return it to its original state. By far the
most common absorption coolants are ammonia and water. Such fridges have a minimum freezer temperature of around -10°C
and can work in ambient temperatures up to
about 32°C.
To provide the cooling effect a boiler containing a strong ammonia/water solution is heated. This causes the ammonia to evaporate.
The hot gaseous ammonia is then passed
through an air-cooled condenser where it
turns into liquid ammonia. This liquid then
passes via a small hole into the evaporator
where it evaporates. As it does so it cools,
drawing away the heat from inside the fridge
via the freezer plate and any fins. The evapoThe workings of a Thetford absorption fridge

ration process is aided by the presence of
hydrogen which lowers the vapour pressure of the ammonia thereby encouraging it to evaporate.
Once the gases have passed through the
evaporator, they are mixed with a weak
ammonia solution returned from the
boiler, before collecting in the absorber
unit. The ammonia gas dissolves in the
weak ammonia liquid making it strong
once again and ready to be returned to
the boiler for another cycle. Any potential
corrosion arising from the water is inhibited by the addition of a small amount of
sodium chromate. This is a yellow chemical and its presence near joints on the
cooling unit usually indicates failure.
The absorption refrigerator was born in
1922 when Swedish inventors Baltzar
von Platen and Carl Munters came up
with a completely new way of providing
cooling. Their design was successful and
was put into mass production in 1923 by
the AB Arctic company. Two years later
the company was acquired by Electrolux.
The rest, as they say is history, with Electrolux going on to become one of the
world’s largest producers of absorption
refrigerators.
The growing popularity of RV’s in the 1960’s
produced a surge in demand, which has lasted through to this day. In 2001 Electrolux
sold its Leisure Products division, leading the
way to the formation of the Dometic Group.
Relying solely on heat to drive round the refrigerant means that absorption fridges can
take a several hours to cool down from ambient temperature. It means that they also
need to be kept reasonably level for the coolants to circulate properly. Early models had
a tilt tolerance of just 3 degrees side to side.

Thermoelectric coolers

T

hermoelectric coolers use electricity to produce cooling through something called the Peltier effect. This occurs when a direct electric current is
passed through two electrodes connected to a semiconductor material. The
two electrodes are made of different metals with high electrical conductivity
whereas the semi-conductor is a material with a much lower conductivity.
A typical combination might include copper and zinc as the metals plus
bismuth telluride alloyed with antimony or selenium, as the semiconductor.
The junctions of dissimilar materials with a semiconductor result in thermal
energy flowing from one to the other when a direct current is applied. The
result is that one junction cools, whilst the other warms up. In practice the
cold junction is placed inside the fridge and the warm junction outside to
dissipate the heat.
One of the drawbacks of Peltier devices is that the coolest temperature
achieved is entirely dependent on the ambient temperature. Typically, this
is a maximum of just 16°C lower. This means that usage is mainly limited to
cool boxes and wine coolers, where the actual temperature achieved is less
important than that in a conventional fridge.
On the plus side, thermoelectric cooling lends itself well to smaller applications, fitting into spaces where compressor or absorption fridges would not,
and capable of very fine temperature control within its limits. Totally silent,
with no moving parts (unless a small fan is fitted), efficiencies can rival those
of compressor fridges.
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More recent ones have up to least twice that.
It’s strange but true that some early fridges
used a flint to light the gas, requiring a visit
to the tobacconist when the flint wore out.
These were soon replaced by piezo igniters
and these in turn by the electronic igniters
we see today. The latter allow for flame monitoring and automatic re-ignition if the flame
blows out.
The relative inefficiency of absorption fridges
compared to compressor types means that it
is not practical to power them from leisure
batteries, as the current drain is just too high.

Improving RV fridge efficiency and performance
Coefficient of performance
The efficiency of any refrigerator (or heat pump) is expressed using
something called the coefficient of performance (COP). This is simply
a measure of the useful heat supplied (Q) divided by the work required to produce it (W).

COP = Q/W
In practice, the COP of an absorption fridge is about 0.7, compared to
around 3.5 for a compressor system. These are the maximum values
that can be achieved. Fridge designers are constantly seeking technologies to get close to them.

Ventilation
For a refrigerator to work efficiently the heat removed from it has
to be able to escape to atmosphere with minimum impedance. This
is where ventilation plays a key role. It is especially important with
absorption fridges, which use heat to power the cooling process.
Suitably sized vents are essential to provide natural cooling but the
addition of a small, thermostatically controlled, fan can make a huge
difference, especially in warmer weather or where a fridge vents into
an awning.
Many RV compressor fridges come with a small fan as standard. This
allows for a much smaller condenser and therefore a more compact
installation.
Fan assistance permits a very compact cooling unit
for a compressor fridge

Power voltage regulation
Power regulation is of particular importance with absorption fridges
where electricity is used to provide the heat. In Europe the situation is
complicated by differing supply voltage practices in different countries,
and also the voltage drop that can often be experienced on campsites.
In the UK, for example, supply voltages of nearly 250 volts are common, whereas in continental Europe 220 volts is the norm. Factor in a
10-20 volt drop when on a continental campsite and a fridge might be
expected to work at anywhere between 200 and 250 volts.
For a fixed load such as a fridge element, power is proportional to the
square of the voltage. At 200 volts the power produced is just 64% of
that at 250 volts. Needless to say, such a difference can have a major
impact on performance. One solution to this is to use a heating element that will perform well on the lower voltage whilst preventing it
getting too hot as the voltage rises. This is exactly what Thetford does
on all its current absorption fridges designed for the European market.
Regulation is achieved using pulse width modulation, or PWM for short.
It’s a well-established practice that reduces the average power delivered
to a device by effectively chopping it up into discrete elements, each
of a finite length. The shorter each pulse, the less power is delivered.

As long as the switching is done really fast the whole arrangement is
highly efficient, generating very little by way of waste heat.

Refrigerant gas used
Whereas absorption fridges are pretty much stuck with ammonia and water as coolants, compressor types have a whole range
of potential gases they can use. Whilst the gas itself does not
theoretically affect efficiency it does have an influence on the
temperatures achieved. There is also the increasingly important
issue of greenhouse gas contribution.
The most widely used gases in today’s RV compressor fridges
are R134a and propane. Although flammable with a rather low
boiling point, the latter has the advantage of minimal environmental impact.

Refrigerant gas

Boiling point

Global warming
potential (GWP)*

Ozone depletion
potential

Ammonia

-33°C

0

0

R12 (Freon)

-30°C

10,900

1.0

R134a

-26°C

1.430

0

Propane

-42°C

3

0

* GWPs listed are IPCC AR4 (2007), 100-year GWPs
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Compressor speed modulation
Household fridges have traditionally had single speed compressors.
These are either on or off, operating at full power even when the
fridge needs little cooling. Higher end models are now embracing
digital inverter technology that allows the compressor speed to match
the cooling demand. This technology is finding its way into RV fridges
where it also allows for quieter operation during the night. The result
is lower energy consumption (typically up to 25%), less noise, and a
longer life for the compressor.
The electronics box to the left
of this compressor permits speed control

Micro- and nanotechnology solutions
The drive for a greener world means that thermoelectric cooling is receiving more research attention than
ever before. The objective is to improve efficiencies and
thereby reduce the need for systems based on the R134a
refrigerant gas. Micro- and nano- technology solutions
integrated with advances in nano-scale thermoelectric
materials, form the focus of this work. However, it is
likely to be some years before such technology finds its
way into consumer devices.

Intelligent temperature control (ITC)
Another technology (employed by Webasto/ Vitrifrigo) for RV’s is the intelligent
use of power by its ITC circuitry. This uses an algorithm to determine when
spare power is available (for example when operating with a hook-up) before
using that power to increase the compressor speed and so the
cooling effect. The internal
temperature of the fridge
is allowed to decrease
below normal whilst
avoiding freezing. In
this way surplus energy is effectively stored
in the fridge contents,
to be released when battery operation resumes.
This Freeline fridge from
Webasto can automatically
store cooling energy in its
contents

Smart control
The increasing adoption of bus technology (notably CI-BUS) in RV’s means that
fridges can increasingly be controlled
from a central point or smart phone.
Not only does this add to convenience,
it also means the user can easily monitor things like the internal temperature
and change the cooling setting as necessary for that perfect glass of prosecco
or beer!

Smartphone control of
fridges is taking off.
This app is controlling a
Dometic cool box.
Here it is warning that
a lid is open.
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Conclusion

A

side from thermoelectric devices, there
isn’t much room left for improvements in
fridge efficiencies so future developments are
more likely to focus on usability and convenience. Were likely to see cameras to let you
see what’s inside, and apps to let you know
when you’re running out of certain foods.
What we are likely to see is the adoption of
more compressor fridges, especially when solar panels begin to offer the sort of efficiencies
that are currently in the pipeline. Nevertheless,
the trusty absorption fridge is likely to be with
us for some time to come.
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RV market confirms
the excellence of Ducato’s
automatic transmission
The new automatic transmission of the Ducato complements
the modern RV concept that includes top-notch driving comfort. With its nine speeds, smooth gear shifts and high peak
torque, the new automatic transmission is an important evolution of the Ducato that is “born to be a motorhome”
Words Renato Antonini

F

or better performance and more comfort, the Ducato
can now fit a next-generation automatic transmission
that was launched on the market in 2019 when the
range was refreshed.
“The market response exceeded expectations,” said Roberto
Cusano, Converter Manager of Fiat Professional. “The technical innovation was warmly welcomed by the RV world. Nearly
one vehicle in two now fits an automatic transmission. These
are remarkably high numbers that testify to our good work.
In recent months, end-users have had the opportunity to put
the new automatic transmission to the test in various situations

The advantages
of automatic
• Nine gears: smooth shifting, better driving comfort
• Optimum torque use, agile and safe driving
in all conditions
• Optimised engine speed management up to 20% reduction
on motorways compared to manual (160 and 180 hp)
• Reliability and durability with torque converter
and electronic management
• Optimised fuel consumption management
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hydraulic and electronic management, needs
less frequent maintenance.
“An automatic transmission like this is more
durable than a manual one because there is
a lower incidence of the human factor”, added Roberto Cusano. “The high-tech electronic
management optimises system operation.
Ultimately, the higher initial cost of the automatic transmission can be greatly reduced
if you consider the saving in the years after
purchase”.
Torque and Power: — Euro 6d-TEMP engine; — Euro 6B engine; — With automatic gearbox

and have particularly enjoyed the driving pleasure it offers”.
The 2019 version of the Ducato was a leap forward compared to the past. The most popular
mechanical base for motorhomes has more
car feel than ever. Since last year, the Ducato
was equipped with a six-speed automatic robotised gearbox, while the more sophisticated
nine-speed automatic gearbox offered today
comes with a next-generation hydraulic torque
converter capable of delivering smoother shifts
in various driving situations. It is offered as an
option on three of the four engine versions in
the line-up, specifically the 140 hp, the 160 hp
and the 180 hp.
High torque
“The management of gear shifts and power
delivery is profoundly different from the way
the previous robotised gearbox worked”, explained Roberto Cusano. “The new transmission works with hydraulic and electronic systems and is combined with an engine with a
variable geometry turbine. All this guarantees
better torque output, already at low rpms. Let’s
not forget that it is not only the peak torque
that counts, but that the driveline is equally important to achieve maximum values. The new
Ducato with automatic transmission offers
greater fluidity in torque delivery, more flexibility, and this also means greater safety, for
instance, while overtaking”.
The advantage of having high torque available
already at low rpms is obviously important for
motorhomes because they are often very heavy.
It is interesting to note that on the 160 hp and
180 hp versions of the Ducato, the automatic
transmission allows an improvement in torque
compared to the manual transmission of up to
12.5% more. With the manual gearbox, the
torque curve stabilises at 1,500 rpm, while with
the automatic transmission it can still grow. The
torque of the 160 hp engine peaks at 400 Nm
(against 380 Nm of the manual gearbox), while
the 180 hp engine reaches a peak of 450 Nm
(with the manual gearbox it stops at 400 Nm).
With the automatic transmission, the performance of the vehicle is always efficiently managed by the on-board electronics.
Low costs
Real fuel-efficiency jumps to the eye when

comparing the new nine-speed automatic
transmission with the older automatic robotised transmission. Interestingly, better fuel-efficiency can also be seen compared with
the current manual gearbox. This is because
the control module of the latter is calibrated
to obtain the best possible trade-off between
consumption and performance. The automatic transmission, on the other hand, can count
on the Eco driving mode that reshapes the
control module to the advantage of fuel-efficiency that is especially useful on long motorway journeys.
In addition, the automatic transmission is always combined with the Stop&Start system,
which stops the engine when standing. The
120 hp and 140 hp versions with manual
gearbox do not have Stop&Start as standard.
Fuel-efficiency and the Stop&Start system
also spell a reduction of CO2 emissions to
the benefits of the environment. We must
also consider that the new transmission, with

More comfort
Since 2006, Ducato has been working to provide bold answers to the needs of the motorhome world and the request for an automatic
transmission was one of them. With the 2019
version of the Ducato, they decided to aim
high, offering end customers a high-tech automatic transmission, which at the same time
has become an important sales tool for manufacturers and dealers.
“The possible combination with three different
engines leaves the end customer ample freedom of choice and allows motorhome manufacturers to differentiate their ranges more”,
said Roberto Cusano. “The new transmission
is Fiat’s answer not only for the top of the
range but also for mid-market manufacturers.
The consumer’s tastes are changing, like the
car world. Automatic transmissions are being
more and more appreciated, so many users
who have an automatic on their car and they
want one on their motorhome as well. For the
new generation of users, driving comfort is a
fact and Ducato offers a convincing solution
in every respect”.

Three driving modes
The new transmission can operate either in fully automatic
mode or with driver intervention in Autostick mode.
Three different driving modes can be set in automatic mode: Normal, Power and Eco. The onboard electronics provide the best driving conditions according to speed, load and slope of the
route, with a different power output. At launch,
the transmission is always set to Normal, for
standard driving, which offers the right amount
of power and perfect driving pleasure on the various routes. Power mode can be used if you need to
deal with complex situations, such as steep climbs.
Eco mode allows enjoyable and relaxing trips while
saving fuel. It is perfect for long and flat stretches on
motorways at cruising speed. The Autostick function,
on the other hand, allows gear shifts by tapping the
selector forwards or backwards. It can be used in tough
driving conditions or when shifting gear frequently, leaving the driver free to shift down, for instance. The Autostick function can be useful in some situations to improve
performance or to avoid engine overheating.
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Ultralight and futuristic solutions
With Piuma, a new integrated
side window system for RVs and
Vista, a panoramic roof window
exclusively for the Fiat Ducato,
Polyplastic is implementing new
design and new materials in
order to support clients with
the quality they always
expect from the Dutch
supplier with a renowed
reputation for safety.
Words Enrico Bona

T

he successful background of the Polyplastic Group in the RV market has been
consolidated over the years thanks to
high quality products, continuous innovation
and consistent and reliable customer service.
Piuma, the window system of the future
Piuma represents the latest development and
is also the first range of fully thermoformed
Polyplastic windows, with an innovative integrated design. This creates a clear advantage
for the product in terms of efficiency and for
the customer, lightness and functionality. In
fact, Piuma uses two pre-assembled frames
(internal and external) which offers an immediate advantage on the production line of
an installation time reduced by 75 percent,
compared to rubber windows. To the benefit of the end user, the integrated blinds
also stand out, and are new to the Dutch
company’s range of windows. Piuma is light:
Piuma
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compared to conventional solutions, including the wooden frame in the sandwich wall,
the new Polyplastic window system allows
an average weight saving of 25 percent.
Installation procedures are also innovative
and efficient. The Piuma comes with two
components: the inner frame with integrated roller blind and a preassembled kit composed by the double pane acrylic window,
the rubber, the catch and stay, the outer
frame. The installation does not require any
wooden frame in the sandwich wall.
The pre-assembled external frame is inserted into the hole; the mounting clamps are
rotated and then the internal frame is fixed.
The game is done! Window are available for
different wall thickness from 25 to 40 mm.
The entire assembly procedure is reduced
to just 4 stages and required a great design effort from Polyplastic so that it actually requires an estimated time of only three

minutes for the customer. Polyplastic has
focused on the five most standard sizes in
use among manufacturers: 500 x 400, 700 x
400, 700 x 580, 900 x 580, 1300 x 580 mm.
If the customer wishes, there is the possibility to customize the colour of the acrylic. To
validate the product, Piuma was tested in a
climatic chamber and passed waterproofing,
UV stability and durability tests. “What our
customers expect from Polyplastic products,
and they will certainly also find in Piuma’s
innovations, is above all the quality of the
product they are used to,” says Mohamed
Feddoul, sales manager Polyplastic. “This
new system represents indisputable advantages for the customer in terms of lightness,
integration, savings and sustainability. Piuma
is a technologically complete product that’s
quick to assemble and capable of strongly
optimizing the customer’s logistics,” continued Mohamed Feddoul.

In partnership with

Vista, front window system for Ducato
Vista is a panoramic roof exclusively for
motorhomes based on the Fiat Ducato
H2, it is super-light very easy to install.
Designed for an opening of 1260 x 660
mm, it is carried out in a very short time
thanks to a solution consisting of an
adapter frame, rubber sealing, opening
mechanism and, once again, new integrated blinds. Thanks to the pre-mounted
assembly system, reduced to just 3 steps
(opening the housing, gluing and laying
the product), minimum installation times
are a great production advantage.
“We found that there was a great demand
for a solution dedicated to mechanics that
have had the most success among all
manufacturers in the last decade,” says
Mohamed Feddoul. “Thus, we created
the need to propose our own very successful solution for different clients. The
effectiveness and quality of our products
have, once again, aroused the interest of
the market, so we have decided to add
the panoramic roof for Fiat Ducato to our
range. Both Piuma and Vista are already
available and ready for delivery throughout Europe to any customer,” added
Mohamed Feddoul. Prudent and flexible
strategies allowed the Dutch company to
always be competitive.
“In this unexpectedly different 2020, like
everyone else, we had to face a health and
economic emergency. However, we took
the opportunity to review and rethink all
our internal processes and seek further
optimization. Thanks to this work, for the
2021 season, we are fully operational, we
have internal and external resources available and we will not have any problems
with supplying customers. On the other
hand, we have created these new product
lines precisely to support our customers in
maintaining, thanks above all to the reduction of assembly times, a highly competitive productivity at the current time
when the market is experiencing a season
of strong commitment, with production
plants surrounded by fear of running out
of materials from suppliers again. Polyplastic is perfectly structured with a flexible production program, able to meet the
needs of all customers and always guarantee the safety of production.”

Vista

Contacts

Lorenzo Manni
Vice President Sales,
RV Europe
Lippert Components has created a new sales structure,
headed up by Lorenzo Manni,
in order to better serve their
customer base in Europe.

L

orenzo Manni (36), who has a Master’s
degree in International Relationships
from Florence University and speaks six
languages, has been working in the RV sector
for the last nine years. He began his career in
the RV Industry in 2012 as Sales Manager for
Project 2000, which was later acquired by LCI.
He was promoted to the role of International
Business Development for LCI in 2016. After
the LCI acquisition of Metallarte, Lorenzo was
promoted to Director of Sales and Marketing
for this business unit and later appointed Director of Sales of LCI, RV Europe, in November
of 2018.
“Lorenzo has been an integral part of our European growth strategy from the very beginning – first as a business partner of ours, and
then as a colleague. His industry experience
and customer knowledge will help take our
RV sales in Europe to the next level,” said Jim
Menefee, LCI Group President of Europe.
Lorenzo and the newly formed Sales Organization will serve several businesses in Europe
including both the OEM and Aftermarket RV
segments as well as the Cruise Ship industry.
The new sales organization will report directly
to Jim Menefee, Group President of LCI Europe.
“As Director of Sales, RV Europe, I had the
task of unifying all our Italian business units
into a singular sales organization, building a
strong and competent team. We have now
completed this phase; and in my new role,
the challenge will be to provide a structured
and efficient service to all of LCI’s divisions in
Europe, including Polyplastic,” said Lorenzo
Manni. “I am proud and grateful for the trust

that has been placed in me. In full harmony
with LCI’s way of operating, our efforts will
all be aimed at creating a sales structure with
unique referents that make it as easy as possible for the customer to become engaged
with LCI.”
Michele Checcucci, CEO of LCI, RV Italy, commented, “Lorenzo has the experience, skills
and cultural background to lead LCI’s sales
organization in Europe. I am convinced that
his ability to team up and develop other leaders will be instrumental to the growth of LCI. I
am delighted that his professionalism is made
available to Jan-Cees and the rest of the LCI
Europe RV team.”
Regarding Polyplastic, there will be a transition
period during which the sales division account
managers will be trained on LCI products and
the LCI culture. The Polyplastic product management team will continue to collaborate on
an ongoing basis with their current commercial accounts to keep them updated on product and technical issues.
“I am excited that Lorenzo will lead the Polyplastic RV Sales team. The great experience
he has will bring a big potential for Polyplastic as the leading innovative window supplier,” said Jan Cees Santema, Managing Director of Polyplastic.
In addition to the development of the market
in Europe, the newly formed sales organization has the task of creating opportunities and
synergies between North America and Europe. This includes strategies aimed to expand
the number of European products available in
the American market and vice versa.
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Vela gets on board
the new Thor Motor Coach
campervans

P

resented in September, the new Vela pop-up roof is now being supplied to
the American Thor Motor Coach, one of the most important brands in the US,
producing nearly 1 out of every 4 motorhomes sold each year and part of the Thor
Industries group.
“Thor Motor Coach started fitting our pop-up roofs” says Lorenzo Manni. “We are
very excited that the Thor group, also owner of the Hymer group, was the first to
believe in the product. Others follow us with great interest, and we believe that the
future of this product will be bright”.
The Vela pop-up roof uses the thermoformed twin sheet technique in both the upper and lower shell. In the cavity hot or cold air can circulate to create the perfect
climate in every situation. Moreover, the large, but lightweight, elevating roof contains a double bed measuring 200 x 130 cm. While traditional products are made
of fiberglass, the use of a thermoformed product offers important advantages,
including being easier to produce and saving weight.
“Vela was launched in September. We have received very positive and very interesting feedback,” continues Lorenzo Manni. “We are the first to have launched into
the idea of using thermoformed plastic materials instead of fibreglass. We did extremely strict tests, a validation plan that lasted almost as long as the development
of the whole project. Thor was the first to come on board, believing in it from the
start and helped us to perfect
it. At their suggestion, we certified the product with an objective criterion for resistance
to water entry. And as far as
we know, we are the only one
to have certifications on water
protection of IPX4 and IPX5 on
the fabrics adopted by Vela,”
says Lorenzo Manni.

‘Slide Out Your Van’ campaign
reaches nearly 100,000 people in Europe

A

“Slide Out Your Van” promotional campaign by Lippert Components (LCI) has
already reached a large audience of European
motorhome enthusiasts with almost 100,000
unique users on the www.slideoutyourvan.
com website and around 8,500 followers on
its Facebook page in the first six weeks since
its launch. The users are mainly from Germany, France, the UK and Italy.
The “Slide Out Your Van” communications
project was launched in August 2020 to
improve the knowledge and benefits of
the slide-out solution for campers and motorhomes in Europe, in particular, that this
Smart Room slide-out is designed to improve
the living space and habitability of compact
vehicles.
The website www.slideoutyourvan.com
reached 80,000 unique users in the first four
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weeks, and after six weeks it has reached almost 100,000 people, with a rate of approximately 2,500 unique users per day.
Visitors to the website have come from
Germany (17%), France (21%), the United
Kingdom (22%), Italy (25%) and the rest of
Europe (15%). Interestingly, 42% of visitors
are female and the age groups 35-44, 4554, 55-64 are each worth about 20%. This
data shows how much the slide-out solution
is of interest to a large and diverse male and
female audience and across a range of age
groups.
The results on the LCISlideOutYourVan Facebook page, which was launched on 10 August, are also excellent with 8,500 followers
and posts reaching 1,000,000 people every
month. Engagement with each post is particularly high and dozens of enquiries forms

are received every day from those who want
more information. The three most frequently
asked questions are: Can it also be installed
in the after-market? Where can we buy it?
Which manufacturers are fitting it?
“The feedback we have received via social
media, from the website, and also directly
from people at all the campsites our staff
have visited with our demonstration vehicles
with slide-outs, clearly indicates that there
is great sales potential for the Lippert Smart
Room slide-out,” said Lorenzo Manni, Vice
President of Sales, LCI RV Europe.
“RV owners are showing a lot of interest in
the layouts and interiors that can only be done
with a slide-out. We are sure that European
manufacturers will not ignore data of this
magnitude and will want to give this product
a chance,” continued Lorenzo Manni.

Lippert Components, a quality supplier
also for blinds and flyscreen

W

ith the acquisition in July 2019 of the
Italian Lavet srl, a company specializing
in the production of blinds and flyscreen for
RV’s, LCI RV Europe has secured a leading position in this field as well. The already highly
articulated range of blinds is now enriched by
the Eclipse model, a blind designed for the
windshield of the Ducato cabin.
“We decided to complete our offer of blind
and flyscreen systems with the front part of
the cabin that we currently lacked” - says
Lorenzo Manni, LCI Vice President Sales, RV
Europe - “We have straight side blinds, both
Rollo and pleated, blinds for both straight and
curved windows, and on curved ones we are
particularly strong, for the panoramic roofs
and for the maxi portholes. We lacked this
product and also the flyscreen for the sliding
door of the Ducato. So our last two product
developments have gone in this direction to

complete the range”.
From the start of next season, LCI will be
able to mass-produce Eclipse, a new range
of front blinds for the Ducato Euro 6 cabin
with a system consisting of three elements:
one right and one left to darken the windows
on the side doors, and one front for the windshield. The front version is available both for
the versions of the Ducato without the mirror
and for those with anti-collision radar, which
occupies a fairly important part of the upper
part of the windscreen. Industrial production
will start in March 2021.
“Lavet is a very strong company on sliding
systems. Now we are working to improve
the design,” continues Lorenzo Manni. “Lavet
was born from the idea of good entrepreneurs who focused on the development of
a technically advanced product. Perfect from
a production point of view, but can be im-

proved from an aesthetic point of view, we
are working on the design integration with
the interior of the units. We are trying to
safeguard manageability and ease of use and
find greater appeal for integration with existing furniture,” continued Lorenzo Manni.
“Thanks also to its ability to design complex
systems, Lavet was able to create a flyscreen
for the new Winnebago Journey Class A, for
a very complex door with five beams. Lavet
specializes in product customization even for
products with very sharp curves. For example,
we did the two blinds on the corner windows
of Adria Astella, the Slovenian manufacturer’s flagship caravan, which have a very pronounced curvature”.
And since Lavet products are compliant with
the standard FMV SS302, which relates to the
burning behavior of materials, LCI can also
sell blinds on the North American market.
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AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group

Interview with
Harald Hiller
Harald Hiller, President &
CEO of the AL-KO Vehicle
Technology Group, talks in an
interview about the effects of
the Covid pandemic, future
strategies and what customers
of the technology group can
expect in the coming year
Words editorial staff

T

he Covid pandemic, fluctuations in demand, changed travel behaviors, digitalization – there are more than enough
brand-new and trendsetting subjects for Harald Hiller, President & CEO of the AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group, to deal with. In an
interview, the top-level manager of the global
technology group, which is also active in the
field of high-quality chassis and chassis components for leisure vehicles, looks back on the
remarkable year 2020 and explains the group’s
short- and medium-term goals.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Since 2016 the AL-KO
Vehicle Technology Group has been operating under DexKo Global. How have you
found this journey so far?
Harald Hiller: Since we became part of DexKo
Global, we have been taking care of the nonUS business. Dexter Axle, which also belongs to
DexKo Global, takes care of the US market for
axles and other components for trailer, towable
equipment and RV manufacturers.
In total, DexKo Global employs around 5,500
people and serves more than 23,000 customers around the globe. By joining forces under
the umbrella of DexKo Global, we have opened
up new potentials for growth since 2016. A
more diverse global customer base provided
new opportunities across a variety of markets.
We were able to broaden our footprint to adjacent markets, such as hydraulics, and joint-
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ly optimized several processes, including our
health, safety and environmental performance.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What effects has the
Covid pandemic had, and what effects is
it still having, on the AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group?
Harald Hiller: As a globally active company
we also produce components in China for our
different business segments, so we were confronted with the Coronavirus relatively early.
The rapid development of the infection process
into a pandemic and the worldwide impact on
an unprecedented scale were ultimately the
greatest challenges. We had to react within
the shortest possible time and initiate extensive
measures worldwide. On the one hand, we
had to protect our employees and on the other
hand, we had to keep the company economically on course – we succeeded brilliantly in
achieving both of these. We very quickly set up
our own taskforce, pursued a stringent hygiene
concept and achieved cost savings through
temporary closures and short-time work as well
as salary waivers. Our order intake situation has
now stabilized. Nevertheless, the situation remains volatile.
Aboutcamp BtoB: 2020 has so far been
characterized by numerous uncertainties,
from fluctuations in demand to changes in
travel behavior. What challenges did this

result in and what can customers expect
from the AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group
in the coming year?
Harald Hiller: Basically, we were faced with
declines during the crisis, also in the field of
motorhomes and caravans. We have therefore
consistently implemented cost optimization
measures and we will continue to improve our
delivery performance. Overall, delivery speed,
flexibility and reliability have become even
more important during the crisis, not only in
the leisure vehicle industry.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Let’s take a look into the
future. How will business recover? Will
there be a ‘new normal’ and if so, what
might it look like?
Harald Hiller: By the end of the third quarter
of this year, we had observed a recovery in our
business segments. Particularly noteworthy in
this respect is the market for leisure vehicles.
However, this market has developed very differently in distinct geographical areas and
segments. In addition to the Covid pandemic,
other factors often play a major role. Take the
Brexit, for example, which also influences our
business in Great Britain.
All in all, however, it must be said that our
industry is more likely to benefit from the effects of the Covid pandemic. With regard to
the ‘new normal’: with the move from a family-owned company to a company that is part
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of the global group DexKo Global, we have
learned to respond positively to significant
changes and to seize the opportunities that
arise. This mentality as well as the learning
curve have been of great benefit to us. With
a view to the coming year, we are additionally
prepared for all eventualities.
Aboutcamp BtoB: In recent years, numerous companies have joined your corporate
group under the umbrella of DexKo Global. How has their integration progressed?
Harald Hiller: Basically, under the umbrella of
DexKo Global we can draw on a wide range
of opportunities and an excellent M&A department. This is why we have been able to acquire
and integrate 13 companies in the recent years.
For companies that are not directly related to
our core business, the technical integration into
our group of companies is usually a bit more
demanding.
The general strategy is to generate organic and
inorganic growth in our business segments
and a reasonable diversification of our product
portfolio.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What ideas is the AL-KO
Vehicle Technology Group pursuing in its
R&D strategy to demonstrate its innovative strength in the future?
Harald Hiller: Among other things, R&D has
helped us to achieve a strong market position
and will continue to be an important pillar in
our corporate strategy. We have one R&D Centre of Excellence per business area. This enables
us to manage our entire product portfolio at
a high level, so that we can both meet the
current demands of the market and our customers as well as generate innovations that are
sustainably financed. Looking closer, in the core
product areas for example, the focus continues
to be on lower energy consumption through
weight reduction. We are working intensively
on fully and partially electrified solutions for
certain products. The trick is to keep customer-specific applications at a high level and at the
same time bring real innovations to the market
that will safeguard our future. R&D enables us
to generate a competitive advantage, so we invest in this area accordingly. We employ round
about 150 development engineers and technicians worldwide.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Which megatrends are
engaging you at the moment?

Harald Hiller: We are essentially interested
in everything that has to do with mobility and
“energy”. The tiny house movement, mobile homes and last mile logistics as well. In
addition, of course, future travel and leisure
behavior and, in this context, the themes like
sustainability. Last but not least, we have managed to enter the agricultural business with the
acquisition of the Italian company Safim, which
is specialized in hydraulic and electrohydraulic
parts for agricultural, off-highway, material
handling vehicles and trailers. This means we
are now also involved in supporting food production and supply in the broadest sense, as
we provide manufacturers with our technology
components.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Everyone is talking
about digitalization. In which areas is ALKO currently active here and what can we
expect in the future?
Harald Hiller: We use digitalization to optimize our corporate structures or processes
and our product portfolio, for example in the
networking of the towing vehicle and trailers.
Digitalization will certainly become even more
prominent when it comes to integrating driver
assistance systems into our chassis. And in the
long term we talk about trailers that are compatible to and communicate with battery electric and hybrid towing vehicles.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Next year AL-KO will
celebrate its 90th anniversary. You are part
of the company for almost a quarter of a
century, over ten years at the top of the
company. Looking back: what makes you
proud and what are you looking forward
to in the future?
Harald Hiller: In general I see the AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group under the umbrella of
DexKo Global as a healthy company, which will
continue to grow in the next years. We have
very good owners who trust us and are willing to support us on this path. Our approach
to growth the company has always been the
same over generations from a village smithy
to a global corporation. And we will continue
to develop, produce and distribute high-quality products and services that serve the vehicle
solutions of our customers.
Personally, I can look back on an intense and
fascinating time. What has always impressed
me at AL-KO, even back when we were still a
family-owned business, was the opportunity to
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Company Profile
AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group
The AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group is a
globally operating technology company.
With high-quality chassis components for
trailers, leisure vehicles and commercial
vehicles, the corporate group stands for
best functionality, highest comfort and
innovations for more driving safety. The
AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group includes
the 13 international brands AL-KO, Aguti,
Bankside Patterson, Bradley, CBE, cmtrailer
parts, E&P Hydraulics, G&S Chassis, Hume,
Preston Chassis, SAFIM, SAWIKO and
Winterhoff. Founded in 1931, the group
currently generates sales of more than 700
million US dollars with around 2,800 employees and over 30 locations worldwide.
The AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group is a
wholly owned subsidiary of DexKo Global,
a portfolio company of KPS Capital.
DexKo Global
DexKo Global was formed through the
merger of Dexter and AL-KO Vehicle Technology, creating a global leader in the
production and distribution of highly engineered running gear and structural solutions for the towable trailer industry. Under the umbrella of DexKo Global, 5.500
people are active at 65 facilities globally. In
2019, they jointly generated
sales of 1,5 billion US dollars. DexKo Global, a portfolio company of KPS Capital.

unfold and develop yourself. Thus, I perceived
my time in the company not as a change but
as a transformation phase with a healthy mix
of tradition and innovation. It makes me proud
to have been actively involved in shaping ALKO’s corporate U-Turn under DexKo Global in
the recent years. I look positively into a successful and sustainable future with ongoing good
relationships with our customers and partners.

All brands of the AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group at a glance
Harald Hiller, President & CEO of the
AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group,
during the interview
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Dometic

Mobile living
made easy

Matthias Rügner

With this vision, Dometic describes its corporate philosophy to design all products to satisfy people’s
essential needs on their journey so they can explore more, see more and stay away longer. We talked
about it with the new European boss, Matthias Rügner, who became responsible for OEM products for
leisure vehicles across Europe on 1 March, 2020
Words Peter Hirtschulz

M

obile living made easy, where “easy”
does not only mean its function or
ease of use, but also the emotion a
customer experiences from the products. That
is why millions of people around the world
buy and use Dometic products. These include
motorhome enthusiasts, boat owners, truck
drivers, and camping and outdoor fans. The
name Dometic is relatively new. It was only
launched in 1960 as an independent brand
for the leisure sector by the Swedish home
appliance company Electrolux, which had existed since 1910. In its 60th anniversary year
of 2020, Dometic is introducing not only new
products, but also a new head of the RV OEM
division in Europe.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Mr. Rügner, as you are
new to the caravanning industry, please
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give us a few personal insights about
yourself.
Matthias Rügner: I am from the greater
Stuttgart area in Germany, and am 43 years
old, married with three children aged 3, 5 and
9, and have a degree in mechanical engineering. Before I joined Dometic, I worked for an
international automotive supplier and was responsible for relationships with their partners
worldwide.
Aboutcamp BtoB: So you are professionally new to the caravanning industry. Do
you have any personal camping and caravanning experience?
Matthias Rügner: I have experience with
camping, but less with caravanning. In a nature-oriented way, I have tended towards
mountaineering so far. But this summer I went

on a motorhome holiday with my whole family. I had great support from my wife, who in
turn brings with her a wealth of caravanning
experience from her youth. Ultimately, I found
my first experience of caravanning interesting
and, like the whole family, I was very comfortable. So I probably had the same experience as
a lot of new end users this year.
Aboutcamp BtoB: From your first experience in this new role, what is the latest
news to report about Dometic products
for the OEM market?
Matthias Rügner: The latest product news is
definitely our 10 series refrigerators. Particularly noteworthy is the RM(S) 10.5 refrigerator,
which is a shorter model that can be installed
under the counters. It has all the advantages
of our popular 10 series and the best cooling
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performance in its class. The door system,
with two door hinges, allowing space-saving
opening on both sides is particularly innovative. In addition to various other variants,
our new under-counter refrigerators primarily serve the fast-growing panel van segment
and are also among new successful models.
In the area of climate, we launched our new
Roof Air Conditioner Freshjet 3000 for vehicles over 7m in length. It impresses with its
light, compact design with impressive heating
and cooling performance. An air distribution
box with integrated LED lighting and a patented two-cylinder inverter compressor ensure maximum ease of use, low noise levels
and high efficiency. My time at Dometic so far
has been strongly influenced by the COVID-19
pandemic. But I can assure you that our experts and engineers have not been idle and
have driven innovations in all areas. For example, there are remarkable innovations in many
product areas, but I am not able to comment
on them just yet. Please stay tuned for the
coming year 2021.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How does your company support manufacturers in the development phase of a new vehicle?
Matthias Rügner: We always develop our
products with a constant interaction with
our partners. Only through the regular and
continuous exchange of information can we
develop and deliver a final, holistically and optimally functioning product or solution. Before
we manufacture complex and expensive tools
for an individual customer, we focus on the
modular design and the use of existing platforms for an economically viable production.
However it mostly turns out, that it´s better
for our partners to use products or solutions
which are part of our existing product portfolio to reduce complexity.

pared as we are already a global player and
acting in all three Regions APAC, EMEA and
Americas. We use our global presence to also
share global engineering and production capabilities. We already share products from one
region to the other, and vice versa, depending
on the regional demand.
Aboutcamp BtoB: In terms of sales, what
are the top three RV-OEM-products? And
which Dometic product would you like to
have a better market penetration?
Matthias Rügner: At Dometic, we categorize
our solutions in four core application areas;
Food & Beverage, Climate, Power and Control and other applications. Climate solutions,
including windows and air-conditioners, is
the largest with more than 40%, followed by
Food & Beverage, which includes refrigerators
and stoves, with around 30%. These figures
include both OEM and Aftermarket for all
customers such as RV, Marine, Professionals
and consumers. As is always the case, we see
ourselves as market leader in these segments
and will drive further innovations to keep this
leadership role in the future.
Aboutcamp BtoB: The subject of weight
reduction is always topical in Europe.
How does Dometic meet manufacturers’
needs in this regard?
Matthias Rügner: Our products are designed
to be lightweight. When starting new product
developments, a key part in our list of requirements is “lightweight”. We always challenge
ourselves and try to find the best compromise between weight, cost and function. To
take the 10 Series refrigeration as an example again, we have significantly reduced the
weight compared to the predecessor models
and also competition.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Which products re-

Aboutcamp BtoB: In Europe,
the RV-market has increasingly shifted towards mobile
homes. How did Dometic
deal with this development?
Matthias Rügner: The shift to
mobile homes or panel vans/
camper vans is not a major
change for Dometic. Ultimately, the only difference between
the products for mobile homes,
caravans and panel vans is
mainly the different availability
of space. We meet all client requirements and meet all desired
categories with our products.
Aboutcamp BtoB: There is
increasing talk of a global
RV-market. Are there global
product lines for the OEMs or
are there only specific solutions on a continental level?
Matthias Rügner: Compared
with the automotive industry, so
far, there is only a limited global
market in the caravanning sector, but this might change in the
future. At Dometic, we are pre-
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Dometic
10 series refrigerators

Dometic
FreshJet 3000

quire greater synergy and collaboration
between your technical department and
that of the RV manufacturer?
Matthias Rügner: We are always partnership-minded and on this basis we combine the
clients’ requirements with our competence as
optimally as possible. Thus, we offer our OEM
partners a “Good-Better-Best”-strategy in different versions of our products. Every user has
its own demands on functionality, but also on
design. Every OEM and their customers have
their own ideas. Finally, we deliver an optimally coordinated product that will satisfy everyone involved.
Aboutcamp BtoB: A look into the future:
How will motorhomes change in the coming years and how can Dometic contribute to this change?
Matthias Rügner: It will be interesting to see
how the many newcomers who are currently
joining the camping community see our products and what demands these new campers
place on us. These new customers are “unsullied” and may have different needs and
requirements for the products. I hope that
the new end users like our solutions which
are designed to be intuitive, simple and easy
for everyone. As you know, at
Dometic, our mission is to make
mobile living easy.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How do
you see the changes caused
by COVID 19 in the area of
communication and product
presentation?
Matthias Rügner: The COVID
19 crisis will define the new
“normal”. In the future, a lot
will take place on a digital level. This also makes sense in
many areas. For me, however,
personal contact remains irreplaceable. This also applies
to the “emotional” presentation of our products with their
function, their feel and their
design. Our company slogan is
“Mobile Living made easy”. In
order to experience this philosophy through your own seeing,
feeling and using, you need personal contact. Finally, we should
and we will come back, at least
to a certain extent, to our normal life before the crisis.
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Ravago Industry Solutions

Market leading
thermal insulation
with global expertise

Erik Severien
Ravago Sales Manager EMEA

Ravago Industry Solutions is a specialist manufacturer and supplier of
thermal and sound insulation products. At the start of 2020, it rebranded
and relaunched its Styrofoam™ and Xenergy™ XPS foam products as RAVATHERM™ XPS.
Words John Rawlings

R

avago Industry Solutions, a division
of Ravago Building Solutions, is best
known to the RV industry as a specialist
manufacturer and supplier of thermal insulation products. It is a division of the Ravago
Group, a multinational company founded in
Belgium in 1961 that now sells nearly six million metric tonnes of polymer to more than
49,000 active customers through 285 locations across more than 55 countries worldwide.
With a market-leading range of Extruded Poly-
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styrene (XPS) foam products, Ravago Industry
Solutions has been supplying the caravan industry across Europe with foam boards used
for sandwich panels in caravans and motorhomes (as well as many other sectors) for
many years. At the start of 2020, it rebranded
and relaunched its Styrofoam™ and Xenergy™ XPS foam products as RAVATHERM™
XPS and aims to utilise its local knowledge
with its global scale and infrastructure to establish it as the insulation material reference
for all applications, including the RV sector.
Ravago Building Solutions produces and
distributes its insulation products, like
RAVATHERM™ XPS, from 11 productions lines
located in 9 plants across Europe (UK, Hungary, Turkey, two in Greece, two in France and
two in Germany). This makes it the biggest XPS
producers in Europe, and the market leader in
extruded polystyrene insulation materials. The
extrusion manufacturing process creates an
insulation material with uniform small closed
cells, thermal performance and strength for a
lifetime. Its thermal properties can represent

a significant energy saving, but also increases the comfort of people who are benefiting
from greater warmth. Erik Severien is the Sales
Manager at Ravago Industry Solutions, and he
is responsible for sales activities throughout
the EMEA countries. He started his carrier at
Dow Building Solutions in 1988 as civil engineer, developing further on his expertise and
assuming new roles within the company. After
so many years he is still leading the division
with the same enthusiasm of the beginning.
“The Ravago Group is proud to still have a
culture based on family values. The company’s
success depends on the quality and motivation
of its employees,” says Erik Severien. “Accordingly, my principles are focused on having the
best and most motivated employees in the
company,” he continued.
Specialist expertise
Following the acquisition of Knauf XPS division
in Europe in 2016 and European Dow business
of Styrofoam and XENERGY in 2018, Ravago
is now the largest extruded polystyrene foam
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Motorhome section (wall and roof simplified view illustrating the use of RAVATHERM™ XPS)

(XPS) manufacturer in Europe. It supports
customers with its experienced technical and
sales organisation covering a large geographical area. Its iconic blue and grey foam boards
have been used for many years as sandwich
panels for caravans and motorhomes as well
as for domestic and industrial floors and
walls. With an exceptional lambda values to
reduce heat loss, its resistance to moisture and
availability in a large range of thicknesses and
compressive strengths, RAVATHERM™ XPS
can meet all design and performance specifications.
As a market-leader, Ravago Industry Solutions
undertakes laboratory tests before, during and
after the production of RAVATHERM™ XPS to
guarantee its consistently high quality and
long term performance. This includes product analysis and development, plus material
research for new applications. RAVATHERM™
XPS X grey panels are a new step forward offering a high performance of insulation based
on patented technology and a manufacturing process using a zero-ODP blowing agent
system incorporating infra-red attenuator
particles to scatter and reflect heat radiation
within the foam board. “Our product is indeed
unique,” says Erik Severien. “It has excellent
thermal insulation properties, which makes it
suitable for very different applications: panels
for refrigerated trucks or caravans are the first
applications coming through my mind, but
RAVATHERM™ XPS has many other properties, such as high water and vapour resistance,
excellent bonding properties, high mechanical
performances and it’s also lightweight and versatile,” he continued. RAVATHERM™ XPS can
be cut, sanded, grooved, routed and milled
without difficulty using standard off-the-shelf
techniques and machinery. This allows Ravago Industry Solutions to offer a wide range of
thicknesses and dimensions to its customers.
Ravago during the pandemic
Ravago Industry Solutions supplies many industries, and some have not been affected
by the COVID19 pandemic, including the caravan industry which has got stronger as caravans and motorhomes have become more
popular this year as a way for people to travel
independently while feeling safe and socially
distanced in their own space. “The European
market for leisure vehicles has shown an upward trend” says Erik Severien. “This, for good
reasons. A vacation in your own motorhome
has become much more popular, especially

during Corona times. People feel much safer
in their own leisure vehicle. And traveling with
your own caravan or motorhome increases
independence. You are able to decide where
or when you’d like to have your next holiday,
without hotel restrictions,” he continued.
’’And another very important point more and
more critical in today’s world: RAVATHERM™
XPS is fully recyclable. Cleaned and sorted, collected polystyrene insulation materials can be
processed into pellets and reused for the same
purposes: XPS insulation. In closed collaboration with our customers we are working to
implement close loop recycling. With the upcycling of recycled material, Ravago Industry
Solutions wants to ensure a sustainable marketplace for RAVATHERM XPS over the next
few decades. With Ravatherm XPS, Circular
economy becomes reality’’.
Quality Management Systems
Quality has always been a high priority at
Ravago and is embedded in its culture. For
Ravago, long-term solid relationships with its
customers and industrial partners provide the
best measure for quality. Supported by ISO
certifications, Ravago constantly tries to raise
the bar on the quality level by implementing
corrective and preventive actions where needed while stringent controls are carried out. As
part of its quality focus, Ravago has developed
a Quality Management System in line with the
latest ISO 9001 standards and implemented
it at the majority of sales offices, warehouses
and production plants. This ensures that an
approach towards quality that is comprehensive and systematic which enables continuous
quality improvement.
History
Raf Van Gorp founded Ravago in 1961 when
he bought the premises of a dynamite company in Arendonk in Belgium. He then developed

his idea to recycle production waste from plastic producing petrochemical companies. Ravago subsequently grew into a comprehensive
service provider to the petrochemical industry,
constantly pushing the boundaries of plastic’s
applications and taking the re-use of plastics
to new levels, with sustainability always a
priority. Over the years, Ravago’s ambition of
global expansion and market leadership in
polymer and chemical distribution, recycling
and compounding, and building material (including insulation), became a reality.

The key factors of Ravago
Building Solutions success
• Unique products portfolio:
• RAVATHERM™ XPS blue panels have
proved successful in extremely demanding applications and are highly appreciated by manufacturers of
branded products worldwide.
• Ravatherm XPS X grey panels are a
new step forward with the development of a high-class performance
insulation based on a patent-granted
technology: a manufacturing process
which uses a zero-ODP blowing agent
system and incorporated infra-red
attenuator particles to scatter and reflect heat radiation within the foam
board.
• XPS core material for sandwich panels (refrigerated commercial vehicles,
camper vans, caravans, and building
panels) and further applications, such
as cold store floor insulation, pipeshells and tile backer boards.
• Experienced technical and sales organization across Europe, Turkish and CIS
markets with more than hundreds of
customers
• Long Term proven performance - Laboratory testing: Ravago Building Solutions
undertakes rigorous quality management during and after the production
of RAVATHERM™ XPS in order to manufacture of consistently high quality
products The research and development
department in Rheinmünster conducts
product analyses, performs material research and develops new applications
• Large geographical coverage with 11
XPS Production lines spread all over
Europe and Turkey
• Offline processing capabilities with capability of close tolerance and product
tailor-made to customers’ needs.
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Filippi 1971

Super gloss finish
of an ultra-light cabinet door
laminated with true wood veneer
with postforming edges

A great
enthusiasm
for innovation
With positive signs from the market, Filippi 1971 is even more encouraged to keep on differentiating
their proposals, ranging from traditional laminated panels to complex furniture elements in
composite materials. The company is already working on an innovative project that will see the light
at Caravan Salon 2021. And to be close to customers, the web experience will also be enhanced with
virtual shows
Words Renato Antonini

F

or Filippi 1971, taking part in the Caravan Salon was complex but certainly
worth it. In Düsseldorf the spotlight
was on the new elegant doors in composite
material: refined, very light, laminated in real
wood veneer, post-formed and glossy, designed for high-end vehicles. The composite
materials department sprouted from the tree

of Filippi 1971 and is already bearing the first
fruits.
“Our new doors were appreciated - says
Francesca Filippi, marketing manager of Filippi 1971 - and the idea is being translated
into concrete proposals. The presence at the
fair rewarded us, allowed us to confirm how
complete our offer is and gave us the oppor-

Lightweight curved cabinet door
with digital-printing laminate inserts
and triple profiles
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tunity to restore direct contact with the customer after the lockdowns all across Europe.
We are developing all necessary channels
to try and stay close to our customers with
strengthened web marketing initiatives”.
Filippi 1971 will be more present on social
channels, both on Facebook and on Instagram. Today the company has two Instagram

Lightweight curved door laminated
with finish paper, with aluminium insert
and post forming edges

In partnership with

profiles, “@filippi1971” and “@vitter_design”, where product images and projects
are shown. But the company will also communicate through virtual shows: internal
resources are being trained to grow in the
company, which is investing also in specialized professional agencies.
“The challenge is to show our new products to our customers through a pleasant,
virtual experience – explains Francesca Filippi – which will be always followed up by a
sample physically couriered to the customer’s
attention in order to allow them to touch and
test the product first hand. We want to cancel the distances and to convey the intense
feeling of passion underlying every product
developed by Filippi 1971”.
Differentiate to compete
“We have months of exciting work ahead
us – says Francesca Filippi – because new big
projects are expected to be revealed in 2021.
Among other objectives, we aim to become a
company able to offer the customer turnkey
packages”.
Filippi 1971 can create various types of furniture with different techniques. The company’s core business of laminating plywood
panels is more and more expanding into the
production of all kinds of joinery products,
especially cupboard doors: flat and curved,
post-formed doors and doors with a particular edge cut, convex elements and doors that
integrate lighting systems. Also noteworthy
is the production of tables, with various types
of finishes: ranging from traditional proposals, with a base of expanded polystyrene and
laminated MDF, up to ultra-light tables with
inserts of different materials. The edges of
the tables can be simple or very complex,
even with frames in solid wood carved to ac-

commodate the laminate top, thanks to the
company’s complete machinery set.
“The tables, as well as the kitchen tops, can
be made in VittEr®, – explains Ivo Bolis, sales
manager of Filippi 1971 – our durable and
customizable antibacterial compact laminate.
Thanks to the use of this advanced material,
it is possible to obtain table tops of reduced
thickness but very sturdy. The solid color core
allows the development of advanced design
solutions. It is possible to customize the color of the surface of the edges, but it is also
possible to create particular surface effects
thanks to our in-house digital printing service
matching special 3D surface textures. Being
also formaldehyde-free, our VittEr® is suitable
for direct food contact and finds many applications in the kitchen and living room areas”.
Filippi 1971 is expanding its presence also
in other sectors besides the RV one. For example, it has intensified its activity in the design furniture sector, also because the health
emergency has led to living more and more
at home, using domestic environments also
as temporary offices for smartworking. Good
design and high-quality furniture, therefore,
but also contract solutions for various types
of projects. Filippi 1971 is also developing the
high-end nautical sector, being able to count
on special processing in composite materials,
arriving at extremely performing solutions of
high strength and low weight.
In 2021 a disruptive project
“Starting from July the sales of our panels
and joinery products have grown – explains
Ivo Bolis – in order to compensate for the
losses incurred during the lockdown period.
The outlook for next year is very positive. In
September we saw a great recovery in the
market, with the arrival of a new group of
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Francesca Filippi, Salvatore Filippi, Ivo Bolis
and Volker Kreft (sales Germany)

buyers, especially young people and attracted by camper vans“.
And therefore Filippi 1971 looks to the future, with a strong commitment to innovative
technologies. The company is working on an
ambitious project that will be presented at
the Caravan Salon 2021, which will highlight
and integrate all the high-level solutions that
Filippi 1971 can offer: extensive use will be
made of composite materials, there will be
a revolutionary concept for the kitchen, new
ways of building walls will be presented and
much more. Yet, the focus will always be on
the strength, design and lightweight.
“We will offer significant advantages to the
manufacturer: with the new materials, assembly costs will be dramatically reduced,
an already finished product being supplied
– concludes Francesca Filippi – and it will be
possible to think more and more on the basis
of Lean Production logics, with greater efficiency. Not to mention that it will be possible
to obtain a significant reduction in mass: up
to 200 kg on the entire vehicle”.

Founded almost 50 years ago and active in the furniture industry ever since, Filippi 1971 firmly fits into the recreational vehicle
world in 2000, starting to supply laminated lightweight panels
to motorhome and caravan manufacturers around the world.
In 2013, the partnership with the entrepreneur Giorgio Levoni
opens to a new phase of consolidation and expansion that sees,
among other initiatives, the launch of a new production line using
the digital printing for the customization of the panel surface.
At the end of 2016, the relentless activity of Filippi 1971 R&D
delivers VittEr®, the new generation compact laminate which is
highly customizable in the design and texture, is scratch-, fire-,
and water- resistant and 100% formaldehyde-free. At the beginning of 2017 a new building is set up exclusively for the manufacturing of complete furniture kits; the cabinet making has
then been completed with the production of curved doors and
any kind of special components, taking the range of action even
broader than ever. The RV industry is the core business for FILIPPI
1971 but its activity is extended also to alternative niche markets
which always push them to innovate, thanks also to the “Filippi
Lab” R&D department recently enlarged and equipped with an
autoclave featured in the composite products area. Today Filippi
1971 delivers to more than 20 countries worldwide.
Filippi 1971 srl • contact@filippi1971.com
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Vitrifrigo

Proudly
Made in Italy
Quality, research and development are at the heart
of the Italian company that markets refrigerators
for recreational vehicles in Europe, North America,
Australia and Japan
Words Paolo Galvani

C

ool & Beyond. This is the slogan chosen by Vitrifrigo to presents itself
to the international refrigeration system market. The Italian company
has been designing, manufacturing and marketing refrigerators for
over forty years. Operating in the caravanning sector since the end of the
1980s, the company decided to specialise in systems based on direct-current
compressors that are more efficient and less polluting than their trivalent
counterparts. Vitrifrigo is a VAG group (Vitri Alceste Group) company together with Rivacold, supplier condensing units and hermetic systems for
refrigerators since 1966. Founded in 1978, the company operates in various
fields, spanning from the original nautical sector to automotive. Crucial for
the turnover is the HoReCa sector, with compressor refrigerators for cooling
milk in super-automatic coffee machines and vending machines accounting
for around 40 per cent of its business.
The RV market is growing
The importance of the recreational vehicle segment increased and today accounts for around 10 per cent of profits and is rising fast. “It is one of the

Vitrifrigo Slim150

Vitrifrigo headquarters:
Vallefoglia (PU) - Italy

Enrico Pandolfi, Sales Director,
and Michele Marchionni, Export Manager
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in the nautical sector, we developed an offer
that makes quality its strength”.
In the right place
To define the level of Vitrifrigo proposal are
both the choice of suppliers (the compressors, for example, are all made by Secop)
and the attention to the assembly phase,
in which the position of the compressor is
studied in detail to ensure adequate ventilation. Correctly arranging this element also
has positive effects on consumption, which
is another of the company’s strengths, especially in smaller fridge installations in camper
vans, such as Volkswagen T6, Toyota Proace
and so on. But what really makes the difference is the refrigeration unit, entirely made
by Vitrifrigo with a condenser and a piping
system dedicated to the RV sector and refrigeration cabinets in general. Exploiting
the experience of Rivacold and the vertical
integration among VAG group companies,
Vitrifrigo knows exactly how to calibrate a
condenser with respect to the evaporator
unit and the performance of the compressor
itself.

most promising sectors and we are investing time and resources there,” said Enrico
Pandolfi, sales manager of Vitrifrigo. “The
significant growth of the RV sector has imparted a great boost especially as a result of
the introduction of compressor technology.
Had we remained anchored to the old absorption technology, we would have most
likely remained a marginal competitor.” The
company now boasts an interesting customer portfolio, with names of the calibre of
Clever Vans, Knaus, Hymer, Pilote and Rapido, with whom Vitrifrigo is trying to forge
ever closer relationships. The choice that determined the success of the Italian company
was not to offshore to the Far East, keeping
the entire production chain in Italy. “At a
certain point in our history, we decided to
stop trying to wage war on Asian or lowcost products and we focused on the idea of
offering higher added value shifting to the
medium-high end”, Pandolfi added. “This
allowed us to enter into those RV builders
particularly focused on the added value that
Vitrifrigo is able to deliver, especially in custom installations. By exploiting our expertise

Certifications

Worldwide
The company is present not only in Europe,
where it has three production sites in Italy
but also in the United States, Canada, Australia and Japan. In the USA, in particular,
Vitrifrigo America has been operating since
2005, offering know-how on a local level and
dealing with orders, stock and after-sales service. Basically, everything except production.
The company has more than twenty years
of history in Australia, strong of the success
of compressor technology. The higher average temperatures of the country favoured
its fast spread. The important growth of the
recreational vehicle market and the increasing interest in high-quality products drove
Vitrifrigo to develop new solutions, including the Slim150 refrigerator considered the
feather in the company’s cap. In this device,
ventilation is optimal because the motor can
be installed up to one and a half metres from
the fridge. In addition, the absence of the
compressor in the main cabinet means being able to make the most of all the available cubage. In the company is planning on
launching of a smaller version, equally slim
dimensions, but with a capacity of 90 litres.
The course is plotted.

Vitrifrigo DRW180A
best seller 4x4 off road

Company profile
Vitrifrigo is a member of the VAG Group
(Vitri Alceste Group), a very important international reality operating in the industrial refrigeration sector. They make refrigerators, minibars and air conditioning
systems for hotels and offices, the nautical industry, milk and beverages, campers
and caravans and the road transport sector. The company bases its policy on continuous research and development in the
design, functionality and performance of
their products. With about 250 employees and three production plants located in
Italy, Vitrifrigo manufactures refrigerators
that are the sum of the perfect balance
of state-of-the-art technology and modern taste, equipped with compressors
that have always been the byword for
guarantee and efficiency. The company
is equipped with modern assembly lines,
which in the most recent plant occupy
13,000 square metres, a department dedicated to thermoforming with finishing on
a five-axis machining centre and a warehouse for storing incoming and outgoing
products. The presence of the Vitrifrigo
brand is guaranteed internationally by an
extensive distribution network. In particular, the North America, Canada and Central America markets are managed by Vitrifrigo America LLC, established in 2005.

ISO 9001 - Vitrifrigo has been ISO 9001 certified for over 10 years. The company can supply products with specific certifications on request.
IECEE CB SCHEME - An international system for mutual acceptance of test reports and certificates dealing with the safety of electrical and
electronic components, equipment and products. It is preparatory to obtaining certification markings, such as: Global Mark AU, cTick, CCC.
UL - Of crucial importance in the American market, this certification covers safety, environmental sustainability, risk management and quality.
NSF - Guarantees international acceptance of a product with regard to public health and safety standards.
IATF (International Automotive Task Force) - Group of automotive manufacturers which aims at providing improved quality products to
automotive customers worldwide. Achieving this certification is the confirmation of the continuous improvement of processes and products
made by Vitrifrigo.
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Baldacci

Ideas and solutions
With the introduction of the Pull Open handle a few years ago, Baldacci revolutionised how RV
furniture doors are built. Today, the company continues to develop new opening and closing
systems, together with an array of accessories with a cool design
Words Renato Antonini

“

The real turning point, which allowed
Baldacci to grow in the RV sector, was
when we started thinking about specific products for the motorhome world,
without attempting to carry over elements
already used in the furniture sector”.
This is how our conversation began with
Paolo Cioni, General Manager of Baldacci,
one of the most involved companies in the
RV components sector. The turning point

mentioned by Cioni took place in 2001,
when the Pull Open handle was designed
and would go onto revolutionising door
opening systems with its classic push lock
feature. The Cioni family started its activity in the furniture industry in the 1960s
in Tuscany, making accessories for the
furniture industry. Then came the idea of
expanding the business to the motorhome
sector and it was a winning move.
“About twenty years ago,
we asked ourselves how we
could enter the RV sector”,
explained Paolo Cioni. “We
rented a camper for a ‘study
holiday’ to understand how
the furniture worked and
how we could improve it.
From that experience, the Pull
Open handle was born”.

Mechanised door opening profile
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Revolutionary handles
The Pull Open handle was
one of those innovations that
changed the appearance and

the way RVs are used. You grab the handle, pull and release the lock at the same
time, all in one movement and with one
hand. Several Italian manufacturers believed in this project (CI, Rimor and Laika)
and in 2005 Baldacci started exporting becoming a supplier to Burstner, Trigano VDL,
Carthago and many others. From 2008
to 2016, there was a gradual entry into
non-European markets, such as Australia,
South Africa, Japan and, most recently, the
United States of America and Canada. Today, the company works for Erwin Hymer
Group, Rapido Group and the Pilote Group,
but also for Hobby, Swift, Autotrail, Winnebago, Airstream and Triple RV, Australian
Jayco, the entire Trigano Group and many
other companies worldwide. In the meantime, Leonardo Cioni joined the Baldacci
team as head of the design and planning
department. A whole series of new projects
were born from his ideas. After the initial
concept of the Pull Open handle came the
mechanised profile and the magnetic bar.
The mechanised profile allows the doors of

In partnership with
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Magnetic bar
Baldacci’s most recent proposal for the
interior design of RVs is the magnetic
accessory bar. It is a support system for
various types of elements that accompany the kitchen (but not only), such as
spice shelves, glass supports and coffee
capsule holders.
Characterised by a modern and elegant
design, this system has the particularity
of supporting the various accessories using a magnet. The product is extremely
modular.
The fundamental features are the simplicity of fixing to the wall, the stability and the absence of vibration of the
elements. There are a wide variety of
surface finishes and colours to choose
from. The profile can also be backlit to
create charming light effects.

Paolo
Cioni

the wall units to open by acting on a metal profile running along the entire lower
edge of the door itself. As well as becoming practical to use, it boldly characterises
the interior design of the vehicle. The Pull
Open system did not definitively retire the
push lock, because Baldacci reinterpreted
this traditional opening system in a modern key, producing versions with different
designs and sizes. Noteworthy is the production of door handles and bathroom
accessories in a variety of different shapes
and finishes.
Customised accessories
Today, Baldacci’s production is no longer
limited to handles, but also includes various accessories that combine practical
functions with good looks. The catalogue
includes, for instance, entrance door grab
handles. They come in various shapes and
colours, some also with backlighting. The
recessed profile, designed to be inserted into a wall and allows the insertion of
hooks and other accessories, it also interesting. Importantly, the elements are fixed
to the recessed profile simply using hooks
that are inserted in a vertical position and

then locked in a horizontal position, with
no need for screws. The production of
clothes hooks is also noteworthy and can
be customised at will, including with the
customer’s logo.
“We offer RV manufacturers the maximum
possibility of customisation, as well as 360°
technical support by offering bespoke versions of the products already in the catalogue and by studying solutions specifically
for the customer”, explained Paolo Cioni.
“We have an in-house design office, so we
can ensure considerable speed and maximum flexibility. After meeting the customers, in two or three days we can draw up
a 3D project and from that we can quickly
create a prototype and finally the moulds,
all directly in our company. Each element
can be created in the desired shape, with
the preferred colour (RAL or custom colours) and with different types of surface
finish. Customers often ask us to develop
exclusive products. We use various types
of materials (aluminium, Zamak, ABS), but
we can also cover the structure with other
materials, such as leather. More and more
often we also combine our accessories with
lighting elements”.

Company profile
Founded in 1994, Baldacci is a Cioni
Group company. It has been active in
Tuscany (Italy) since 1962 and always
engaged in the supply of hardware and
accessories for the furniture sector.
The Cioni Group currently employs 52
people and has a turnover of 20 million
euros. Baldacci entered the RV world in
2001 and is distinguished by its innovative Pull Open handle, which allows
doors and drawers to be opened with a
single movement.
Today, the production (60% destined to
Italy, 40% exported) comprises various
types of handles for doors and drawers,
as well as handles, kitchen and bathroom accessories, hooks and hangers
of various types. Baldacci is UNI EN ISO
9001-2015 certified (TUV).
Baldacci has invested in numerous international invention and design patents
over the years.

Pull Open
handle

Recessed profile
for hooks and
accessories

Drawer
Pull Open handle
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OPTIPLAN
Product range

Lightweight, stable, durable
The German company, Optiplan, produces high-performance materials for the lightweight design of
caravans and motorhomes. The Optiplan POLYDET® product range of glass reinforced composite for
interior applications can satisfy any RV manufacturer’s needs
Words Paolo Galvani

A

esthetics, stability and durability over
time are the main characteristics of
any material used for the production
of the structure of recreational vehicles. In
addition to these primary qualities must be
added lightness, as the growing total weight
of the chassis and accessories becomes an
increasingly important element. One of the
technologies that guarantees the achievement of all these objectives is called fibre-reinforced plastic (FRP), also known as fiber-reinforced polymer. It is a composite material
made of a polymer matrix reinforced with
fibres. The fibres are usually glass (in fibreglass), carbon (in carbon fibre reinforced
polymer), aramid, or basalt.
“The original plastic material without fibre reinforcement is known as the matrix, a tough
but relatively weak plastic that is reinforced

Optiplan factory
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by stronger reinforcing filaments or fibres,”
says Wikipedia. “The extent that strength
and elasticity are enhanced in a fibre-reinforced plastic depends on the mechanical
properties of both the fibre and matrix, their
volume relative to one another, and the fibre
length and orientation within the matrix. Reinforcement of the matrix occurs by definition when the FRP material exhibits increased
strength or elasticity relative to the strength
and elasticity of the matrix alone”.
Optiplan produces high-performance material to aid the lightweight design of caravans
and motorhomes. Weight savings in comparison to conventional sandwich panels
are up to approximately 30 percent. Used
as facesheets for side, roof panels, the hightech composite can help to achieve a weight
reduction and payload restrictions – with an

extremely lightweight, stable, durable and visually attractive material.
Development at Optiplan
As an expert and development partner for
lightweight construction, Optiplan also offers
economical, customer-specific solutions. On
the basis of customer requirements, Optiplan
develops materials which correspond precisely to predefined specifications in regard to
weight, impact resistance and surface area.
In the Optiplan catalogue there are several
products developed specifically to meet the
needs of the RV market. The POLYDET® range
includes nine product lines, some of which
are truly innovative. Lightweight design, as
the dominant trend in international logistics,
can only be achieved by a significant reduction of the weight of vehicle bodies. Further-

Optiplan production
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From left to right:
HighGloss,
LiteFloor,
PowerStar Plus FG

Company profile

more, the RV sector sets high standards on
the aesthetic of the exterior side walls and
roofing.
POLYDET® HighGloss PowerStar
To fulfil both requirements, Optiplan developed POLYDET® HighGloss PowerStar. It combines the advantages of POLYDET® HighGloss
(premium surface gelcoat) with POLYDET®
PowerStar (high impact, extremely light).
POLYDET® HighGloss PowerStar is an ultralight high-tech fibreglass facesheet with the
best impact properties and premium gelcoat
surface. The material is extremely impact
resistant and robust, despite its very low
weight. The material is light enough to be
easily assembled by hand and without heavy
lifting equipment. A long service life of the
motorhome and a higher value of the entire
vehicle are therefore guaranteed.
Furthermore, the long-lasting, attractive appearance of POLYDET® HighGloss PowerStar
is an essential material nature. The surface
is finished with a sealing gelcoat to protect
the surface from UV irradiation. In addition,
end customers can choose any colour that
matches their specific corporate design
and appearance in RAL, NCS and individual
colours. This is a big advantage as the colouring takes place during the production
process and is directly integrated into the
material, so a subsequent coating is not
needed. Furthermore, the colour is permanently resistant: it cannot be flaked off by
impacts or by the corrosion excluded in fiber-reinforced plastics.

POLYDET® LiteFloor
If POLYDET® HighGloss PowerStar is a perfect solution for every external application,
when it comes to interiors, there are different requirements: aesthetics and individual
design on one hand, and superior resistance
on the other. POLYDET® LiteFloor is a newly
developed product for lightweight floor construction for motorhomes. Thus, the stable
floor material, which can be employed for
all interior surface areas, fulfils two essential
parameters: it is very durable with only a very
low wear, plus it supports motorhome manufacturers with the lightweight design of their
constructions.
POLYDET® LiteFloor is an inseparable composite of glass fibre reinforced plastics with
a PVC cover layer. During a continuous production process, the PVC coating is directly laminated into the liquid resin. There is
no subsequent gluing process. This has a
great advantage: a close compound of the
PVC cover layer and the substrate is generated, thereby permanently ensuring that
moisture cannot penetrate the floor and
no mould can develop; thus, the interior
stays hygienic in the long run. By using a
solvent-free resin system, the LiteFloor also
has odour neutrality.
A special attraction of the new lightweight
laminate is also the variety of aesthetics possible. It can be manufactured in many design
variants. Product-specific parameters like colour scheme and surface structure, are determined by the customers’ choice.

With its head office in Oelsnitz, Germany, Optiplan GmbH is one of the
world´s leading developers and manufacturers of fibre-reinforced plastic
sheets. Final applications include recreational vehicle manufacturing, the
commercial vehicle industry as well as
the building sector and further industrial sectors. The site in Oelsnitz produces
95 percent of the products, which are
exported to more than 30 countries
worldwide. With 140 employees, the
medium-sized company generates a
turnover of approximately 40 million
Euros. The Company continually invests
in production facilities and IT systems.
State of the art production technology
and large production capacities ensure
a reliable supply at all times for customers worldwide and guarantee reproducible, consistent and highest product
quality. Furthermore, Optiplan offers
an intensive, engineering consultancy
for the processing and use of its materials. For over 60 years, Optiplan stands
for quality, reliability and innovation.
The company is a member of Senata
Group, which acts as owner-managed
and fully self-financed holding (2,000
employees, 470 million Euros turnover,
14 companies in plastics & metal industry, headquartered in Freising, Germany, sole shareholder is Folger Family).
Another company within the group is
Mitras Materials. which is well known
for its Thermodet sheets applied for interior and exterior applications for the
automotive industry and in the caravan
and leisure sector.
www.optiplan.eu

Interior wall
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Indel B

Indel B launches
the OFF range
An innovative 12V air conditioner, installation and portable
compressor refrigerators are the products of the Indel B OFF
range. The new brand has the growing camper van market
in its sights and provides practical answers to the concepts
of independence, autonomy and adventure, addressing
holidaymakers who do not like planned, conventional trips

OFF Indel B
Cruise 65

Words Renato Antonini

T

he new brand called OFF was presented in September at the Düsseldorf
Caravan Salon. Name and the logo
suggest that OFF is the personal journey
in search of authentic experiences. It is an
invitation to unplug, to fully appreciate the
deeper meaning of travelling in complete
autonomy, with limited space on board and
little accessibility to the power grid. The
brand is new but it did certainly not spring
out of nowhere. On the contrary, it is backed
by a lot of experience. OFF is a direct emanation of Indel B, an Italian company with
worldwide ramifications, more than fifty
years of history and a listing on the stock
exchange to testify to a turnover of large
proportions. Leader in the truck refrigerators
sector that has been operating in the RV sector for many years now, Indel B has decided
to launch a range of products for everyone
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who want to experience travelling on the
road in a real, profound way, in direct contact with the surroundings and nature. OFF
is a young brand aimed at a young audience,
at least in spirit.
There are three product lines, articulated
in many variants: 12V air conditioners with
no equals in the world, fixed installation refrigerators and portable refrigerators. The
latter are mainly intended for end customers, although some models can be usefully
used to equip small camper vans and even
for flexible indoor-outdoor use. For instance,
the various Travel Box models are interesting,
with capacities from 15 to 47 litres, which
can also be mounted on a pull-out slide.
Among the portable refrigerators, noteworthy is the LiON Cooler line with rechargeable extractable battery (over 20 hours of

OFF Indel B Lioncooler X40A
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OFF Plein Aircon 12V
Below: the split

autonomy without electrical connection). We
must not forget that, in recent times, the interest of manufacturers in extremely compact
motorhomes for which products like these
are perfect has been rekindled in Europe.
12V air conditioner
The new Plein-Aircon 12V air conditioner is
a product of sure interest for motorhome users and manufacturers who want to offer as
an option an air conditioning system tailored
to the vehicles in their range. Like the OFF refrigerators, it focuses on the combination of
comfort and autonomy. It is a real air conditioner, but does not need to be connected to
the external 220V power supply: Plein-Aircon 12V works only with the 12 V auxiliary
battery, without the need for inverters and
generators. It is designed to cool and dehumidify the living pod of camper vans, but it
is also suitable for small and semi-integrated
motorhomes, up to 6 meters long. It is designed for installation in the rear area of the
vehicle, near the bed, exploiting the existing opening in the rood to accommodate a
40x40 cm skylight. It communicates with the
passenger compartment by means of a roof
unit equipped with two vents. Its main function is to create an optimal climate in the
sleeping area during rest hours, but it can
make a significant contribution to cooling
the passenger compartment while travelling.
Plein-Aircon 12V is equipped with a timer
for a programmed switch on and remote
control. It can be equipped with an adapter
for operation with a 220 V mains. Plein-Aircon 12 V has a cooling capacity of 1150 W,
more than enough for the function it has
to perform on small vehicles. Consump-

OFF Indel B Cruise 86

tion is reduced, absorption in automatic
mode is 18 Ah. With this new product, the
company provides real responses to the
needs of a fast-growing market segment,
such as that of camper vans, transferring all
its experience in the field of 12V refrigeration to an air conditioning unit.
Cruise: installation refrigerators
The OFF range incorporates the expertise of
Indel B in the production of 12V compressor
refrigerators, integrating the built-in Cruise
line models. There are now millions of Indel
B refrigerators mounted on various types
of vehicles, the only automotive-certified
and approved as original equipment by all
European and North American truck manufacturers. They are designed with a careful
eye to noise and consumption to guarantee
the perfect combination with RVs that must
operate autonomously without connection
to the mains. The proven reliability of these
products is offered in the Cruise series of
OFF, with eight models in the catalogue, designed for fixed installation in the RV kitchen
units. There are not only compact models for
camper vans, but also high-capacity versions
suitable for motorhomes and semi-integrated RVs. It ranges from a minimum of 42 litres to a maximum of 130 litres. Interesting
is the CR 86 model, with a slim width (only
38 cm) and remarkable height (86 cm) offering a capacity of up to 86 litres. The Cruise
range also includes a drawer model, the CR
49 Drawer Inox with a capacity of 49 litres,
and the interesting CR 65 which weighs 18
kg and consumes only 0.28 kWh over 24
hours.

Company profile
Indel B was born in 1967, from a great
intuition: to take advantage of the invention of a small direct-current battery powered compressor to produce
extremely small refrigerators that can
be installed and operated in all the
various needs when on the road: recreational vehicles, commercial vehicles, pleasure boats and more. As the
years went by, Indel B grew to become
a group capable of offering a wide
range of products. Not only refrigerators but also air conditioning systems
and more to meet the needs for greater
comfort in the various target sectors of
the companies of the group, including
Automotive, Leisure (Nautical and Recreational Vehicles), Horeca (Hotellerie,
Restaurant and Cafe). Today, the group
is recognised for its history, for its leading market position and for its constant
drive to innovate, often being a true
trailblazer of products and processes.

By exploiting compressor technology, OFF’s
Cruise refrigerators have a cooling capacity
very similar to that of domestic refrigerators,
ensuring a low internal temperature even
when the external temperature is high. All
models have a real freezer compartment for
storing frozen food. To offer maximum installation flexibility they are made with reversible door system.
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Teleco

PhoneBoosterVan 2.0:
the new era in the 4G reception
It is a well-known fact that 4G reception in a recreational vehicle is not always the best. To be able
to surf the net even when coverage is limited, Teleco offers a signal amplifier capable of multiplying
signal strength up to 400 times. It does not require a SIM card and works with all phone operators
Words Paolo Galvani, photo Enrico Bona

T

he importance of communications on
the road is more strategic than ever.
Smartphones are used for more than
phone calls and have become the hub of
all social life and entertainment, especially
now that videos streaming is often more
popular than traditional TV broadcasting.
However, holidaymakers are painfully aware
that the 4G signal strength can vary and
having a stable, good-quality connection is
sometimes difficult, particularly in the most
attractive locations for camping with a motorhome and caravan. Video transmissions
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that requiring a reasonable bandwidth with
a constant signal level are the most affected
by this condition.
Having only one bar on your phone often
means a very slow Internet surfing speed or
even the inability to connect altogether. In
cases like these, there is not much else you
can do besides changing place to hunt for
better coverage. Teleco has the answer to
the need for a stronger 4G reception with
a system that increases signal strength up
to 400 times. PhoneBoosterVan is an amplifier specifically designed for recreational

vehicles, now available in version 2.0, with
a new external aerial designed to further
improve the signal and reduce any interference. Developed in collaboration with the
Chinese giant Huaptec, the new PhoneBoosterVan 2.0 can be easily installed onboard taking only a few simple precautions
into account.
Energy-efficient
The system consumes about 500 milliamperes constantly but the advice is to always
provide it with a switch to turn it off when

In partnership with

not needed. This avoids unnecessary consumption and also the production of heat. It
is always advisable to ensure a minimum of
air circulation around the system even if it is
designed to work in extreme environmental
conditions from minus 45 up to over 55 degrees centigrade.
PhoneBoosterVan 2.0 is fully automatic using all five bands allocated to telephone operators, from 800 megahertz, through GSM
900, up to 2,600 LTE. The system includes
two aerials, one to be fitted outside and
one to be installed inside. The first has an
upward-facing cone-shaped capture area,
while the second one generates inward-facing radiation. The two aerials must not loop
because this would prevent the system from
working properly. Just keeping them apart
avoids problems. The outside aerial is usually placed in the rear end of the vehicle
and the inside one in the living area. The
outside aerial has been upgraded for the
new version of PhoneBoosterVan and is no
longer a shark fin aerial that created more
horizontal radiation that was more likely to
create interferences on smaller vehicles. The
design of the new device eliminates this risk
entirely.
Two-way communication
The system does not amplify at all when you
are in an area with sufficient signal strength.
If the external signal is less strong, PhoneBoosterVan 2.0 picks it up and increases it
by up to 50 dB. The indoor aerial, in turn,
increases the signal coming from the smartphone to communicate better with the radio repeater of the mobile phone operator.
The system is two-way with both aerials receiving and transmitting an amplified signal.

Of course, if there is no signal in the field,
the PhoneBoosterVan 2.0 cannot work miracles. However, thanks to its power, this system can offer connectivity to mobile phones
and connected devices inside the living pod
and immediately surrounding it. An adequate power signal means being able to
extend the autonomy of the devices, which
are not forced to continuously search for a
better network.
“We are confident that this innovative mobile phone repeater will meet with the favour of European camper van and caravan
users,” said Raul Fabbri, one of the two
founding members of Teleco Group. “We
are the first to offer a solution like this and
we have chosen a technological partner
with a long experience in this field, which
has allowed us to develop a professional
system of the highest quality. Our booster, which is compatible with all brands of
mobile phones and all telephone operators,
creates a centralised 4G hotspot, inside the
motorhome and in its immediate vicinity,
which also works with the vehicle on the
move.”
For correct installation, the suggestion is to
try to place the aerials in the planned position and to run tests to check that there
are no conflicting signals before fixing them
permanently. In case of a problem, the LED
on the device indicates that something is
wrong. No special tools or specific expertise are needed. In addition, the Signal Supervisor app, compatible with Android and
iOS smartphones, allows you to see that all
bands are operating correctly. PhoneBoosterVan 2.0 is supplied by Teleco complete
with ready-to-use wiring system, a threemetre-long cable to the outdoor aerial and
a two-metre-long cable for the indoor one,
in addition to the power supply. Of course,
specific extensions are available, if necessary. A typical installation takes no more
than a few hours if no particular problems
are encountered.
A WiFi router is also available
as an option
Being a signal amplifier, PhoneBoosterVan
2.0 does not require a SIM card. Communications with the operator are handled

Above:
the omnidirectional
inside aerial.
On the right: the Booster.
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The PhoneBoosterVan kit

Company profile
Teleco Group is a group of leading
companies in the recreational vehicle
industry, based in Northern Italy.
Teleco SpA designs, manufactures and
markets a complete range of devices
and equipment for terrestrial and satellite TV signal reception, televisions,
satellite navigation devices, cameras
and monitors, multimedia systems and
photovoltaic modules.
Telair srl is specialised in the development and manufacture of air conditioners, generators and inverters.
The Group’s products are marketed
throughout Europe, where a widespread support network is available.
The Teleco Group has two subsidiaries
in France and Germany: Teleco GmbH
and Teleco sas.

through the card in the phone. Teleco has
the T400 WiFi VAN Router T400 powered
at 12 Volts, instead, to distribute the signal
to more than one device over WiFi. In this
case, a dedicated SIM card is needed possibly with data traffic appropriate to the expected needs.
Since the product essentially generates a radio link, Huaptec and Teleco have certified
PhoneBoosterVan according to all relevant
international and European standards, including the RED (Radio Equipment Directive)
2014/53/EU. Compliance, safety, health and
quality are always guaranteed.
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Tecnoform

Tecnoform
Digital Event
Tecnoform launched the first “Tecnoform Digital Event” for exploring and developing all the
potential of digitization on the 5th through 9th October 2020. Five days of online meetings with
many key customers
Words Andrea Cattaneo

T

ecnoform is looking to the future and
well aware of the growing role of technology. The company is investing in a
bold digitization process. The goal is to hold
more superior quality meetings and digital
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events that have the efficacy of face to face
working while in total comfort and safety.
Despite cancelled trade fairs, 2020 is offering
an opportunity to both get involved and inspire. The new effort started earlier this spring

when the company was looking for a way to
protect health and present its news to customers at the same time. The idea took shape
over a few days with the concept of a digital
event to capture the attention of customers,
an online trade fair and face-to-face worldwide TV program rolled all into one. First of all
Tecnoform decided to set up an all-new, physical space in their corporate facilities dedicated
to customers. All the technology and wiring
required to hold digital events and meetings
was then deployed.
The Digital Event was strongly supported by
CEO Renzo Kerkoc, and lead by the Sales
Manager and Technical Manager. Key Account
Managers were also present and both delivered news live while answering questions. This
innovation alone however was not enough.
At the customer’s request, it had to be possible to display, zoom into the picture, measure
and compare every detail. The challenge was
to ensure that customers could access the presentation with a click, while displaying what
various cameras were framing.
Tecnoform worked with an agency specialized
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in digital performance and virtual events, including agreements to work overtime when
required. In addition, each participant received
physical material samples prior to the event allowing them to touch and compare details.
This effort was a successful major technological and marketing innovation. Participants
were asked to complete a survey expressing
their level of satisfaction which was remarkably high. The questionnaire completed at
the end of the event enabled participants to
provide information and suggestions. The
feedback on the event was so positive that it
definitively confirmed that this type of interaction could become one of the principal ways
of working with key customers, and capable
of strengthening both product launches and
customer partnerships.
Wide & Flexible
The key concept of the event and philosophy
that inspired the theme was “Wide & Flexible: customize your space”. Tecnoform has
studied solutions capable of “both saving
space and expanding it”. This principle can be
found both in the ergonomic shapes of doors
and especially in various removable and extendable surfaces, including tables, benches,
chopping boards and worktops (like the pullout cutting board). Flexible solutions are easy
to open and close, as well as transformable
to offer large worktops that can “disappear”
into small drawers.

Tecnoform factsheet
• The company was founded in 1965;
and since 1968 has been producing
furniture components for the RV
Industry
• Headquartered in
Valsamoggia, Bologna, Italy
• 155 employees
• 50.000 sq.m site area
• 30.000 sq.m manufacturing area
• 30.000 sq.m. solar plant producing
60% of the Company’s electric energy

The team are working on several challenging
process and product innovations, including
weight-reduction technologies, cost reduction, and remote production process control
(Industry 4.0).
News from Tecnoform
K-20 FLEXA
K-20 FLEXA is the new 2020 kitchen idea proposed by Tecnoform and designed by their internal design team. It is a hybrid kitchen and
living area solution consisting of two modules
in one. Curved doors are ergonomic and materials have incorporated antibacterial nanotechnology. In addition, the most popular new
product design attributes include:
• Extendable shelves can be “pulled out”
from multiple drawers. As an example,
underneath the kitchen counter is a large
self-supporting worktop that significantly
increases the useful surface for cooking.
Two benches and a sturdy, self-supporting
table can be extended to provide comfortable seating arrangements for four people
in the living area.
• The kitchen countertop has a special surface (made from a special material branded by TF Coating). The countertop is both
heat and water-resistant offering functional
protection from splashes. When the user is
finished cooking, this surface also doubles
as a useful worktop.

Contacts

Van
The van market is growing and Tecnoform is
taking part in this evolution! The company
is adopting an engineering approach that reinvents spaces according to the new “Wide
& Flexible “philosophy. As an example, a new
Tecnoform van based on the Ford Transit Custom has been developed based on direct experience and learning. For the past year, the
CEO has been encouraging teams of technicians to use the vehicle for their own travels
and leveraging this experience to come up
with ideas for a new total redesign of both
forms and spaces. Many innovate solutions
have emerged during this test usage that are
remarkably functional and considered “clever” by users. For example:
• The very large, self-supporting extendable
table can be pulled out from a surprisingly
small drawer and can be easily used by four
people with two sitting on the bench and
two on the cab seats.
• The worktop is removable from a compartment and made of the same material as
the kitchen top. This innovation is not only
comfortable for cooking and also for placing a tablet while navigating for the next
travel destination.
• A very deep, generous cabinet with an internal capacity of 22 liters has a sliding door
opening system.
• Adjacent to the kitchen cabinet, there is
the new coffee sliding shelf fitted with a
Nespresso coffee maker and storage space
for the pods to enjoy a cup of espresso on
the go.
• The kitchen cabinet can be easily inserted in
the middle with a simple hooking system.
• This new van is designed to be connected.
The vehicle is digital ready, with voice-controlled storage openings, lights and TV. The
lights can create different settings and ambience with various colour tones.

• Furnishing supplier in three
different sectors: RV, Nautical
Industry, Luxury Industry
• Global player in RV furniture
• 85% Export
(50% Europe – 35% Overseas)
• Major Customers: Winnebago
Industries (USA), Thor Industries
(USA), Jayco Inc. (USA);
Swift (UK), Bailey (UK), Trigano Group,
Pilote Group, Rapido Group, Knaus
Tabbert Group, Hobby Group (D),
Hymer Group (Europe);
Jayco (AUS).
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Thetford

Welcome to
T2000 Series

Never one to stand still, and hot on the heels of its innovative N4000 series absorption fridges, Thetford
has launched a ground-breaking range of 12-volt compressor fridges – the T2000 series
Words Terry Owen

T

he increasing drive towards the electrification of RV’s, together with a
desire for more home-like comforts,
were important driving factors when Thetford conceived its new T2000 series fridges.
Performance and weight were also important factors. That’s why all models use advanced compressor technology.
Five new models
Of the five new models in this series, three
offer an alternative for Thetford’s most common gas absorption refrigerators, whilst two
are special campervan models. Each has automatic temperature control, a user-friendly

Modern touch panel
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touch screen and is powered by 12 volts.
Additionally, all models except the T2090
have a regulated frozen food compartment.
Thetford says the T2000 series is the perfect match for every motorhome, caravan or
campervan. Compared to Thetford’s gas absorption range, the new fridges offer more
usable volume, a stronger performance and
lower weight.
Where these fridges really stand out in the
market place is the range of features offered. These include:
• Independent freezer compartment
The temperature of the frozen food com-

partment can be regulated independently
to that of the fresh food compartment.
There are no less than three settings
that can go all the way down to -18°C if
required. Furthermore, the compartment
can be switched off when not needed.
This produces an energy saving of up to
45%. The freezer can then be used for
storing other things.
• Automatic temperature control
For optimum performance, T2000 series
fridges feature Thetford’s Automatic
Temperature Control (ATC). This measures the temperature at no less than

Optimal performance
in all conditions
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Control is via an easy-clean capacitive touch
screen.

three individual locations – ambient,
plus the fresh food and freezer compartments. The result is that full compressor
speeds are only used when absolutely
necessary. The result is improved energy
efficiency and the quietest possible
operation.
• Bottom frozen food drawer
The T2160 and T2175 models have
a separate frozen food drawer at the
bottom. This means the fresh food
compartment is at eye level for added
convenience and a home-like feel.
• Extended climate class
With the exception of the smaller T2090,
all models are rated to climate class
SN-T. This means they will work well in
temperatures ranging from 10°C to an
impressive 43°C. The T2090 is ST rated,
corresponding to 16-38°C.
• Integrated air ventilation
Three models (T2138, T2160 and T2175)
feature a two-way low-level grille (see
image), whilst the T2090 and T2152 feature a low-level intake, with a high-level
output grille built into the control panel.
These features ensure a trouble free
‘plug and play’ installation with no need
for additional ventilation.
Thetford claims that features such as the
regulated frozen food compartment and
bottom frozen food drawer (T2160 &
T2175) are firsts in the RV market.
The T2000 range comprises slim fit models with a width of just 418mm, and larger
models with a width of 525mm.
All models sport a fresh ice grey interior
design and door handles with a strong lock
and winter storage function.

Campervan family
The outgoing T1090 has been updated to
the T2090, with a capacitive touch screen,
a new door handle and fresh ice grey interior. Due to the demand for larger refrigerators in the campervan market, Thetford has
added the new T2138 into the new T2000
series. This model is an extended version of
the T2090, but with a wider climate class
(10 – 43° C) and a gross volume of 138
litres. Both models are designed to fit the
contours of PSA base vehicles.
Mainstream fridges
The T1152 has been updated to the T2152,
with similar improvements, bringing it in
line with other models in the new T2000
series. This model is part of the slim fit, 418
mm width family, and has the same build-in
dimensions as the N4141/N4142 absorption
refrigerators. The new T2160 and T2175 are
part of the family of 525 mm width models.
These models are interchangeable with the
corresponding absorption refrigerators (see
table) fitting the same envelope.
This gives OEM’s and end users the option
of a simple upgrade to a larger and better
performing fridge, whilst eliminating the
need for LPG as a power source.

Contacts

demand for increasing electrification, improved efficiencies, lower weights and user-friendly features. Armed with these plus
points, the T2000 series looks set for a really
strong performance.

525 mm family

418 mm family

T2160



N4145
N4150

T2152

T2175



N4170
N4175

camper
van



N4141
N4142

T2138
T2090

CI Bus connectivity
All T2000 models are CI-BUS ready, allowing
OEM’s to connect the fridge to the vehicle’s
central control panel. Functions available
include ‘On/Off’, ‘Temperature setting’ and
Error codes’.
Availability
The T2000 series is available for OEM’s now
and will be with dealers from the 2021
season. As with all its appliances, Thetford
offers a 3-year warranty for the T2000 series, backed by an extensive network of
multi-national service centres.
Conclusion
With the T2000 series Thetford has proved
that it has its right hand on the pulse of the
RV market. The new fridges perfectly fit the
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Ama Composites

Beyond
traditional solutions
From LWRT technology to super insulating materials: Ama Composites aims to transfer advanced
solutions derived from other sectors to the world of RVs, from automotive to building & construction.
The company has the necessary expertise to develop all parts of a vehicle, interiors and exteriors, being
able to make use of its own Design & Engineering department
Words Renato Antonini

I

n recent years, Ama Composites’ activity in
the RV sector has intensified. The company
has considerable experience in the automotive sector and in particular in the van sector. Recently a patent was adopted by Ford for
a lightweight composite Transit bulkhead and
was particularly appreciated for the weight
reduction compared to traditional systems.
Ama Composites works with modern materials and innovative solutions: LWRT (Light
Weight Reinforced Thermoplastic) technology,
derived directly from the automotive world,
appears today to be the most interesting for
application in the RV sector. Ama Composites has managed to reduce costs by making
large wooden molds, avoiding the traditional
aluminum molds, a solution that can be used

starting from a production of 50 pieces.
“We introduced LWRT technology in the RV
sector as early as 2007 - explains Marco Corradini, CEO of Ama Composites - and today we
can create various elements of the vehicles.
We currently work a lot in the vans camper
segment: we produce, for example, the internal side panels of the sleeping area, because
we are able to perfectly follow the profile of
the van’s sheet metal. We are among the few
companies that can study solutions based on
maximum production flexibility: with a single
mold, for example, we can obtain both a right
and a left side panel”.
The lining panels of the vans
motorhomes made by Ama
Composites integrate ther-

Super insulating materials
In 2012 Ama Composites selected super insulating materials for the building
& construction sector: the best performing materials were analyzed worldwide, in contrast to traditional insulators such as expanded polystyrene and
rock wool, and the choice fell on Aerogel. A very expensive product, also
used by NASA for space missions. Ama Composites has integrated it with
other materials to create a composite at acceptable costs, used for the thermal insulation of buildings but easily transferable to the RV sector. The use of
these new high-performance materials could open new paths, would allow
us to go beyond currently established norms.
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mal insulation. The internal finish can be of a
soft touch material, or fabric of various colors
or an imitation leather (PVC or TPO). It is even
possible in some specific case to mold natural
leather. So let’s talk about ready-made panels: the vans camper manufacturer receives
the finished panel and can send it directly to
the production line. Ama Composites is able
to work on different types of vehicles, not
just classic vans motorhomes based on Fiat
Ducato. At the moment, for example, the
company is engaged in production for the
Citroen Jumpy compact van. Several Tier 1’s
have evaluated the ability of Ama Composites

In partnership with

LWRT cover
headliner

and placed orders, appreciating the existence
of an internal R&D department, but also the
existence of machinery that allows for production with automotive quantities. In Ama
Composites there are, for example, very special presses capable of cutting in a steel mold.
The company is in possession of the 3D data
of various vehicles, or can easily obtain them,
and it can also provide a reverse engineering
service, detecting the mathematics on behalf
of the customer. The LWRT technology is also
used to create parts of overcabs, motorhomes
and semi-integral, for example the roof of the
attic, the dome, the side panels and the under-bed, including internal structures such as
bulkheads and door panels. The company is
able to produce large panels, up to 2 metres
x 3 metres. It is important to note that, being
able to change the weight between the structure and the surface part, the same mold can
be used to create different versions, A, B or C,
from an economic version to a luxury version
with fine fabric. In this way the customer can
easily differentiate the range. The structural
part can be very light, using 800 gsm (grams
per square meters), but it can also reach 2600
gsm to obtain a very resistant component that
does not require further reinforcements, thus
saving costs.
Among other things, Ama Composites can
make the internal wheel arches with non-deteriorating sound-absorbing mat. The component has high mechanical strength and
the LWRT technology has the characteristic
of being hydrophobic and absolutely stable
in all climatic conditions. It is possible to produce elements of this type from 1000 gsm,
but were also tested ultra-light and ultra-thin
elements with 500 gsm.
New goals
Ama Composites aims to overcome traditional
construction schemes to open up new paths.
For example, it can supply the various elements
of the RVs with the wiring inserted providing a
plug & play engingeering solution.
All connections can go through a copper-based
strip, where everything from data to power cables converges. The Ama Instruments division
of the Ama group, which deals with software
and electronics, can support the development
of new solutions. Ama Composites is making
many composites, for example combining
LWRT with honeycomb. Excellent results were
obtained especially for the construction of the
platform, for example in straw polycarbonate,

straight but not angular, with two sheets
of thermoplastic material and eventually
with super insulating Aerogel inside. The
floors and walls of mobile homes can
also be made ultra light and with high
mechanical resistance.
“We are increasingly aiming to create
super-performing and super-light products - concludes Marco Corradini, CEO
of Ama Composites - able in some cases
to replace sheet metal. We have already
done some tests: we can obtain a molded, paintable and class A finish product,
much lighter than sheet metal, usable
in the RV sector. For example, we are
contacting some door manufacturers to
introduce these new materials. Through our
components, according to our studies, we
can offer a weight reduction of up to 250 kg
per camper van. Compared to elements made
with vacuum thermoforming, those produced
with LWRT technology are between 4 and 5
times lighter”.

LWRT fabric
no foam

Heated flooring
Ama Composites has recently developed
and patented an efficient and space-saving electric floor heating system. It is
based on a fabric (weft and warp) made
of copper (or even other materials) and
glass fiber, heatable , which acts as a
resistance. This fabric can be integrated
within the fiberglass that forms the surface of the floor panel: by connecting the
contacts to the inverter, it is possible to
control the intensity of the heat. Working
in combination with the aerogel it is even
possible to convey the heat to a specific
area or component part. The Ama Composites underfloor heating system differs
from those already in circulation because
it is integrated into the structure and is
very high performance.
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Company profile
Ama Composites is an Italian company
based in Campogalliano, in the province of
Modena. It is a division of the Ama group,
a production company that employs 1,300
people and has a turnover of around 200
million euros. The Ama group is based in
Italy, but has offices in various parts of the
world, from China to South America, from
India to Russia, but also in Indianapolis,
near the American “Caravan Valley”. In
all, it has 33 companies working in various
fields, from automotive to spare parts for
agricultural machinery, through building &
construction. Ama Composites was founded in 2004 and has been active in the RV
sector since 2006. It operates in the field
of high tech. composite plastic materials, materials that are able to ensure high
strength and low weight, being able to be
molded into the desired shapes. The internal Design & Engineering department of
Ama Composites is able to develop every
element of a vehicle, from the small detail
to the entire vehicle, both external parts
and internal elements, including parts related to wiring and instrumentation. Ama
Composites focuses heavily on innovation, investing at least 3% on average of
its turnover in research and development.
The company has the ability to work using
and integrating various technologies, from
vacuum thermoforming to thermoplastic injection, from SRIM to LWRT, passing
trough RTM & the innovative and patented
GRIT (Gloss Resin Impregnated Thermoplastic) without neglecting systems that include the use of super insulating materials
such as Aerogel .

An example of
heated flooring system
(in partnership with Palomar)
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Liontron

The battery
that came in from the cold
LIONTRON has a revolutionary new product for motorhomes and caravans: the “LIONTRON LX Arctic”.
This lithium iron phosphate battery is the first to perform outstandingly at temperatures as low as -30
degrees. It can be charged at extremely low temperatures without any problem
Words Peter Hirtschulz

T

he new Arctic version is available for
all LIONTRON LiFePO4 Lithium battery
sizes 12.8 V from 100Ah to 200Ah, as
well as for the 25.6 V 100Ah version. The
extra cost for the Arctic version is less than
100 Euro.
The Arctic System consists of two heating
elements which are automatically controlled
by the BMS (Battery Management System).
The charge current constantly raises the cell
temperature above freezing point and thus
brings it into a chargeable state. This means
that, unlike conventional LiFePO4 batter-
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ies, there is nothing to prevent maximum
charging and discharging performance at
extreme temperatures.
Even older LIONTRON LX batteries can later
on be equipped with the Arctic-system. For
the young generation, produced in the 3rd
quarter 2020, only the heating elements
have to be inserted and connected to the
BMS. For earlier versions also the BMS needs
to be replaced. The costs for retrofitting is
about 250 Euro.
With the new Arctic battery generation,
the innovative “power lions from the Low-

er Rhine area“ have achieved another coup.
The trio of entrepreneurs consisting of father Wolfgang Felzen and sons Boris and
Thorsten have proven many times that they
have extensive experience and are a reliable
partner. An entrepreneurial spirit spurs all
three of them on to top performances and
innovations. They have always remained true
to their aims when building up their group
of companies: The products must meet the
highest standard in terms of sustainability,
efficiency and quality. That seems to work.
Dealers report that for some time now, more
and more customers have been explicitly asking for LIONTRON batteries, both for original
equipment and retrofitting.
The trio like to be pragmatic, so it is no coincidence that LIONTRON customers benefit
from its innovative ‘five-minute’ principle.
LIONTRON batteries are not sealed, glued or
welded (as is usual with other batteries) and
unreparable in the event of a defect:
on the contrary, they can easily
be opened within five minutes, and within a further
five minutes all individual
components can be reached
and then replaced within another five minutes. Finally, the
closing process takes no longer
than five minutes. Super easy
- you can find numerous videos
demonstrating this on Youtube.

This means that all components of the battery,
such as cells, BMS and the Bluetooth module,
can be replaced quickly and easily, if necessary.
During the 5-year warranty period, repairs can
be carried out by the trade partner. After the
warranty period, defective elements can be replaced without any problem by a specialist or
an experienced layperson. LIONTRON will, of
course, provide appropriate spare parts for up
to 10 years after the current series has been
discontinued.
Another important feature is the LIONTRON
Battery Management System (BMS), which
not only manages the battery but also protects
it from operating errors and possible damage.
If there was a short circuit, overvoltage or
excessive discharge, the BMS separates the
battery internally from the consumers or chargers. Where other lithium batteries bluntly
disconnect all connections, the two-part BMS
of LIONTRON batteries differentiates which
problem is involved and blocks charging or
discharging separately. This is relevant, because the battery is protected against excessive discharge. In this case, LIONTRON batteries can be easily recharged and continue to
function without interruption. Due
to technical limitations, other lithium batteries
usually have to be
released again by
manual intervention in order to
be recharged at all.
LIONTRON batteries
will still work as they
should. Simply use
the battery until it is
empty and then recharge.
This saves the customer from
having to carry out time-consuming
troubleshooting or press buttons on the battery to restart it.
Thanks to LIONTRON batteries, which have
been trimmed for sustainability, the mountains of scrap batteries that conventional lead
batteries cause due to being unrepairable, are
a thing of the past. They can be recycled at
great expense, but finally about four to nine
percent of the lead used in the process is
emitted into the environment. This is one reason why the environmental requirements for
lead batteries will gradually become stricter
throughout Europe in the future. This means
that the sale of lead batteries will become
increasingly unattractive, not just because of
their technical disadvantages. Other manufacturers of lithium batteries cannot contribute to
this solution either, because only LIONTRON
makes it possible to replace battery components easily thanks to their modular design.
LIONTRON batteries are resource-saving, customer- and service-friendly. Thanks to this longevity, LIONTRON makes a contribution to the
optimum use of valuable raw materials such
as lithium.
The efficiency of LIONTRON batteries is based
on the use of lithium as a base material. While
a lithium iron phosphate battery uses about
95% of the energy for charging productively,
the lead acid battery can only use about 85%
of the charge. The rest is lost, unused during
the charging process as heat. It follows that
LiFePO4 batteries are at least 10% more ef-

ficient in the charging process than lead batteries.
By comparison, in order to keep the relationship between the life and performance of the
lead-acid battery reasonable, a lead-acid battery may only be discharged to a maximum of
about 50%. In order to have the same performance as a 100Ah lithium iron phosphate
battery, one lead battery with a capacity of at
least 200Ah is required. In practice, a LiFePO4
battery can replace a lead battery with double
the capacity.
Lead batteries will only achieve the intended
service life if they are fully charged again immediately after discharge. If they remain partially charged for a longer period of time, this
also has a negative effect on their service life.
As this is hardly possible in practice, most lead
batteries reach the end of their life after a very
short time and a few hundred cycles due to a
serious loss of capacity. On the other hand, a
lithium iron phosphate battery easily masters
3,000 full charge cycles and then still delivers
at least 80% of its original capacity. Lithium
batteries can easily be used for a further 7,000
cycles in the following years.
The economic aspects alone make lithium batteries the best
choice for use in
mobile
homes.
In reality, at least
three 200Ah lead
batteries would have
to be successively
purchased and installed at a unit price
of around 400 Euro
in order to achieve even
approximately the same
service life and performance
as a single 100Ah lithium battery.
And that’s not all, LIONTRON battery
cells only use the best quality. This means
that the total capacity of the batteries can
be up to 15% above nominal capacity. For
example, LIONTRON customers receive a
100Ah battery, which provides the user with
up to 115Ah under real conditions. And all
this at no extra charge. Even with a gentle
discharge of maximum 90% or with a loss of
capacity due to use, the full nominal capacity
can be used.
LIONTRON batteries are maintenance-free!
The user can be sure that he does not have to
worry about his battery during the entire cycle
life. Due to the low self-discharge, maintenance charging in winter storage has become
a problem of the past.
Battery installations in motorhomes are always
combined with additional battery monitoring
systems. This results in extra costs of around
200 Euro for the initial equipment. LIONTRON
batteries are originally equipped with Bluetooth battery monitor systems and a free APP
to check the state of charge and, for example,
the feed-in of the solar system, battery charger or alternator. External battery monitors are
therefore not required.
In order to guarantee highest quality and safety, LIONTRON has deliberately chosen LiFePO4,
i.e. lithium iron phosphate cells. Thus, in contrast to other lithium technologies, neither cobalt nor other environmentally harmful heavy
metals are used in cell production. As oxygen
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Wolfgang Felzen & sons:
Thorsten (left) and Boris (right)

is always found in the battery cell when cobalt
is used, a thermal chain reaction can occur
which leads to fires and explosions, the socalled ‘thermal runaway’. This cannot happen
with LiFePO4 batteries from LIONTRON.
Another important advantage for motorhomes and caravans is the weight. A 100Ah
lithium battery weighs between 13 and 15
kg. A 200Ah lead battery easily weighs 55 to
60 kg. The long-term fuel savings and load
options are easy to understand: a convincing
argument for manufacturers and customers
alike.
That is why the fan base for LIONTRON batteries is constantly growing. Because they are not
only easy to use, they also meet the highest
standards of sustainability and also guarantee
high performance efficiency and top quality.
After the successful establishment of LIONTRON as market leader on the European continent, it is now unerringly conquering the
three big “A”, America, Australia and Asia.
This next step holds a great fascination for the
dynamic circumnavigator Wolfgang Felzen.
As a former American football player, his son
Boris naturally shares this fascination and he
is sure that he will score a touchdown with
the LIONTRON brand. The fourth big “A”, like
Arctic, is already in the programme with their
new Arctic-LiFePO4-Battery.

Arctic Battery
with heating element
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Dimatec invests
in products and stock
Research, growth, investment are the keywords that Dimatec, a leader in the production of exterior and
interior lighting for RVs, has chosen for the 2021 season. New light clusters and new lighting systems for
the living pod
Words and photo Enrico Bona

D

espite the tough year with the pandemic that has hit all aspects of
the market and production hard,
Dimatec has continued to grow and consolidate through major investments and innovations with a focus on product development and internal organisation. The range
of the company, based in Guanzate near
Como, Italy, has been complemented with
an interesting new range of exterior light
clusters with a multifunction lamp, available in an array of sizes and characterised

by an innovative ring-shaped look. The light
cluster differs from the usual solutions on
the market by housing the brake lights, tail
lights, direction indicators, reversing light
and rear fog light all in one unit. Strong
of its clever design, the new product is remarkably light in weight and can be easily
integrated on the vehicle, as needed, either
vertically or horizontally. This very versatile
solution makes it suitable for use on motorhomes and caravans on the
production line.

Dimatec has also updated the 95mm round
light, one its best-selling products. Compared to the 2020 range, in addition to the
traditional three-light configuration (with
brake light, tail light, reversing light, rear
fog light and direction indicator functions),
a more cost-effective solution is now available with two lights and triple function
(brake light, tail light, direction indicators)
or dual function (reversing light and rear
fog light). The two-light solution was created to offer more choice to customers
and a more economically sustainable option, but can also benefit manufacturers
that make right-hand and left-hand drive
motorhomes because it avoids the need to
install the double wiring, otherwise necessary with a single light unit.
Among the new exterior products, a new
300 mm awning light, smaller in size than
the previous model but offering the same
brightness, has been added to the Dimatec
range. The successful 360 mm awning light
will remain in the catalogue for the 2021
season alongside a third, even more compact
product of only 260 mm in length. The larger
over-door lights, with the 650 and 750 mm
models, remain available for next year.
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Interior lights
As far as the new production of lights
for the living space of the vehicle is concerned, Dimatec’s 2021 proposal is in step
with the most current style trends integrating black colour options in the collections
of lights that were very successful in the
2020 season. The classic Dimatec reading
or recessed spotlights, which can be fully
customised (with USB charging port, other colours and finishes, touch or switch
operation), has evolved with this new colour to bring the interior atmospheres of
recreational vehicles closer to the trends of
contemporary home interior design. Onboard, natural woods are paired with new
colours and materials and Dimatec that is
not new to unique and colourful ideas is
breaking the mould of traditional design,
refreshing ranges with the most designs
most in demand. As always, the finish can
be chosen by the customer. Another line of
research that Dimatec is pursuing, supported by increasingly better performing LED
technology, is the reduction of dimensions
in every type of lamps. A new LED strip is
on its way, scheduled for June 2021 and
with no additional cost for the customer.
With the same appearance as the previous
generation and the same lighting, it can
guarantee 4W/metre performance (instead
of 4,8W/metre) with a considerable saving
in consumption as a consequence. Some
customers fit more than 10 metres of LED
strip on the vehicle, so a saving of about
15% becomes very important. Other 2021
news for customers includes a particularly
small USB charging port, just 25 mm in diameter (2.4 amperes) that can be integrated anywhere, and an ultra-flat USB port,
about 15 mm, designed to solve more critical housing problems, for instance inside
furniture. Both proposals are provided with
dust protection at the customer’s request.

these difficult times that Dimatec, in any
case, is facing seamlessly on the economic
and productive fronts. “Joining Frankana
will not impact our OEM business in any
manner because they were not active in the
original equipment manufacturers area”,
said Richard Pirovino, CEO of Dimatec. “We
remain independent in our creative choices, research and corporate strategies. With
this operation, we simply become much
stronger and consolidate our presence and
time-honoured role as a premium player
in this market. The security that comes
from having a powerful group behind us
allows us to look to the future with peace
of mind. We will maintain our autonomy
in business and product development and
will certainly build synergies with Frankana
in the retail and the aftermarket areas”. Dimatec has closed this year of particular uncertainty with positive results but has also
developed a plan to contain the economic
and productive emergency through major
investments. “We are working with select
customers that want to ensure smooth
production in 2021 without the risk of running short of supplies. In these months, we
have protected ourselves from the possible
return of the pandemic with a vengeance,
especially in the Asian area, and we have
anticipated the production of our entire
stock at the end of 2020”, Richard Pirovino
added. “In this way, we are confident that
we can cover the needs of our customers
throughout the 2021 season without problems. It has been an important
economic effort because we
have concentrated investments
that normally we would have
spread over the entire year in
a few months but we are determined to guarantee the security
of supply to customers in addition to top-quality, reliable
products. If the RV manufacturers want to kick off production, we are ready!”

Contacts

Company Profile
A specialist supplier of lighting systems
for recreational vehicles, Dimatec S.p.a.
has been in business for over three decades. Officially founded in 1983, the
company’s roots go much further back,
considering that its founder Richard
Pirovino began doing business in the
sector with his first installations in 1974.
In 1989, Dimatec entered the lighting
sector manufacturing lamps, and just
a few years later launching Veralux, an
exterior 12 Volt fluorescent lamp with
11 Watts of power that soon became
a best seller in the caravanning market.
Dimatec operates both in the original-equipment market and aftermarket,
selling its own products while also acting as a sales agent, bringing together
recreational vehicle manufacturers and
component producers, offering a huge
gamut of accessories and spare parts.
Dimatec obtained ISO 9001:2000 certification in November 1999, and has
worked tirelessly to enhance its internal
production processes in order to achieve
its objectives, while constantly striving
to provide better and better customer
service. In 2017 Dimatec upgraded its
certification to the new ISO 9001:2015
standard.
• Employees: 20 people.
• Turnover: 12 million Euro.
• About 50% of the turnover depends
on the OEM market, the remaining
50% on the after market.

Dimatec guarantees
the security of supply
The year 2020 has also brought great and
significant structural innovations for Dimatec. It is was recently be announced
that the company has been acquired by
the Frankana group, in an operation that
represents a strong injection of security in
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Lamicolor

The Atelier of style
From the new Atelier catalogue to the Caravan Collection portfolio, the many decoration ideas
are the result of a clever selection of the latest trends by Lamicolor. The vast array of proposals
distinguishes the production of laminates that also successfully address the RV sector
Words Renato Antonini

T

he success of a new motorhome model or a new caravan lineup depends on several factors. The décor of the laminates
used for the furniture is of primary importance because it sets
the interior tone. This is why the Lamicolor catalogue is constantly updated with ideas that express up-to-the-moment trends and
anticipate fashions. Lamicolor is a leader in the production of HPL
high-pressure laminates operating in various sectors, including RVs.
Although the company does not sell directly to motorhome and caravan manufacturers, it is well known in the RV world. Lamicolor
laminates are the go-to choice for suppliers of furnishing elements
to major international players.
“Our customers highly appreciate our ability to be proactive and
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adapt to market changes“, explained Roberto Gandino, CEO of Lamicolor. “Now, for instance, we are noticing an increase in demand for
laminates for the camper vans. More resistant materials are chosen
with a preference for monochrome solutions often in lighter hues.
Lamicolor was ready for change demonstrating a reactivity that is by
no means taken for granted”.
Lamicolor is continuing on a balanced growth path, focusing on
the commitment to boost customer retention in the RV sector and
committing to increasing production and service. New people have
recently been hired and a new plot of land will soon be attached to
the production site and may be used for the construction of new facilities in the future. There is no lack of attention to the environment.

Trama Indaco
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A plan to expand the photovoltaic system
on the building roof has recently been approved. The new system will be able to meet
20% of the company’s electricity needs.
Caravan Collection
A fundamental tool to interact with the various operators in the RV sector is the Caravan Collection, a selection of decorations
designed specifically for motorhome and
caravan furnishings. For over twenty years,
Lamicolor has been presenting a specific collection for the RV world and its proposals
are always warmly anticipated by customers.
“The Caravan Collection is a valuable tool for
everyone in charge of defining new furnishing solutions,” commented Pierre Cibrario,
sales manager of Lamicolor. “We send our
collection to the designers and managers of
RV manufacturers and to all furnishing component makers.”
The role played by Lamicolor laminates
should by no means be underestimated
because they are used for surfaces of considerable visual impact, such as tables and
kitchen worktops. The laminate quantity
is increasingly greater on RVs. In addition
to tables and kitchen worktops, Lamicolor
products are used for vertical solutions, such
as doors, walls and bathroom details.
“The Caravan Collection is a well-balanced
mix of new and traditional patterns and our
selection work is highly appreciated”, Pierre
Cibrario added. “It is a service that we offer to customers to help them speed up the
delicate decision-making processes that precede production. The Caravan Collection is
based on research and clever selection that
includes an insightful analysis of current
trends. The long journey starts in April and
ends in September with the launch of the
new collection towards the end of October
or early November at the latest”.
A marked preference for matte and modern
solutions has recently been observed. Traditional decorations are less favoured with
a shift towards less formal patterns, sometimes mimicking natural materials. The new
décors of the Caravan Collection 2020 feature stone and marble effects alongside geometric patterns paired with trendy colours.
Many are already available in stock while for
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others Lamicolor kicks off laminates to order.
The Atelier and the new decorations
The RV world is getting closer and closer
to the trends of home furniture and many
proposals favoured for furniture in general
find their way to motorhome and caravan
interiors. Every four years, Lamicolor launches a collection of decorations suited to all
sectors in which it operates. The 2019-2022
collection has now been enriched with new
patterns, new colours and new graphics
that have been sent out the customers.
The collection and its integrations, already
showcased on the company website, is the
concentration of everything offered by Lamicolor today. New ideas include cool metallic
effects and trendy light-coloured marble, for
which the demand is expected to increase in
the near future.
But these days Lamicolor is also launching a
new work tool called the Atelier catalogue.
It is dedicated to home furniture but is expected to attract the attention of the RV
world (some decorations from the Caravan
Collection are also found in the Atelier). An
elegant box was shipped to over seven hundred selected operators. The new Atelier collection consists of two sections: Trend and
Plus. The Trend section features the most
stylish décors that are already available for
the production of laminates. The Plus section, on the other hand, provides examples
of the many possibilities offered by a new
product, called Plus, launched on the market
last year. It is available in a very wide range
of colours and practically all Lamicolor patterns. Suitable for use in the RV sector as
well, Plus is an ultra-matte, post-forming,
smudge-proof and scratch-resistant laminate with remarkable elasticity. It is available
in all sizes and thicknesses. Laminate Plus
enhances some patterns, such as metallic in
particular.
“There is a lot of work behind our new
collections,” concluded Roberto Gandino.
“More and more customers see Lamicolor as
a reliable partner capable of offering a truly wide range of products, with over three
hundred patterns in the catalogue and more
than twenty new décors selected each year
that are the result of clever research.”

Company profile
An Italian company with a 50-year history, Lamicolor works in the field of producing laminates for the furnishing sector.
The key product is Lamco HPL, produced
through high-pressure, high-temperature
pressing. More than 1.5 million laminate
panels come off Lamicolor production
lines each year.
The factory, located in lower Piedmont,
can count on an area of 27,000 m²,
15,000 of which is covered. 130 employees work there and the company’s turnover exceeds 28 million euros.
The RV sector represents an important
percentage of activity and involves the
supply of laminates for furnishing (see
the table and kitchen tops) to the biggest
carpenters working in supply to European groups, joined by collaboration with
Australian companies.
The first product collection for the sector
dates to 1998: since then, specific ranges of laminates for the sector are created
every year.
Lamicolor production is guaranteed by
various European and international certifications, including FSC and PEFC with
reference to the use of products sourced
from sustainably managed forests.

Above: Pierre Cibrario
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MB Trading

The power
of colours
The rebranding of M.B. Trading
starts with the new logo designed
to convey the variety of colours that
characterise and differentiate the many
motorhome models
Words Renato Antonini

The printing department

The new logo

A

lthough the spring lockdown period was tough for M.B. Trading, the
post-COVID phase has brought new
business prospects. Turnover has increased
by at least 20% in recent months and a
positive season is expected, with orders for
2021 already on the rise. After all, for this
Italian company operating in the production of adhesive graphics the growth in the
RV sector has been constant. Today, after
ten years of presence in the motorhome
sector, the numbers are more than respectable with some 30,000 motorhomes fitting
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adhesive decorations made by M.B. Trading
every year.
“The quality of service and production are
the factors that most contributed to our
RV market penetration“, said Walter Bracci, founding partner of M.B. Trading. “We
supply customised solutions to small and
large manufacturers alike. Our customers
appreciate our short production lead times
and also the organisation of our supplies.
Upon request, we can work just-in-time
and use a specific supply system for each
one individually. By directly accessing the

“The COVID-19 lockdown caused a period of closure which, despite everything,
was useful because it allowed us to reflect on some issues that have long stood
still on our desks”, said Walter Bracci,
founding partner of M.B. Trading. “This
is the case with brand design, which first
saw a renewal through the new company logo, which we decided to completely
change after so many years”. The letters
MB stand out on a grey background, in
the centre of a circular element. A black
band has been added to it containing the
word “serigrafia” (silkscreen printing)
that hints to the origins of the company. It is made using the basic four-colour
printing method. A simple but striking
logo, more colourful than the previous
one, testifying a tendency to explore the
new boundaries of colour.
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The cutting department

Company Profile
M.B. Trading srl is one of the leading italian and international companies in the
field of printing for industrial and advertising decorations. Cutting-edge technologies, orientation towards innovation and
creativity are at the base of a wide range
of products and solutions that enable M.B.
Trading to dress and decorate surfaces and
materials of any kind. M.B. Trading’s printing techniques range from screen printing,
with an over 20 years experience, to the
most innovative digital printing.

motorhome manufacturer’s portal, we can
schedule deliveries for the exact day a particular model is placed on the production
line”.
Over the past years, the growth of M.B.
Trading has been managed by hiring new
people and introducing new machinery.
Two new printers were purchased only
a few months ago and the expansion of
the warehouse space is currently being
planned. Other machines for flat printing
directly on support panels will soon be purchased. They will be used for productions
destined to fields different from RVs.
“At the moment, the motorhome sector accounts for about 90% of our turnover but
we need to explore other areas as well”,
explained Walter Bracci. “We are looking at
the nautical sector where decorative panels are widely used in common areas. Of
course we wish to broaden our range of
action but, at the same time, our aim is also
to continue to expand our presence in the
RV world, in Europe and beyond”.
The growth of the company is showing
no signs of stopping and there are already
talks of acquiring other production facilities or creating partnerships with other
companies to expand the turnover.
Winning colours
“Colours are being used more and more on
motorhomes made in Europe”, explained
Chiara Mazzantini, graphic manager M.B.

Trading. “Decorations used to be mainly
linear, nearly too simple, but that was the
taste and the fashion and we have to respect that. Today, there is the widespread
use of decorations on every motorhome,
whether black, silver or colourful, that I
think is particularly attractive... Decoration
is important and it couldn’t be otherwise
since it is one of the most noticeable elements that differentiate one brand from
another. Today, many of our clients ask us
to create a graphic design project . In the
first phase, we create freehand sketches
and then we process the ideas using professional graphic programs”.
Six people work in the M.B. Trading graphics department. During the last few years,
there has been a strong change in the importance given to decorations. Today, more
and more often, manufacturers commission the graphic design from scratch, providing just general indications.
“We have only been working in the RV sector for ten years and so many things have
changed” concluded Walter Bracci. “For instance, printing techniques have evolved.
Printing is faster and the definition is better. There are more colours available and
many more materials that can be used as
printing media. We transfer all these improvements to the customer to make products that are more attractive for a market
where customisation is constantly requested and competition is very strong”.

Walter Bracci with Chiara Mazzantini,
head of the graphics department
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20% growth in caravanning
during the summer of 2020
Caravanning was able to significantly increase its share among the most popular forms of vacation
in the Corona summer of 2020 – by around 20 percent compared with 2019. This was confirmed in a
survey conducted throughout Europe by the Erwin Hymer Group. In July and August, around 3,000
participants from Germany, Italy, France, Scandinavia and the Netherlands were asked about their
travel behaviour. A look at the market figures confirms the results: despite the coronavirus shutdown
lasting several weeks, registration figures for recreational vehicles from May to July 2020 are up 26.5
percent year-on-year across Europe
Contents: Erwin Hymer Group and Customer Research 42 GmbH

T

his summer was one that many holiday travellers in Europe will not forget.
Since the end of February, the coronavirus crisis has seriously disrupted many vacation plans. According to a survey conducted
by Customer Research 42 GmbH on behalf of
the Erwin Hymer Group, 51% of all respondents had to change their vacation plans due
to the Covid-19 pandemic. Around 50% of all
respondents spent their summer vacations at
home – almost 70% more than in the previous year. Among the “active” forms of travel,
only vacations with caravans or motorhomes
recorded growth. Around 13% of Europeans
who went on a trip during their vacations
spent their summer leave at a campsite in
2020. Flight package tours (down 69%) and
cruises (down 42%) showed the sharpest declines compared with 2019.
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For Martin Brandt, CEO of the Erwin Hymer
Group, this is not a surprising result: “In a
home on wheels, social distancing is easier
than with other forms of travel and vacation.
The demand for our products is growing and
we assume that this year, the RV season will
extend into the cold season.”
Caravanning as a popular alternative to
the usual vacation
Even if a summer vacation on the balcony or
terrace was the most frequent vacation form
this year, many travellers nevertheless went
long-distance, although their trips were not
quite as planned or anything like last’s year’s
vacations. For many, caravanning was the
alternative: around half of the vacationers
who were on the road this year with a caravan or motorhome were new to this form

of travel. 18% of this year’s caravanning vacationers had booked a flight package tour
in 2019; 16% had spent their vacation in a
hotel, guesthouse or apartment. “We were
able to benefit from the sudden reorientation
in vacation planning. The stock vehicles of our
dealers were in great demand in spring and
our rental companies saw a sharp rise in shortterm booking requests at the beginning of the
season,” said Brandt.
According to the Europe-wide survey, there
were five main reasons for not taking the previous type of vacation and for switching to a
caravanning trip: 80% did not want to travel by plane because of the coronavirus, 75%
were concerned that they would not be able
to return on schedule. Other important factors
were the fear of having to go into quarantine,
the coronavirus-related requirements that

would affect the previous form of vacation
(70% in each case) and the risk of infection
(66%).
“The figures show us the uncertainty of holidaymakers and the fear of contagion,” explained Brandt. “This confirms our decision
not to attend trade fairs this year in order
to protect our customers, employees and
partners. Thanks to our widespread dealer network, customers can instead view our
products decentralised at their local dealer or
obtain information via the digital channels.”
Ideal vacation form
in the crisis
Conversely, the reasons that speak in favour
of caravanning according to the survey show
why this form of vacation is so attractive, espe-

cially in the current crisis: participants named
the possibility of travelling to different places
(52%), the independence of self-determined
travel (51%), and closeness to nature (47%).
Other important reasons are the preference
for individual rather than mass tourism and
the opportunity to try something new (40%).
The low risk of infection also plays a role: 30%
of those surveyed see this as an argument in
favour of a caravanning vacation – just as
many as expect caravanning to be an effective way to decelerate from stressful everyday
life. Overall, the attitude towards the mobile
form of vacation is extremely positive: a total of 43% of all respondents across Europe
can imagine spending a caravanning vacation
within the next three years.

Decelerated travel – preferably close to
home
Not only the form of travel, but also the choice
of vacation destinations is being influenced
by the coronavirus – the radius is becoming
smaller: holidaymakers who travelled outside
Europe in 2019 are more likely to spend their
vacations in another European country in
2020 (19%). Those who previously travelled
to other European countries now go on vacation in their own country (23%) - and those
who travelled in Germany in 2019 but outside
their own region prefer to stay close to home
this year (17%). “Many are rediscovering the
beauty of their own country and region this
year,” said Brandt, summing up the results:
“Conscious and decelerated travel is on the
upswing.”

10 facts about caravanning in 2020: a significant upturn
Below are the most important facts of a survey conducted by Customer Research 42 GmbH on behalf of the Erwin Hymer Group. Survey period
was between July 29 and August 04, 2020. 3,050 people from Germany, Italy, France, the Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark and Norway were
surveyed.
1. In the year of the coronavirus crisis, caravanning increased by 20% amongst all types of vacations.
2. 50% spent their 2020 summer vacations at home – an increase of 70% over the previous year.
3. 13% of holidaymakers in Europe spent their summer vacations in a caravan or camper.
4. About half of all holidaymakers who were on the road with a motorhome or caravan in 2020 had chosen a different form of vacation the
previous year.
5. 18% of this year‘s caravanning vacationers had booked a flight package tour in 2019; 16% had booked a stay in an apartment, guesthouse or hotel.
6. In favour of switching from a different type of vacation in 2019 to caravanning in 2020, the reasons were avoiding air travel (80%), the fear
of not being able to return on schedule (75%) or having to go into quarantine (70%), the coronavirus requirements affecting the previous
type of vacation (70%) and the risk of infection (66%).
7. The main reasons for choosing caravanning as an alternative are: the flexibility to travel to different places (52%), the independence of
self-determined travel (51%), closeness to nature (47%), a preference for individual rather than mass tourism and the opportunity to try
something new (40% in each case).
8. 43% of all respondents can imagine a caravanning vacation within the next three years.
9. In the summer of 2020, vacation destinations moved closer to home. Thus, 26% of holidaymakers preferred vacations in their own country
and 20% even in their own region. Those who travelled outside of Europe in 2019 preferred European foreign countries this year. Those
who travelled in Europe in 2019 were more likely to stay in their own country in 2020.
10. When asked which recreational vehicle they would most likely buy or rent – with several possible answers – the preferences in European
countries would differ. While campers from France (71%), Scandinavia and Germany (69% each) have a clear preference for motorhomes,
compact camper vans (57%) and caravans (45%) are the favourites among Italians.

Switch to caravanning (2020)
by vacation type (2019)
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Reasons for switching to caravanning (2020)

Main reasons for caravanning vacations

Choice of recreational vehicle by country
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Covid-19 cancels
multiple RV industry trade events
The continuing Covid-19 pandemic has led to the cancellation of dozens of RV industry
trade events through the late summer and autumn, with manufacturer dealer meetings,
aftermarket distributor shows and several other trade functions either canceled outright
or replaced with online events
Words Craig Ritchie

A

mong consumer RV shows, America’s
Largest RV Show, to have been held at
the appropriately named Giant Center
in Hershey, Pennsylvania from September 15
to 19 inclusive, was cancelled after organisers
determined that they would be unable to satisfy safety protocols related to social distancing with an event that is said to “span the
same amount of space as 33 football fields.”
The event will return in 2021.
The annual Elkhart Open House and Product Expo, to have been held at multiple sites
from September 21 to 25 in Elkhart County,
Indiana, was also forced to cancel due to

continuing uncertainty around the pandemic and a reluctance among some dealers to
travel, according to organisers Forest River
and Thor Industries. Further, the continued
border closure with Canada would preclude
Canadian exhibitors and dealers from being
able to attend, said Thor Industries CEO Bob
Martin. The Canadian contingent represents
a sizeable proportion of Open House attendees each year.
In a company letter to dealers, Forest River
noted that it was hoped the Open House
would return to the Elkhart area in 2021.
The 2020 RV Dealer’s Association Conven-

The largest consumer RV show in North America, America’s Largest RV Show – normally in
Hershey each September – was one of dozens of events forced to cancel this autumn due to
the continuing Covid-19 pandemic.

Roadtrek launches three new models

C

anadian Class B motorhome manufacturer Roadtrek recently introduced three
new models for the 2021 model year. The
company presented the three new units as
part of a virtual product launch for Roadtrek
dealers, which included an overview of the
2021 Roadtrek lineup and details on upgraded features to carry-over models. The all-new
Roadtrek Zion Slumber offers all the comfort
and conveniences of their popular Zion model,
but with an open-aisle floorplan for the storage of large items and a permanent bathroom
located conveniently at the front of the coach.
Befitting its name, the Slumber offers the ability to sleep five people in total, including two
in its retractable pop-up roof area which features three zippered windows, a skylight and
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molded storage tray with charging ports. For
consumers in search of a twin-bed floorplan
that can easily convert to a King bed if desired,
the all-new Roadtrek Chase is equipped with a
plush mattress, a Froli sleep system and adjustable headrest for the ultimate in comfort and
versatility. Standard features include a galley
with solid-surface countertops, a two-burner
propane stove, a stainless steel sink, a refrigerator with freezer, a microwave, a 400-amp
lithium ion battery system, an under-hood
generator, an outdoor shower, a power awning and generous storage areas throughout. Built with first-time RVers in mind, the
entry-level Roadtrek Play provides a twin bed
configuration that easily converts to a King
bed if desired, with adjustable headrest sup-

tion and Expo, to have been held in Las Vegas from November 9 to 14, has also been
cancelled and replaced with a virtual event.
Now extended to run from November 9 to
20, the virtual RVDA expo will feature education workshops, vendor training sessions and
a trade show.
On the distributor front, Atlas Trailer Coach
Products cancelled its 25th annual Niagara
Festival Buying Show due to Covid-19 concerns and the continued closure of the Canada-US border to all but essential commercial
travel. It too will be replaced with a virtual
online event that will run on November 17
and 18. While details of the virtual event are
still being finalised, Atlas is working with vendors to offer half-hour new product seminars
leading up to the event in order to allow new
product launches to be presented prior to the
show’s key buying period.
Even the annual RV/MH Hall of Fame Induction
Dinner has felt the impacts of the Covid-19
pandemic, having now been rescheduled for
the second time. The event, which recognises
the achievements of RV professionals across
the US and Canada, was to have been held
in August but was rescheduled until December 3. It has now been rescheduled again, this
time to May 13, 2021.
The organisers of dozens more consumer RV
shows held in cities and towns across North
America through the winter are currently
evaluating options.

port, easily accessible under-bed storage, and
an under-hood generator. “We are thrilled
with the response we received from our new
product launch, our order bank is bursting,
and dealers are eager to get new Roadtrek
models on their lots.”
says Roadtrek
Inc
CEO,
Dane Found.
“With the RV

RVDA of Canada releases economic impact study

T

he Recreation Vehicle Dealers Association
of Canada (RVDA of Canada) and the
Canadian Recreational Vehicle Association
(CRVA) have jointly released an updated economic impact study of the recreation vehicle
(RV) industry in Canada. The study determined that in 2019 the RV sector generated
C$4.8 billion in added economic value (GDP)
to the Canadian economy while creating an
estimated 67,200 jobs – figures that are up
sharply from previous 2017 data. “2.1 million Canadian households own an RV” stated
CRVA chairman, Jeff McDermott. “And while
manufacturers and dealers contribute considerably to the total economic activity, expenditures associated with RV ownership and use
account for 78% of the total value added to
the Canadian economy. Post-purchase spending by owners for services such as insurance,
storage and accessories along with RV tourism
related expenditures are significant contributors to the overall impact.”
Economic activity and resulting tax revenues
and employment figures were broken out into
four distinct subsectors – RV manufacturing,
RV retail sales and services, non-travel related expenses, and tourism-related spending.
Across all four subsectors, total RV industry
expenditures for 2019 have been estimated
at approximately $6.2 billion with overall tax
revenues estimated at $1.9 billion.
RV manufacturing
The total value of recreation vehicles manufactured in Canada during 2019 was estimated at approximately $416, generating $314.4
million in value added to the Canadian economy while creating 4,800 full-time years of
employment and $203.0 million in labour income. The industry further contributed $86.6

million in tax revenue to municipal, provincial
and national governments, in the form of personal tax, corporate tax, and other taxes.
RV retail sales and service
The total value of recreation vehicles sold and
serviced in Canada in 2019 was estimated at
$3.8 billion. This activity generated $746.0
million in value added to the Canadian economy and $163.5 million in tax revenue to municipal, provincial and national governments,
while providing 11,300 full-time years of employment and $473.0 million in labour income
across Canada.
Non-travel related RV expenditures
Total non-travel related recreation vehicle
expenditures for 2019 are estimated at $1.7
billion, and represent spending on expenses
such as storage, insurance, equipment and accessories. This directly contributed $1.5 billion
to the Canadian economy and $564.4 million
in tax revenue, while securing 17,700 full-time
years of employment and $820.9 million in la-

bour income.
Tourism-related RV expenditures
RV owners are estimated to have spent a total
of $3.4 billion on tourism-related goods and
services while travelling by RV throughout
Canada in 2019. This spending generates a
significant benefit to local municipalities, the
provincial/territorial economies, as well as
spread more broadly across Canada at the
federal level, adding an estimated $2.2 billion
to the national economy along with $1.1 billion in tax revenues, while providing 33,400
full-time years of employment and an estimated $1.2 billion in labour income.
“With this recent data, we are able to highlight the significant contributions the industry
makes to the Canadian economy” said RVDA
of Canada chairman, Gord Bragg. “The findings show that RVing continues have a considerable economic impact. The data is also very
timely as it will give us a baseline from which
we will be able to measure the impact of the
pandemic on the industry.”

RV owners are estimated to have spent a total of $3.4 billion in tourism-related spending
across Canada in 2019.

Truma North America expands business with OEMS

E

lkhart, Indiana-based Truma North America has been busily expanding its OEM
business on the strength of the company’s

industry at an all-time high and new RVers
eager to enjoy the lifestyle, we are well positioned for a great 2021 season.”
Roadtrek head of marketing and communications Karyn Torcoletti says that new
features coming to most 2021 models include the Firefly touchscreen coach monitoring system, along with a heavy duty, pet
friendly, magnetic bug screen for both the
rear and passenger side doors. “Some optional upgrades will also be available soon
include a Thule accessory package with a
bike rack, roof rack and telescopic ladder,”
she says. “We’ll also have the ability to add
rear Sumo Springs for improved driver control and ride comfort.”
On the left: the all-new Roadtrek Zion
Slumber sleeps five people in total, including two in its retractable pop-up roof.

AquaGo RV water systems. The company recently announced that it has entered into an
agreement to supply its mid-range AquaGo
Comfort model as an option on all 2021 model year Jayco Pinnacle, North Point and Seismic
fifth wheels. “Jayco and Truma share the commitment to bringing quality and reliability to
families on the go,” said Truma North America
CEO, Gerhard Hundsberger. “At Truma we
hold the values of quality, reliability, service,
and customer care in the highest regard, and
we’ve found the same commitment in our
partnership with Jayco.”
Mike Aplin, director of product development
for Jayco Luxury Fifth Wheels, said: “This company is excited to work with a high-quality
partner like Truma. Their innovation and expertise are unmatched in this space and our
shared company values align perfectly. The
AquaGo is a great upgrade to the Pinnacle,
North Point and Seismic luxury product lines.”
Truma has enjoyed strong OEM uptake of its
AquaGo product line in North America. The
company developed a relationship with motorhome manufacturer Tiffin that saw the
company begin installing the Truma AquaGo
Standard in its 2018 model year Wayfarer

Truma
AquaGo
Comfort

Class C units, which by 2020 had expanded to
include Tiffin’s Class A product, with AquaGo
product offered on Tiffin’s Allegro RED, Allegro Breeze, Allegro RED 340 and Open Road
Allegro units and available as an option on the
2020 Phaeton. Prominent RV builder Newmar
also chose Truma to supply water heaters for
its 2020 model year product, specifying the
AquaGo Comfort Plus to be included as a
standard feature in its Class A Canyon Star
Toy Hauler. The company has also been selected to supply AquaGo product to Forest River
RV’s Cedar Creek division, where it will be offered on all models in the company’s luxurious
Champagne fifth wheel series.
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First major Virtual Caravan Show
welcomed over 67,000 visitors
The 2020 Victorian Caravan & Camping Virtual Show is a
wrap! Organised by Caravan Industry Victoria, who are known
for doing things differently, the innovative virtual event resulted
in a total of 67,363 unique users logging in to the platform.
A result that exceeded all expectations
Words Irene Viergever

A

lmost 23,000 RV enthusiasts and industry stakeholders visited the show
platform on the opening day, with
the first RV accessory sales being reported
only ten minutes after the show opened its
virtual doors at 7am.
After the first day, the event organisers saw
a steady flow for the remainder of the show

with over 10,000 visitors each day.
For those consumers that missed the original five days, Caravan Industry Victoria took
the opportunity to keep the platform open
for another 30 days, until November 5.
This means companies and individuals all
over the world are still able to explore the
Australian Caravan and RV market from the

comfort of their own home or workplace for
an extra month.
The chat and the Passport to Freedom competition have been disabled.
However visitors can still explore the exhibitor booths, download brochures, contact
exhibitors, and view webinars in the Thetford Auditorium.

Virtual Show: the lobby

First feedback
Organised by Caravan Industry Victoria, the Victorian Caravan
& Camping Virtual Show was part of a bigger It’s Time to Travel
strategy to support the Association’s members and industry during
these times of crisis.
Victoria has been hit hard with the coronavirus and one of the
goals of the Virtual Show was to bring the Victorian industry together and unite.
The show has been supported by a large number of partners, including RV Online and Stratton Finance.
The vast majority of the members that already responded to the
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feedback questionnaire have rated the experience positive. Being
the first Virtual Caravan Show of this size, it was expected that
Caravan Industry Victoria would come across several challenges.
Rob Lucas: “There are a couple of things from platform perspective
that could be improved for next time, however all the challenges
we came across during the show have been addresses and solved.
I am relieved we pulled off an event of this magnitude. What was
pleasantly surprising was the number of sales through the virtual
show. Our members sold their products and services, which was
one of the main objectives of the Virtual Caravan Show”.

victoriancaravanandcampingvirtualshow.com.au

One of these members is Bobi Petrusevski, General Manager of Masterpiece Caravans. “We found the Virtual Show to be productive and
beneficial to our sales yard Escape RV’s and the brands associated
with it – Masterpiece Caravans, Vacationer Caravans, Urban Caravans
and Silver Valley Caravans. We sold 5 caravans as a direct result of
the Virtual Show and this was an exceptional result.” said Petrusevski.

Victorian Caravan & Camping
Virtual Show – Facts & figures
Show Dates: 30 September – 4 October
Exhibitors: 164, spread over five halls
Users / Attendees: 67,363
Booth Visits: 204,675
Document/brochure views: 171,053
Video views: 124,361
Website views: 260,278

Virtual Show: Masterpiece Caravans

The audience
Being organised by the Victorian state body, majority of marketing was targeted to Victorian consumers, which reflects on the audience: 70% of show visitors were based in Victoria, followed by
Queensland and New South Wales. While the traditional shows are
mostly visited by an older demographic, the data from the digital
show platform shows that none of the age groups truly dominated
from the others. There was a strong representation of consumers
between 18 and 34 years of age, which demonstrates that the widespread appeal of the industry is there. The platform allows to track
exactly what this age group
clicked on and where their
interests lay, data that will
help Caravan Industry Victoria market the RV industry to this younger demographic better by tailoring
the message to their needs
and interests.

Virtual Show:
Thetford Auditorium
Below: Virtual Show,
the accessories hall
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A chat with
Rob Lucas
Chief Executive Officer
Caravan Industry Victoria

A

boutcamp BtoB caught up with Caravan
Industry Victoria CEO Rob Lucas once
again to reflect on the first major online
Caravan & Camping show since Covid-19
hit earlier this year.

Aboutcamp BtoB: Congratulations on
organising the first major online caravan show. Are you happy with the results?
Rob Lucas: When we started organising the
Victorian Caravan & Camping Virtual Show,
we always planned for it to be an interactive
platform that consumers can really relate to.
A platform that would make it possible to
contact each exhibitor individually, almost
like with the traditional shows. The objectives as we set them out have all been
achieved and Caravan Industry Victoria is incredibly pleased with the results. We are still
waiting for a number of feedback forms to
be returned, from both exhibitors and consumers, however the feedback we received
so far has been mostly positive.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What were the main
challenges organising a virtual show

this size?
Rob Lucas: The main challenges mainly had
to do with technology. The capacity for our
platform provider to comprehend the size of
our show. I think they underestimated the
size and popularity of our industry, which
resulted in not all functionalities working
on time. Outside of that, keeping in mind
that is what the first Virtual Caravan Show
of this size ever, overall we are very pleased
with the results. We are perfectionists when
it comes to organising caravan shows, so we
only want 100%. We probably made it up
to 98%.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Are Virtual
Caravan Shows the future for
our industry?
Rob Lucas: The big question is:
where does the Virtual Show fit in
with the traditional shows moving
forward? We see virtual shows like
The Victorian Caravan & Camping
Virtual Show as one part of the
wheel, they will most likely play an
important part going forward. We
certainly welcomed a lot of new

Caravan Industry Association of Australia
releases 2020 State of the Industry Report

T

he Caravan and Camping State of Industry 2020 is an annual review of all
Australian caravanning and camping tourism figures. The comprehensive
Report covers recreational vehicle manufacturing, caravan imports, accommodation figures and caravan and campervan registration statistics for 2019.
Full report can be purchased from:
https://caravanstats.com.au/product/state-of-the-industry-2020
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people into our industry that used this platform to gather data and information, which
we are incredibly pleased about. People
that might have been reluctant to make the
effort to visit physical caravan shows were
now able to join from the comfort of their
own home. I believe there will be a place
for both in the future. We are still considerably impacted by Covid-19, so it is to early
to tell what will happen with the shows in
2021. We are currently in negotiations and
discussions with the Victorian government
on running outdoor caravan shows.
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JRVA RV & large private shows
in full swing
With the US seeing ever increasing COVID cases while the EU is reintroducing restrictions causing
cancellations of some large upcoming shows, it may be surprising that in Japan the situation remains
stable and the Japanese RV Market is getting into full show swing for both Japanese RV Association
(JRVA) and private ones… full, but with reservations
Words Bartek Radzimski

T

he show calendar has filled up to the
extent that the more active manufactures report weekend show calendars
filled up till end of the year. This busier than
usual schedule results from COVID-19 related trends that have become evident in the
past months. The first relates to the typically
larger JRVA shows. The need to follow the
5,000 participants per day limit has resulted in RV Association shows that are, on
average, 50% in size when compared to
2019. In most cases, this not only means a
reduction in number of vehicles exhibited by
each manufacturer; but also, lesser number
of participating makers. They are becoming
commonplace in the last months and have
grown in size to accommodate manufactures who often prefer participation closer
to home base.
More and more, however, a different challenge has been arising for the industry.
With camping cars enjoying above average

sales also in Japan, many manufactures
are faced with ever increasing production
lead-times. A pre-COVID industry lead-time
average of 8-10 months has increased further and some manufacturers are stepping

away from aggressive show participation to
focus on fulfilling their 12+ orderbooks. In
the long run the industry will have to find a
balance among these new and challenging
Corona times.

Kanagawa Camping Car Fair will be held on Nov. 7th - 8th at the Kawasaki Horse Racing
Course; another innovative collaboration to further promote Camping Car Life.

Mystic Planning’s innovative trailer wins the Good Design Award

A

boutcamp BtoB covered the innovative, yet uniquely Japanese
design of Mystic Planning in our March Japan Report. (issue
AboutcampBtoB – N.26) Since then, the 2020 launched caravan,
Registro Cuco, has been awarded the Good Design Award in the category: Passenger Car, Passenger Car-Related Instruments.
Originally inspired by the American Camper Trailers, Mystic Planning
Co., Ltd. has evolved into a company that is challenging the Japanese
design norms with innovative ideas and concepts. The litmus test for
their design can be confirmed in their orderbooks, where they are
typically facing 10-12 month pre-orders for their vehicles.
The unique aspect of the Registro Cuco is that it provides a solution
for the “Kei Car” or “Light Automobile” segment. With a max. length
at 3.4m; width at 1.48m, height at 2.0m and an engine displacement
limited to 660cc/47hp; this uniquely Japanese segment, surprisingly,
represents 30% of the Japanese new car sales. Despite this until now,
it has not been addressed by caravan manufactures. As most of the
camping car market in Japan, this caravan does not need a shower nor
a toilet. Japan’s abundant hot springs & pristine public toilets results in a
customer voice not asking for these onboard. However, when it comes
to the rest of the necessities, the vehicle is equipped with sleeping for
3 persons, a DC compressor fridge, microwave & stove, fuel operated
heater and even an AC system which allows the proud owners enjoyment in any season and conditions. If you want to check out more innovative designs from Mystic Planning, go to the homepage at www.
mystic.ne.jp or the YouTube video at https://youtu.be/ha6KnRlFT74
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